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Abstract
The aim of this research project has been to investigate eclipsing binaries
using archival data from the SuperWASP (Wide Angle Search for Planets) survey,
and speciﬁcally to search for evidence of orbital period variations. The short
cadence and long time base of SuperWASP light curves make them highly suitable
for variable star research of many kinds, and the size of the database (∼30 million
objects) allows for the discovery and study of rare objects and stellar types.
Techniques optimized for analyzing SuperWASP data were developed over the
course of the research, using custom IDL codes, and proved successful in measur-
ing orbital periods and detecting period changes in real and synthetic test data.
Employing these, original results were achieved in a range of areas. A sample
of 143 eclipsing binary candidates were found with periods close to the short-
period limit of the period distribution for main sequence binaries, which shed
light on the likely cause of the limit. Signiﬁcant period increases and decreases
were detected in many of these, and several individual objects were followed up
with spectroscopic and multicolour photometric observations, by ourselves and
others, to allow conﬁrmation of their binary nature and modelling to determine
system and component parameters. Amongst these were a probable close triple
system containing a low-mass contact binary, and a doubly-eclipsing quintuple
system, only the sixth known of its kind. Eleven post-common-envelope eclipsing
binaries were also studied for evidence of period changes, potentially associated
with circumbinary planets; our ﬁndings add to the ongoing debate on the reality
and stability of planetary systems in such environments. Finally, we used our
ﬁndings on period changes in ∼14000 candidate SuperWASP eclipsing binaries
of all types to estimate the higher-order multiplicity fraction of such systems.
(294 words)
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Introduction
This thesis is the result of a research project for which the initial proposed goal
was to “use SuperWASP data to investigate aspects of stellar variability”. Since
the SuperWASP (Wide Angle Search for Planets) survey was primarily designed
to search for exoplanetary transit signatures in the light curves of stars, this
use of its archival data to study photometric variations in the stars themselves
would inevitably be a repurposing of the data: an instance of serendipitous
astronomical research. At a time of economic challenges for the astronomical
community, archival data mining and recycling of this kind can be seen as an
inexpensive and eﬃcient way to advance scientiﬁc understanding.
There is also much scope for making worthwhile discoveries from such a large
archive. Since it was already clear that SuperWASP could detect variable stars
of many kinds, this project had a more speciﬁc focus on “those variable stars
for which evidence of a varying period may be detected”; stars which might be
called variably-variable. Four main areas of potential enquiry were originally
considered: the cause of the varying periods and amplitudes of some RR Lyrae
stars (the Blazhko eﬀect), ∼10000 of which are found in the archive; a statistical
analysis of the hundreds of thousands of SuperWASP stars exhibiting rotational
modulation associated with latitudinal migration of star spots; a search for third
bodies in the archive’s tens of thousands of eclipsing binaries via cyclical orbital
period variations; and a speculative hunt for binaries approaching stellar merger,
which would be expected to exhibit exponential orbital period decrease.
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It soon became apparent that the abundant evidence in SuperWASP data for
period changes in eclipsing binaries provided a more-than-ample foundation for
a PhD project, and so this research has been mainly directed towards the latter
two of these suggested topics (though evidence for varying periods in pulsating
and rotating variables was also encountered in the course of the work). However,
a number of unexpected discoveries were made while exploring SuperWASP’s
eclipsing binaries, and some of these were followed up with additional obser-
vations and analysis, allowing light to be shed on other areas of astrophysical
interest not originally conceived as part of the project.
This thesis, then, is organized into three main parts. In Part I, the background
to the project will be set out, addressing the signiﬁcance of SuperWASP data in
comparison with other similar surveys; the main types of stellar variability which
might be encountered in such a survey; and the key astrophysical questions which
research into variably-variable stars could hope to address. Part II describes the
gradual development and reﬁning of analytical methods suited to determining
orbital periods and detecting period changes in SuperWASP eclipsing binary
light curves; it concludes with a description of various tests carried out to check
the validity of the custom-written codes. Part III is the longest: it presents,
in broadly chronological order, the main results of the research project, in the
form of seven case studies, ﬁve of which are closely based upon my ﬁrst-author
published papers.
20
Part I
Background
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Chapter 1
SuperWASP in context
In this ﬁrst chapter, the SuperWASP project will be described in the context of
other comparable recent surveys. Of particular interest is the capacity of these
surveys to detect and study variable stars.
1.1 Characterizing sky surveys
SuperWASP is one of a large and growing number of wide-ﬁeld surveys dedicated
to time domain astronomy i.e. repeatedly observing the same region of the sky to
reveal object variability over time. Djorgovski et al. (2013) review the ﬁeld of sky
surveys in general, and provide a number of useful deﬁnitions and distinctions
(e.g. they characterize wide-ﬁeld surveys as those covering “at least of the order
of ∼1% of the entire sky”), together with a listing of major surveys categorized
according to the regions of “observable parameter space” they cover (see Fig. 1.1).
As a minimum, they note that “[e]ach survey covers some solid angle (Ω),
over some wavelength range (λ), and with some dynamical range of ﬂuxes (F)”.
The synoptic surveys to be discussed here, however, also must be distinguished
according to cadence: the time between repeated observations of a given ﬁeld,
which determines the minimum period of variation detectable i.e. twice the
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Figure 1.1: Schematic illustration of observable parameter space for sky surveys
(from Djorgovski et al. (2013), Fig. 1)
cadence. The total duration of operation of a survey is likewise relevant in
determining the maximum detectable period of variation.
Survey parameters are sometimes combined into a single “ﬁgure of merit”
such as the etendue: “the product of the telescope area, A, and the solid angle
subtended by the individual exposures, Ω”; however, Djorgovski et al. dismiss
this as merely characterizing instrumental properties, and suggest a number of
other ﬁgures of merit more appropriate to the scientiﬁc goals of particular survey
types. None seem optimal for capturing the usefulness of diﬀerent surveys in
detecting and studying variable stars speciﬁcally (as opposed to transient events
such as supernovae), so Table 1.1 includes a range of parameters for the major
surveys considered here, and the following sections discuss their diﬀerences and
capabilities more qualitatively.
1.2 SuperWASP
The UK’s Wide Angle Search for Planets project (Pollacco et al., 2006; Haswell,
2010) began in 2000 with the primary aim of ﬁnding exoplanetary candidates by
23
Survey Magnitude Sky area Cadences Duration of
name range covered operation
SuperWASP V ∼8–15 whole sky 6–40 mins 7–9 years
OGLE down to ∼100 sq. deg. 1–3 days 5–22 years
V ∼22 and near Galactic
I ∼21 Bulge + LMC
and SMC
ASAS down to whole sky 1–3 days 8–14 years
V ∼14 and
I ∼13
Kepler V ∼9–17 105 sq. deg. 1–30 mins 7 years
in Kepler ﬁeld (projected)
RATS g′ ∼12–23 110 ﬁelds 1–2 mins 3–8 days
totalling per ﬁeld,
> 31 sq. deg. over 5 years
CoRoT R ∼5.5–16 selected 1 s–15 mins 6 years
ﬁelds within
∼20 sq. deg. area
Gaia V ∼2–20 whole sky 7–45 days 5 years
(projected)
LSST r ∼16–24 half of sky: 3–4 days 10 years
18000 sq. deg. (projected)
Table 1.1: Parameters of major surveys
the transit method. It has largely used low-cost commercially-available instru-
ments e.g. 11 cm-diameter telephoto lenses coupled to CCDs, with an emphasis
on high-cadence observations of bright stars over almost the whole sky. After the
WASP0 single camera demonstrated notable successes (Mislis et al., 2006), two
SuperWASP facilities each with eight cameras were built and have been observ-
ing since 2003 (SuperWASP-N on La Palma, covering the northern hemisphere)
and 2005 (SuperWASP-S at the South African Astronomical Observatory, for
the southern hemisphere).
Although SuperWASP has been highly successful in detecting transiting ex-
oplanets (92 published in refereed journals or announced at conference by late
August 2014, out of 4331), its capabilities also make it highly suitable for de-
tecting and studying variable stars of many kinds, including those with periods
1exoplanet.eu/catalog-transit.php
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as short as about 20 minutes. By early May 2012 (after which general survey
observations were no longer added to the database), its archive covered 1849
nights and 30874261 unique objects, and has produced results on short period
eclipsing binaries (Norton et al., 2011), periodic variables coincident with X-
ray sources (Norton et al., 2007), pulsating Am (Smalley et al., 2011) and A
(Holdsworth et al., 2014) stars, cataclysmic variables (Thomas et al., 2010) and
a rare pre-helium white dwarf (Maxted et al., 2012) amongst others2. It has even
been used to obtain asteroid light curves (Parley et al., 2005, 2008). Smith and
WASP (2014) gives a recent summary of the project’s achievements.
1.3 OGLE
The Optical Gravitational Lensing Experiment is a Polish project which has op-
erated in four phases since 1992, with a primary goal of collecting gravitational
microlensing events to give evidence for dark matter (Udalski et al., 1997; Udal-
ski, 2003; Udalski et al., 2008). Located at Las Campanas Observatory in Chile,
it has used 1 m and 1.3 m-diameter telescopes with CCD cameras containing ﬁrst
one chip (OGLE-I, OGLE-II), then a mosaic of eight (OGLE-III), and ﬁnally 32
chips (OGLE-IV), allowing relatively deep imaging of selected ﬁelds in the Mag-
ellanic Clouds and Galactic Bulge. In addition to identifying several thousand
microlensing event candidates, it has discovered exoplanets (by the transit and
microlensing methods), Kuiper Belt objects, and tens of thousands of variable
stars3. In particular, the OGLE-III Catalog of Variable Stars4 is discussed in
16 papers to date (Soszyn´ski et al., 2008a,b, 2009a,b,c; Poleski et al., 2010a;
Soszyn´ski et al., 2010a,c,b; Poleski et al., 2010b; Soszyn´ski et al., 2011a; Graczyk
et al., 2011; Soszyn´ski et al., 2011c,b, 2013b,a), according to ﬁeld and variable
2www.superwasp.org/publications.htm
3See publications section of ogle.astrouw.edu.pl
4ogledb.astrouw.edu.pl/~ogle/CVS/
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type.
1.4 ASAS
The All Sky Automated Survey (Pojman´ski, 1997, 2002) is another Polish project,
inspired by an appeal for wide-ﬁeld variability surveys (Paczyn´ski, 1997). Like
SuperWASP, it has used relatively low-cost commercially-available hardware:
75 mm and 70 cm-diameter telephoto lenses with single-chip CCD cameras, with
between one and four instruments operating simultaneously at various times in
the project’s history. After pilot phases, the current system has two ASAS-3N
telescopes in Haleakala, Hawaii covering the northern hemisphere since 2006, and
two ASAS-3 telescopes in Chile (next to OGLE’s telescope) covering the south-
ern hemisphere since 2000. Unlike SuperWASP and OGLE, its explicit science
goal is to discover and catalogue bright variable stars over the whole sky, and to
date it has classiﬁed ∼50000 variables, mainly in the southern sky5 (Pojman´ski,
2002, 2003; Pojman´ski and Maciejewski, 2004, 2005; Pojman´ski et al., 2005), and
∼1000 in the Kepler ﬁeld (Pigulski et al., 2009).
1.5 Kepler
NASA’s Kepler mission uses a space-based 1.4 m-diameter telescope to monitor
a single sky ﬁeld containing over 150000 stars6 (Borucki et al., 2010). Originally
proposed in 1992, launched in 2009, and continued as K2 in 2014 after a hiatus in
2013, its primary goal is to search for transiting terrestrial planets in the habitable
zone. Its high-precision, short-cadence photometry makes it optimal for this role,
but also for detecting stellar variability, especially at short periods and with low
amplitudes e.g. Szabo´ et al. (2013) on the discovery of period doubling in RR
5www.astrouw.edu.pl/asas/?page=acvs
6kepler.nasa.gov
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Lyrae stars, Garc´ıa (2013) on large-scale asteroseismology, Uytterhoeven et al.
(2011) on pulsational variability in A–F type stars, and Coughlin et al. (2011)
on low-mass eclipsing binaries.
1.6 RATS
The RApid Temporal Survey is a mainly-European project operating since 2003
(Ramsay and Hakala, 2005; Barclay et al., 2011), which has used 2.2 m and
2.5 m telescopes with wide-ﬁeld CCD cameras at La Palma and La Silla in
Chile to study the faint variable sky at very high cadence. A particular goal
was to search for new AM CVn systems, and several candidates have now been
identiﬁed, amongst 1.2×105 variable objects of other kinds. Hundreds of contact
binaries were identiﬁed and modelled approximately (Hakala et al., 2012). The
latest phase of RATS is a deep survey of the Kepler ﬁeld to detect short-period
variability which may be missed by Kepler’s longer cadence observations (Ramsay
et al., 2014).
1.7 CoRoT
The COnvection, ROtation and planetary Transits space mission7 (Auvergne
et al., 2009) is a French/ESA project ﬁrst proposed in 1994, launched in 2006,
and decommissioned in 2014 (though its scientiﬁc results are still being explored).
It had two main goals: asteroseismology of 150 bright stars, and a search for
exoplanetary transits around 200000 stars. The telescope’s 30 cm-diameter
mirror with 4 CCD cameras monitored multiple selected star ﬁelds within two
regions in opposite directions on the sky, and the project has yielded results
on variables including studies of pulsating B stars (Degroote et al., 2011); the
periods (mainly rotational) of a large sample of solar-type stars (Aﬀer et al.,
7smsc.cnes.fr/COROT/
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2012); and the discovery and analysis of an eclipsing binary containing a δ Scuti
pulsator (da Silva et al., 2014).
1.8 Other
Many other current and forthcoming surveys and projects are capable of yielding
photometric data on variable stars, while not being direct comparators to Su-
perWASP for various reasons, and this brief review cannot pretend to cover all
of them. The VISTA Variables in the Vı´a La´ctea (VVV) survey8 is an ongoing
ﬁve-year ESO project to monitor variability in the Galactic bulge and adjacent
disk, using a near-infrared ﬁlter (Minniti et al., 2010), which is hoped to result
in a catalogue of ∼ 106 variables. The related VISTA Magellanic Cloud (VMC)
survey has obtained ∼ 2000 high-quality light curves for RR Lyrae and Cepheids
(Ripepi et al., 2012). NASA’s Wide-ﬁeld Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE) also
surveyed in the infrared during its 2010 orbital mission, and over 8000 variable
stars have been automatically classiﬁed in its source catalogue9, mainly of Algol,
RR Lyrae and W UMa types (Masci et al., 2014).
The Catalina Real-Time Transient Survey (CRTS), associated with the Catalina
Sky Survey (CSS)10 which searches for near-Earth objects, uses three medium-
sized telescopes in Arizona and Australia to survey selected ﬁelds with varying
cadences; about 10% of its few thousand real-time transient alerts have been for
high-amplitude periodic variables such as Mira and RR Lyrae stars (Mahabal
et al., 2011). The three phases of the Robotic Optical Transient Search Exper-
iment (ROTSE), although intended primarily to observe gamma-ray bursts in
the optical11, have revealed large numbers of variable stars, and resulted in the
production of the Northern Sky Variability Survey (NSVS), containing some 14
8mwm.astro.puc.cl/mw/index.php/VVV_Survey:About
9wise2.ipac.caltech.edu/docs/release/allsky/
10www.lpl.arizona.edu/css/
11www.rotse.net
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million objects12 (Akerlof et al., 2000; Woz´niak et al., 2004), recently analyzed
as containing ∼ 1.8× 106 possible variable candidates13 (Shin et al., 2012).
Looking to the future, the Panoramic Survey Telescope & Rapid Response
System (Pan-STARRS) consortium is embarking on a range of projects related
to time domain astronomy14 (Saglia et al., 2012), ranging from detection of near-
Earth objects to studying variability in M31, though since the wide ﬁeld survey
will only image each source 12 times, it is unlikely to reveal much about vari-
able stars. The Stellar Observations Network Group (SONG) plans to use a
global network of small telescopes to determine radial velocities and search for
gravitationally-lensed exoplanets (Creevey et al., 2011); the second goal should
reveal many variable stars. The Russian Mobile Astronomy System of TElescope
Robots (MASTER II) is under expansion (Kornilov et al., 2012), and while it
is optimized for transient detection, should be capable of detecting some vari-
ables. Another ongoing small project, the Kilodegree Extremely Little Telescope
(KELT), searches for transits around bright stars, but has also found a num-
ber of variables such as eclipsing binaries (Pepper et al., 2012). The Pi of the
sky apparatus, currently being developed to search for gamma-ray burst optical
counterparts, is expected to yield results on variable stars as well (Siudek et al.,
2011).
A couple of other ongoing projects, not conceived as sky surveys in any sense,
are nonetheless highly relevant to the study of variable stars. The Digital Access
to a Sky Century @ Harvard (DASCH) project is underway to scan, digitize and
make available online the 450000 plates in the Harvard College Observatory’s
collection15: this will provide access to variables with periods up a century, un-
detectable by any other survey described so far (Grindlay et al., 2012). As Griﬃn
points out (2012), our knowledge of the period distribution of binaries is strongly
12Available from skydot.lanl.gov
13Database available at stardb.yonsei.ac.kr
14ps1sc.org/Surveys.shtml
15dasch.rc.fas/harvard.edu/project.php
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aﬀected by observational bias towards shorter, more readily-observed periods.
Another example of what might be called serendipitous astronomy is the use
of NASA STEREO images (Solar TErrestrial RELations Observatory16) to study
variable stars: although the mission is a space-based continuous observation of
the Sun, its imagers also record data on background stars in the ﬁeld of view.
This has allowed processing to reveal stellar variability of many kinds, including
eclipsing binaries, δ Scuti and Mira pulsators, and chemically-peculiar rotating
variables (Wraight et al., 2011, 2012b,a,c; Paunzen et al., 2013).
Finally, the Next Generation Transit Survey (NGTS)17 is seen as a succes-
sor to SuperWASP. Currently under construction at ESO-Paranal, this will use
a robotic array of twelve 20 cm telescopes to search for transiting Neptune-
size planets and super-Earths around bright stars, in an area some ﬁfteen times
greater than that surveyed by Kepler. The goal is to detect planets which can be
readily conﬁrmed by radial velocity measurements; however, it is likely that its
archived data will provide ample material for the study of variable stars, similarly
to SuperWASP.
1.9 The future
In the proceedings of a 2011 conference “New Horizons in Time-Domain Astron-
omy” (Griﬃn et al., 2012), several papers consider forthcoming developments
in observational technologies and data processing. Djorgovski et al. (2012) look
towards the future of time domain astronomy using synoptic sky surveys in gen-
eral; however, of particular relevance here are planned surveys which should yield
photometric data suitable for discovering and studying periodic variable stars in
enormous numbers.
16stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov/
17www.ngtransits.org/
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Eyer et al. (2012b; see also Eyer et al. (2012a)) consider how the Gaia
mission18 will build on ESA’s earlier Hipparcos survey mission. This space-
based programme, using a 1.45×0.45 m mirror, was successfully launched in
late 2013, and after a longer-than-expected commissioning phase is now (August
2014) ready to start its science mission. Over the next ﬁve years it should obtain
astrometric and photometric measurements for ∼1 billion sources: about 1% of
the Milky Way’s stars. (Radial velocities should also be measurable for ∼150
million stars.) In particular, it will image sources repeatedly, and though its
cadence is not optimized for periodic variable stars, it is expected to detect
several million, and perhaps 50–150 million variable objects in total. Its full
results should be available by 2020–21.
The Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST)19 will be a ground-based 8.4 m-
diameter telescope in Chile (Eyer et al., 2012a; Walkowicz, 2012), which will
obtain about 1000 photometric measurements in six wavelength bands for each of
1010 stars, making it suitable for detection and detailed study of faint variables of
many kinds. It has been estimated that it may detect 2.4×107 eclipsing binaries
alone. It has just (August 2014) been oﬃcially authorized to start construction;
ﬁrst light is projected in ﬁve years.
18sci.esa.int/gaia/
19www.lsst.org/lsst/
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Chapter 2
Stellar variability
This chapter will give an outline of the main classes of variable stars, where
this variability is amenable to detection through optical light curves. Although
the main focus of this research is on eclipsing binary stars, other variable types
can mimic eclipses, or co-occur with eclipsing variability1, so it is important
to consider the broader context of stellar variability. Mention will be made of
diﬀerent variable stars’ capacity to exhibit period changes over time, and of the
value of diﬀerent variable types to astrophysics more generally.
2.1 The classification of variable stars
The General Catalogue of Variable Stars2 currently lists, in its fourth edition
(GCVS4), 47811 designated variable stars mainly within the Milky Way, 10979
variables in external galaxies, and 984 extragalactic supernovae (Samus et al.,
2007-2013). The Catalogue classiﬁes variables into eight groups containing more
than 100 variability types3, while noting that an object may fall into multiple
types simultaneously e.g. an eruptive star within an eclipsing binary system.
Sterken (1996b) notes the diﬃculty of producing a “physically sound and con-
1This will be of particular relevance in Ch. 10.
2www.sai.msu.su/gcvs/gcvs/
3www.sai.msu.su/gcvs/gcvs/iii/vartype.txt
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Variability Stellar types Period range Amplitude
type of variation
EA Detached or semi- 0.2 d to 0.01–several
detached systems; several decades magnitudes
one or both
components main
sequence (O–M) or
evolved (giant/dwarf)
EB Often semidetached; mostly > 1 d usually < 2
components mostly magnitudes
types B–A
EW Contact systems; mostly 0.2–1 d usually < 0.8
MS mainly F–K magnitudes
δ Scuti A0–F5 0.01–0.2 d 0.003–0.9 mag.
RR Lyrae Giant A–F ∼0.2–1 d 0.2–2 mag.
Cepheids F–K mostly ∼1–50 d, ∼0.02–2 mag.
some up to ∼200 d
Mira Post-MS giants 80 to thousands 2.5–11 mag.
with late-type of days
emission spectra
Ap CP magnetic MS mostly ∼1–7 d, 0.01–0.1 mag.
stars B8p–A7p some up to ∼100 d
BY Dwarfs dKe–dMe fraction of day–120 d ∼0.02–0.5 mag.
Dwarf Close binaries; 80 m–14 h usually < 1
novae white dwarf primary (orbital) magnitude
and G–M secondary (orbital)
Table 2.1: Parameters of selected types of variable star relevant to the identiﬁ-
cation of eclipsing binaries
sistent taxonomy of classes and types of variable stars”, due to factors such as
ongoing improvements in observational technology, the increasing time-base of
observations, and the tension between classiﬁcations based on observable fea-
tures (e.g. light curves) and those based on derived physical characteristics (e.g.
masses). In the end, he and Jaschek broadly follow the six main GCVS classes in
their useful atlas of variable star light curves: eruptive, pulsating, rotating and
cataclysmic variables; and eclipsing and X-Ray binaries (Sterken and Jaschek,
1996).
However, not all types of stellar variability are readily detectable in Super-
WASP data (e.g. variability at non-optical wavelengths, very low amplitude
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changes, variability of very faint stars, very long or extremely short period varia-
tion), or are of equal relevance to this research project (e.g. non-periodic irregular
or transient phenomena, or indeed utterly regular periodic variation). Therefore,
this chapter will focus mainly upon those types of variable star most amenable
and interesting to research in the present context, with a summary of key pa-
rameters of the major types in Table 2.1.
2.2 Eclipsing binaries
Systems of two gravitationally-bound stars, orbiting a common centre of mass,
will produce dips in system ﬂux level twice each orbital period, when one star
eclipses (partially or totally) the other, provided the system’s orbital plane lies
suﬃciently close to our line of sight to the system (see Fig. 2.1). More speciﬁcally,
we will see eclipses provided that
sin(90◦ − i) ≤ R1 + R2
a
(Hilditch (2001), Equation 5.36), where i is the angle of inclination of the orbit
to the tangent plane of the sky, R1,2 are the radii of the two stars, and a is the
semimajor axis of the orbit, i.e. we are more likely to see eclipses in close binary
systems, and those containing relatively large stars.
Eclipsing binaries can be classiﬁed into three main observational types ac-
cording to the shapes of their light curves (Figure 2.2). Type EA or Algol-type
binaries, named for the prototype star Algol= β Persei, have well-deﬁned eclipse
ﬁrst and fourth contacts, and relatively constant light out of eclipse i.e. ﬂat
maxima. The secondary eclipse may be too shallow to observe. Type EB or
β Lyrae-type exhibit continuous variation in light level out of eclipse i.e. some-
what curved maxima, and generally a clear diﬀerence in the depths of primary
and secondary eclipses (Hall, 1996a,b). Type EW or W Ursae Majoris (W UMa)-
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Figure 2.1: A schematic eclipsing binary system (from Hilditch (2001), Fig. 5.8),
seen at i = 90◦, containing spherical stars with R1 = 0.1a, R2 = 0.138a. On
the bottom left, the deeper primary eclipse is created when the larger, hotter
primary star is partially occluded by the smaller, cooler secondary star; on the
bottom right, the shallower secondary eclipse occurs when the secondary is wholly
occluded by the primary. Orbital phase φ = 0.0 is set to the mid-point of the
primary eclipse; in a circular orbit, the midpoint of the secondary eclipse will
occur at φ = 0.5. The upper four pictures show the four contacts of the primary
eclipse: the ﬁrst and fourth contacts (top left and middle right) correspond to
the start and end of the whole eclipse, while the second and third contacts (top
right and middle left) correspond to the start and end of the ﬂattened bottom
of the light curve eclipse. The secondary eclipse has a ﬂat bottom because the
secondary star is totally occluded, while the primary eclipse shows a more curved
bottom due to the limb darkening of the partially occluded primary star. If this
system were observed at a shallower angle e.g. i = 85◦, both partial eclipses
would appear V-shaped.
type show continuous variation in brightness, preventing identiﬁcation of ﬁrst
and fourth contacts for eclipses, and generally little diﬀerence between primary
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Figure 2.2: Schematic light curves of
eclipsing binaries of types EA, EB
and EW (from Hilditch, Fig. 1.2)
Figure 2.3: 3-dimensional visualiza-
tion of equipotential surfaces around
a binary with mass ratio q = 0.38,
produced by the author using cus-
tom IDL code. The spherical white
and ellipsoidal yellow volumes rep-
resent possible detached conﬁgura-
tions; the red surface represents the
Roche lobes, and the blue and green
surfaces correspond to contact bina-
ries.
and secondary eclipse depths (Duerbeck, 1996). They are also deﬁned in the
GCVS4 as having periods shorter than a day. In the GCVS, 9.7% of variables
are classiﬁed as EA, 2.3% as EB and 2.7% as EW.
Binary systems can also be classiﬁed by assumed physical type (given spectro-
scopic observations in addition to photometric data), following the Roche model
of Kopal (Kopal (1955, 1959), and summarized in Hilditch). We consider a ro-
tating frame of reference with origin at the centre of mass of the more massive
primary M1, and with the secondary’s centre of mass (M2) at distance a ≡ 1 (as-
suming synchronous rotation and a circular orbit). A Roche potential Φ can then
be determined at any point P (x, y, z) around the two centres of mass, which is
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the sum of their point-mass gravitational potentials and the rotational potential:
Φ = −GM1
r1
− GM2
r2
− ω
2
2
[(
x− M2
M1 + M2
)2
+ y2
]
where r1 =
√
x2 + y2 + z2 and r2 =
√
(x− 1)2 + y2 + z2. Using
ω2 =
(
2pi
P
)2
=
G(M1 + M2)
a3
= G(M1 + M2)
and deﬁning
Φn =
−2Φ
G(M1 + M2)
and q =
M1
M2
(0 < q ≤ 1)
we obtain the normalized potential
Φn(x, y, z) =
2
(1 + q)r1
+
2q
(1 + q)r2
+
(
x− q
1 + q
)2
+ y2
(Hilditch, Equations 4.46-4.48). Fig. 2.3 illustrates the shapes taken by several
equipotential surfaces in a binary system, which can be used for classiﬁcation.
The surfaces which just touch (at Lagrange point L1) between the two point
masses deﬁne the critical Roche lobes of a system: these are the maximum
volumes that each individual star can occupy. Stars occupying volumes within
their Roche lobes form a detached system; systems where one star ﬁlls its Roche
lobe and the other is within it are called semidetached; systems where both stars
overﬁll their Roche lobes are called contact or sometimes overcontact binaries.
In close binary systems, the equipotential surfaces ﬁlled by stars near or
overﬂowing their Roche lobes are non-spherical, producing ellipsoidal variation
in the light curve of the system: even if the stars are non-eclipsing, they will
present diﬀerent surface areas to us at diﬀerent phases, and hence diﬀerent light
levels. This produces a large part of the out-of-eclipse variation seen in W UMa
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and some EA/EB light curves. The shared gas envelope of contact systems is also
believed to equalize their temperatures, producing near-equal depth primary and
secondary eclipses even when the system’s mass ratio is very low, and this would
explain the light curve shapes of W UMa eclipsing binaries, which generally have
spectroscopic mass ratios less than 1 (Duerbeck, 1996). Thus there are some links
between the two classiﬁcation systems, especially between W UMa and contact
binaries, though the correspondences EA-detached and EB-semidetached are far
less reliable: Hilditch comments that “There is no suggestion that an eclipsing
binary with an EA light curve must have the same physical characteristics as
Algol, and probably, in most cases, they will not. [. . . ] An EB system does not
need to have the same physical characteristics as β Lyrae” (2001).
Period changes have been observed in all types of eclipsing binary system,
indeed Kim et al. (2003) claim that about 46% of the 1140 systems in Kreiner
et al.’s collection of O−C diagrams (2001) show at least some evidence of period
change. Contact binaries seem to exhibit particularly frequent period changes;
Kubiak et al. (2006) surveyed a large sample of OGLE W UMa-type systems and
found period increases and decreases to be of similar frequency, with the majority
of changes falling within ±0.02 s yr-1, and none exceeding about ±0.4 s yr-1.
Causes for these changes are believed to include mass transfer between system
components and/or mass and angular momentum loss from the system as a
whole, associated with such physical processes as stellar winds, magnetic braking,
unstable Roche lobe overﬂow, and gravitational wave radiation (Hilditch, 2001;
Eggleton, 2006). A third body in the system (star or giant planet) can also alter
the period.
Even when the period does not vary over time, eclipsing binaries have the ca-
pacity to tell astrophysicists much about fundamental stellar properties. Medium-
resolution spectroscopic time series for an eclipsing system will often reveal spec-
tral line splitting and shifting: each observed spectrum is the sum of the spectra of
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the two component stars in the binary, and can show a red-shifted line associated
with a component travelling away from the observer (along a radial line of sight),
together with a blue-shifted line associated with a component travelling towards
the observer. By measuring the shifts in wavelength relative to the laboratory
wavelength of a known spectral line, the radial velocities of each component in
each spectrum in the time series can be calculated, using the equation:
vr = c
(
λobs
λem
− 1
)
.
where λobs is the observed wavelength of the line, λem is the emitted (laboratory)
wavelength, and c is the speed of light.
By plotting the radial velocities against orbital phase, we can construct radial
velocity curves whose amplitudes give us the mass ratio and orbital separation
of the binary components. In combination with light curves which can tell us
the angle of inclination and Roche potentials of the system, we can thus deter-
mine absolute masses and radii for the components of double-lined spectroscopic
and eclipsing binaries: stellar parameters which are diﬃcult if not impossible to
measure precisely by any other method.
2.3 Pulsators
These are variable single stars whose outer layers pulsate, radially or sometimes
nonradially (i.e. non-spherically), periodically or more or less irregularly. This
produces intrinsic variation in the light curve (as opposed to extrinsic variation
produced by our perception of the object, as with eclipsing binaries). Several of
the most common types of pulsating variables lie on the instability strip of the
Hertzsprung-Russell (H–R) diagram (Fig. 2.4), and are post-main sequence stars
going through relatively short-term evolutionary stages in between more stable
states (Ryan and Norton, 2010)
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Figure 2.4: The near-vertical in-
stability strip on the Hertzsprung-
Russell diagram, showing locations
of δ Scuti, RR Lyrae and Cepheid
pulsating variables (from Ryan and
Norton (2010), Fig. 4.8). The pulsa-
tions in such stars are caused by the
varying opacity of an unstable layer
within the envelope, which drives
global oscillations (Green and Jones,
2004).
Figure 2.5: Evolutionary track
for 1 M⊙ star after leaving main
sequence (from Ryan and Nor-
ton, Fig. 5.5). The red-giant
branch (RGB), early-asymptotic gi-
ant branch (E-AGB) and thermally-
pulsing asymptotic giant branch
(TP-AGB) are indicated. More
massive stars would have diﬀerently
shaped trajectories on the H–R dia-
gram.
Figure 2.6: Light curves of δ Scuti star 1 Mon, P = 0.13612 d, over 9 sequential
nights a–k (from Feast (1996b), Fig. 3.20). Pulsation in multiple simultaneous
modes produces the changing shape of the light curve.
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Figure 2.7: Schematic light curves, typical periods and amplitudes for three
classes of RR Lyrae pulsators (from Ryan and Norton, Fig. 5.3). RRa and RRb
exhibit asymmetric light curves and substantial amplitudes, while RRc have more
sinusoidal light curves and lower amplitudes.
Figure 2.8: RR Lyr at two phases of its Blazhko cycle, each plotted over ∼ 0.6 d
(from Feast (1996c), Fig. 3.21).
δ Scuti or dwarf Cepheids are the shortest-period variables on the instability
strip (Feast, 1996b). They are low-mass (∼2 M⊙) subgiants making their ﬁrst
transition oﬀ the main sequence, towards the red-giant branch (Fig. 2.5), and
pulsations occur in the hydrogen envelope surrounding their hot helium-rich core.
Although their light curves are usually near-symmetrical, these stars can pulsate
in radial and nonradial modes simultaneously, producing light curves that may
vary in shape from cycle to cycle (Fig. 2.6).
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Figure 2.9: The period-luminosity relationship of classical Cepheids, with mag-
nitudes plotted against log P (from Jones and Lambourne (2004), Fig. 2.25).
Low-mass stars which have already ascended the red-giant branch and begun
core helium burning will occupy a position on the horizontal branch of the H–R
diagram according to their metal content, prior to ascending the giant branch a
second time (Ryan and Norton, Feast (1996c)). If they fall into the instability
strip, they will be radially pulsating variables with longer periods than δ Scuti
stars, known as RR Lyrae stars. These serve as standard candles to determine
distances, having a single luminosity and distinctive light curve shapes (Fig. 2.7
shows schematic light curves for subtypes RRa, RRb and RRc).
Some RR Lyrae stars exhibit periodic changes in their pulsation period and/or
amplitude. This is known as the Blazhko eﬀect, after observations by Blazˇko of
RW Dra, in which he noted “aus den weiteren Beobachtungen erwies es sich,
daß die Momente der Maxima durch keine konstante Periode dargestellt werden
ko¨nnen, und daß es notwendig ist, eine periodische Vera¨nderung der Periode
anzunehmen” (1907). Fig. 2.8 illustrates this phenomenon for RR Lyr itself.
Cepheids, also called δ Cephei variables, Type I or classical Cepheids, are rel-
atively young, higher-mass giant and supergiant stars executing loops back and
forth across the instability strip, as they switch between diﬀerent forms of nuclear
burning. They also constitute standard candles, since their magnitudes are di-
rectly related to their periods, as discovered by Leavitt when studying Cepheids
in the Magellanic Clouds: “A remarkable relation between the brightness of these
variables and the length of their periods will be noticed [. . . ] A straight line can
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Figure 2.10: Phase-folded light curves of Cepheids with increasing periods, il-
lustrating aspects of the Hertzsprung progression (Feast (1996a), from Figures
3.24–3.26). Top left: R TrA (P = 3.389287 d) shows steep narrow maxima;
top right: S Sge (P = 8.382173 d) has broader, double-peaked maxima; middle
left: SS CMa (P = 12.3580 d) shows bumps on both rising and falling branches;
middle right: T Mon (P = 27.0197 d) has a very steep rising branch; bottom:
HV 821 (P = 127.6 d) shows a more sinusoidal light curve.
readily be drawn among each of the two series of points corresponding to maxima
and minima [. . . ] The logarithm of the period increases by about 0.48 for each
increase of one magnitude in brightness” (Leavitt and Pickering, 1912). A recent
recalibrated version of the relationship is shown in Figure 2.9.
Another interesting and astrophysically-useful relationship seen in Cepheids is
between their light curve shapes and their periods: the Hertzsprung progression,
illustrated in Fig. 2.10 (Feast, 1996a).
In the GCVS, classical Cepheids and δ Scuti stars each represent 1.3% of des-
ignated variables, while the heavily-studied RR Lyrae constitute 16.5%. Other
common types of pulsators are semi-regular (SR: 14.6%; Fig. 2.11) and irregular
(LB: 7.4%) giants late in their evolution (Whitelock, 1996b), and Mira or Long
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Figure 2.11: Light curve of semi-
regular (SRb) giant star Y CVn, cov-
ering over 5 years (from Whitelock
(1996b), Fig. 3.37).
Figure 2.12: Light curve of Mira vari-
able R Hya (P = 388.9 d) over about
8 years (fromWhitelock (1996a), Fig-
ure 3.46). Some variation in ampli-
tude from cycle to cycle is apparent.
Period Variables, constituting 18.2% - the commonest variable type in the Cat-
alogue. The latter seem to represent objects at the tip of the asymptotic giant
branch, prior to evolution into planetary nebulae, and may exhibit variations in
amplitude and period from cycle to cycle (Whitelock, 1996a); see Figure 2.12.
Pulsating variables of many types are now yielding much valuable informa-
tion about stellar structure in the ﬁeld of asteroseismology: high-cadence, high-
precision light curves such as those of Kepler (Ch. 1) can reveal oscillations over
a wide range of frequencies, allowing determination of such parameters as stellar
mean density, surface gravity and eﬀective temperature.
2.4 Rotating variables
These constitute another type of external variables, like eclipsing binaries, and
may be single or multiple systems. Rotational variation is often seen in combi-
nation with another source of light variability such as pulsation, ﬂares or binary
eclipses, and is associated with non-uniform brightness of the surface of the star
concerned, or non-spherical shape (i.e. ellipsoidal variation, as discussed earlier
in Section 2.2).
The commonest types of rotators in the GCVS are α2 Canum Venaticorum
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Figure 2.13: Light curves in four
ﬁlters of Ap star HD 66255 (P =
6.8178 d, from Sterken (1996a),
Fig. 4.1).
Figure 2.14: Folded light curve
for BY Dra-type star CC Eri
(P = 1.56145 d, from Hall (1996c),
Fig. 4.10).
(Ap or roAp) main sequence stars and BY Draconis-type (BY) late dwarfs, each
constituting about 1.4% of the Catalogue. The former are chemically-peculiar
stars with unusually strong magnetic ﬁelds (∼ 0.3–30 kG) not aligned with their
axis of rotation; this appears to create spots with an abundance of metals such
as iron or silicon, whose rotation on the star’s surface causes the light variation,
often approximately sinusoidal in shape (Sterken, 1996a); see Fig. 2.13. The
latter exhibit cool spots associated with chromospheric activity (Hall, 1996c);
see Figure 2.14.
Spotted stars can exhibit changes in their light curve periods due to spot
latitudinal migration and diﬀerential rotation of the stellar surface.
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Figure 2.15: Light curve of T Tauri
object DR Tau over about 80 years
(from Krautter (1996b), Fig. 2.20).
An outburst of amplitude ∼ 5 mag-
nitudes is observed towards the end
of the period.
Figure 2.16: Light curve for YY Gem
in 3 ﬁlters, showing one ﬂare (from
Krautter (1996a), Fig. 2.35). The
ﬂare intensity is clearly greater at
higher frequencies; indeed, a signif-
icant part of the energy output for
such ﬂares is in X-rays.
2.5 Eruptive and explosive variables
Eruptive variables, another type of intrinsic variables, exhibit irregular violent
outbursts and brightness variations associated with their chromospheres and
coronae, often accompanied by mass outﬂows and interaction with the inter-
stellar medium. A common type are the so-called Orion variables (3.9% of the
GCVS), which are mainly protostellar objects such as T Tauri or FU Ori stars,
moving towards the main sequence. Outﬂows and jets seem to be associated
with the protoplanetary/accretion disks surrounding these young stars, produc-
ing light curves such as in Fig. 2.15 (Krautter, 1996b). Another common eruptive
group are ﬂare stars (3.8% of the GCVS) or UV Ceti-type variables; these seem
to be late-main sequence, low-mass stars undergoing magnetic reconnection (sim-
ilar to solar ﬂares but at far higher energies). Fig. 2.16 illustrates such a ﬂare
across multiple wavelengths (Krautter, 1996a).
Explosive or cataclysmic variables include extremely violent transients (super-
novae and novae of various kinds) whose outbursts are caused by thermonuclear
processes. Many are close binary systems containing at least one post-main se-
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Figure 2.17: Light curve for SS Cygni-type dwarf nova U Gem (P = 0.17690618 d,
from Vogt (1996), Fig. 5.24). The extended maximum corresponds to a hot spot
on the accretion disk, where a stream of material strikes the disk; the minimum
occurs when the disk is partially eclipsed by the secondary.
quence object. The commonest type in the GCVS (1.0%) are dwarf novae (or
U Geminorum stars), which consist of a white dwarf primary accreting matter via
a disk from a main sequence secondary ﬁlling its Roche lobe. If eclipsing, the or-
bital period (on the order of hours) may be revealed in the light curve (Fig. 2.17).
Semi-regular outbursts of much greater magnitude also occur (Fig. 2.18), which
“can be understood as the limit cycle evolution of an unstable accretion disc that
alternates between a hot, high-viscosity state and a cool, low-viscosity state”
(Kolb, 2010).
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Figure 2.18: Light curve for dwarf nova SS Cygni showing semi-regular outbursts
over nearly 100 y (from Kolb (2010), Fig. 4.5, constructed from observations
made by the American Association of Variable Star Observers, courtesy John
Cannizzo).
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Chapter 3
Questions of interest
In this chapter, the background will be set out to a number of speciﬁc research
questions which might be addressed using SuperWASP archive data on eclipsing
binaries and their orbital period variations. These questions motivated several
of the focused studies to be described in Part III, and were either suggested in
the original proposal for this research project, or emerged during its course. The
ﬁrst three are related.
3.1 The short-period binary limit
When the period distributions of contact binary systems are plotted (Figures 3.1
and 3.2) a number of interesting features emerge. There is a peak at around 0.4 d,
a long tail to the right, and a fairly sharp cut-oﬀ at around 0.2 d, below which no
objects have been observed. (Here we are considering binary systems containing
main sequence stars only; systems containing one or more compact objects such
as a white dwarf, neutron star or black hole can have shorter periods.) The cause
of this short-period limit is a matter of continuing debate.
Rucinski (1992) proposed a theory linking the short-period limit of W UMa
systems to the limit of full convection for low-mass stars. He derived a formula
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Figure 3.1: Period distributions of
contact binaries observed by OGLE
in two ﬁelds (from Szyman´ski et al.
(2001), Fig. 9).
Figure 3.2: Period distributions of
eclipsing binaries observed by ASAS
(from Paczyn´ski et al. (2006), Fig. 6).
Contact systems are shown with a
solid line; semidetached systems dot-
ted; detached systems dashed.
for possible conﬁgurations of stellar parameters in a contact binary:
f(Q1) ∝ K(Teff)M−1/31 R−11
where f is a very steeply rising function of Q1, the ratio of core radius to total
stellar radius, and K was calibrated using stellar models. Using these constraints,
he argued that “there cannot exist dynamically stable contact binaries with ef-
fective temperatures lower [. . . ] than the Hayashi limit” i.e. the low-temperature
limit for fully-convective stars on the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram. Since there
is an observed relationship between binary period and stellar colour, his sug-
gestion was that the temperature limit would correspond to a period limit for
contact binaries.
Unfortunately, when plotted on a period-colour graph (Fig. 3.3), the full
convection limit lies some distance from observed contact systems, and he himself
acknowledged that the theory could not provide a complete explanation of the
period limit. However, we might note that many more contact binaries have been
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Figure 3.3: Period-colour relationship for observed W UMa systems, with lines
indicating the limit of full convection for systems with various total masses (from
Rucinski (1992), Fig. 5).
observed since 1992, and the inclusion of these extra data points on the graph,
together with a potentially improved determination of K, might narrow the gap
and make Rucinski’s model more tenable.
Stepien´ (2006) proposed a totally diﬀerent explanation. He obtained a for-
mula for the angular momentum loss (AML) rate in a close detached binary due
to magnetic braking:
dHorb
dt
= −4.9× 1041ωR
2
1M1 + R
2
2M2
Porb
,
(where masses and radii are in solar units, Porb is in days, t is in years and Horb is
in cgs units), which implies that lower-mass binaries will lose angular momentum
more slowly than higher-mass systems, and so will take longer to reach a small-
separation, short-period contact orbit. (The assumption must be that the AML
ceases once a contact conﬁguration is achieved.) By his calculations, “[b]inaries
with initial component masses lower than 0.7 M⊙ have not lost enough AM within
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Figure 3.4: Orbital periods of detached binaries plotted against age, using
Stepien´’s model for mass-related AML (from Stepien´ (2006), Fig. 2). The mass
ratio q=1; the diﬀerent lines indicate calculations for systems with diﬀerent total
masses, decreasing left to right.
the age of the Universe to form contact systems and they remain [. . . ] detached”,
and this then provides a reason for the period limit: the Universe simply has not
existed long enough for any binaries to evolve to an orbital period below 0.2 d
(Fig. 3.4). We may note that this model implies a changing short-period limit:
in the far future, astronomers could expect to observe contact systems with a
period cut-oﬀ below 0.2 d, as more low-mass systems evolve into stable contact
conﬁgurations at small separations.
A problem with this theory is that a number of recent observations conﬂict
with it, as pointed out by Jiang et al. (2012), who collected published parameters
for a number of short-period binaries. GSC 01387-00475 is a contact system with
period 0.2178 d and primary mass 0.638 M⊙: according to Stepien´, such a low-
mass binary should not have had time yet to evolve into contact, even if it was one
of the ﬁrst stars to form in the Universe (which is most unlikely). The shortest-
period binary known is GSC 2314-0530 (Figure 6.3), a semidetached system
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Figure 3.5: Two binary evolution cal-
culations with diﬀerent initial pri-
mary masses and initial mass ra-
tio 0.79 (from Jiang et al. (2012),
Fig. 1). On the left, a system with
initial primary mass 0.79 M⊙ un-
dergoes mass (lower panel) and ra-
dius (upper panel) changes over sev-
eral million years, reaching a sta-
ble contact conﬁguration at the point
marked by the star. On the right,
a system with initial primary mass
0.71 M⊙ undergoes mass and radius
changes so rapid as to appear instan-
taneous on this scale, reaching an un-
stable state at the point marked by
the cross, at which point it may be
expected to merge into a single star.
Figure 3.6: Binary evolution out-
comes in an initial primary mass–
mass ratio plane (from Jiang et al.,
Fig. 2). Filled stars indicate sta-
ble systems; crosses indicate unsta-
ble systems. The notional diagonal
line separating the two regions corre-
sponds to the short-period limit.
with period 0.192 d and primary mass just 0.51 M⊙; if Stepien´’s evolutionary
calculations are remotely correct, a system of such low mass should have a much
greater separation and longer period at the current time, rather than being on
the brink of contact and actually below the short-period cut-oﬀ.
Therefore, Jiang et al. explored a third possible explanation, carrying out a
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suite of calculations for binaries with various initial primary masses and mass
ratios, using an evolutionary code of Eggleton. They found (Figs. 3.5 and 3.6)
that systems with particular combinations of low primary mass and low mass
ratio evolved into unstable states and did not reach contact at all; rather, they
would be expected to undergo rapid mass transfer and merge on a dynamic
timescale. We would expect in general to observe only those systems where
stable mass transfer is possible within a long-term contact conﬁguration: these
will have primary mass/mass ratio combinations corresponding to periods greater
than ∼0.20 d. This, then, provides an explanation for the short-period limit
which is consistent with observation, at least for the moment.
Given the uncertainties inherent in all these models, and the lack of reliable
parameters available for W UMa-type systems, it would be unwise to completely
rule out any of the three explanations at this stage, or indeed other explanations
not yet thought of. It might be that multiple factors combine to produce the
observed period limit. In any case, further identiﬁcations and investigations
of short-period contact binaries close to the limit (as in Norton et al. (2011)),
especially those undergoing period changes, would be expected to make a useful
contribution to resolving the issue.
3.2 Stellar mergers
A related issue concerns the possibility of mergers of close binary systems (which
may be triggered by reaching the short-period limit). A pair of stars losing angu-
lar momentum and declining in orbital separation might be expected ultimately
to spiral in towards each other and form “a single, rapidly-rotating object such
[as] has been suggested for FK Com stars and blue stragglers” (Bradstreet and
Guinan, 1994). Rasio (1995) considered conditions for the onset of tidal insta-
bilities in a close binary system with low mass ratio, which could lead to orbital
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Figure 3.7: OGLE lightcurve of
V1309 Sco (from Tylenda et al.
(2011), Fig. 1). The nova outburst,
corresponding to the merger event, is
seen on the right, and reached a max-
imum magnitude of I ≃ 6.8.
Figure 3.8: Period decrease of con-
tact binary progenitor of V1309 Sco
(from Tylenda et al., Fig. 2). The
data points indicate periods found
for subsamples of OGLE photome-
try in particular seasons, containing
∼50 observations each, and the best-
ﬁt exponential function is overplot-
ted.
decay and merger, and Jiang et al. explored similar instabilities associated with
low mass ratio through simulation, as outlined above.
On only one occasion, however, does such a stellar merger appear to have been
observed (Tylenda et al., 2011), and only then in retrospect, through archival
searches of OGLE, to try to identify the precursor of the 2008 nova V1309 Sco
(Fig. 3.7). They determined it to have been a contact binary, with decaying
orbital period P (in days) best ﬁtted over the eight years of observation by the
exponential function:
P = 1.4456e
15.29
t−2455233.5 ,
where t is the time of observation in Julian date (Fig. 3.8). Locating further
candidates for imminent binary merger, perhaps members of the population of
contact systems near the short-period limit which are undergoing rapid period
decrease, would provide a valuable addition to this exciting area.
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3.3 W UMa period changes
Within the general topic of close binaries, we might also note the mysterious
changes of rate and direction of period change itself in W UMa-type contact
systems, which we might call P¨ or “variably-variable variability”. Hilditch com-
ments that “[t]he more common kind of ephemeris curve does not display simple
linear or quadratic behaviour, but is composed of subregions that can be well
represented by straight lines, quadratics, or higher-order polynomials that are
piecewise continuous”, and argues that the Applegate mechanism (Applegate,
1992) could explain it, in terms of a stellar magnetic activity cycle producing
variable tidal eﬀects on the binary orbit. However, this mechanism does not yet
seem universally accepted, and further exploration and exempliﬁcation of contact
binary period variation should help to resolve the issue.
3.4 Third bodies and stellar multiplicity
Finally, the original research proposal also suggested a search for third bodies in
eclipsing binary systems. As mentioned in Section 2.2, periodically-varying pe-
riods of such binaries could indicate the presence of a third star in a hierarchical
triple system (as investigated using Kepler data in Gies et al. (2012)), or even
a circumbinary exoplanet. Several transiting circumbinary planets have recently
been reported from Kepler data: Kepler-16b (Doyle et al., 2011), Kepler-34b
and Kepler-35b (Welsh et al., 2012), Kepler-47b,c and Kepler-48b (Orosz et al.,
2012b,a), and PH1b (Schwamb et al., 2013). Since tens of thousands of eclipsing
binaries have been provisionally identiﬁed in SuperWASP data, one might rea-
sonably hope that a thorough search for period variability would yield further
third bodies of both kinds. A large enough sample of additional massive bodies
in binary systems could even be used to estimate the higher-order multiplicity
fraction of SuperWASP stars.
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Part II
Analytical Methods
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Chapter 4
Orbital period determination
Before changes in eclipsing binary orbital periods could be searched for, it was
necessary to have a means to determine reference (initial, or average) periods
from SuperWASP light curves reliably and as precisely as possible. The approach
used has been developed and reﬁned by the author over the course of the research,
and diﬀerent versions of it were described in our resulting publications (Lohr
et al., 2012, 2013b, 2014b). This chapter is based in part on the method sections
of these papers, and traces the development process chronologically, starting with
some background on the archive data itself.
4.1 SuperWASP archive data
Data was located and downloaded from the SuperWASP archive using two command-
line interface tools: wcatquery and wlcextract, which form part of the WASP
Query Language (WQL) written by R. West. The wcatquery tool returns WASP
catalogue names1 and other optional catalogue data for objects, and can ﬁlter
the search according to criteria such as sky location, magnitude range, time of
observation, and even candidate periods as found by a code written by A. Norton
(a form of this is described in Norton et al. (2007)). As a simple example, the
1Format 1SWASP Jhhmmss.ss±ddmmss.s, using USNO B-1.0 coordinates.
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command
wcatquery --query=’cone ’’NY Vir’’ 1m’
implements a 1 arcminute cone search around the coordinates returned by SIM-
BAD for the named object NY Vir, and returns the single result
1SWASP J133848.16-020149.3
which can then be extracted as a FITS ﬁle using wlcextract :
wlcextract --object=’’1SWASP J133848.16-020149.3’’
Lists of objects can also be extracted using an input ﬁle, which is practical for
obtaining up to a few thousand data ﬁles.
SuperWASP FITS ﬁles contain a primary header, a null primary image and
a binary table extension containing the photometric data, listed in 23 columns
and a row per data point. The columns of interest here are
TMID: time in seconds of mid-point of exposure = (Heliocentric Julian Date−
2453005.5) ∗ 86400
TAMFLUX2: calibrated, Sys-Rem-corrected ﬂux from middle of three camera
aperture sizes
TAMFLUX2 ERR: standard deviation of each TAMFLUX2 data point
Other raw and calibrated ﬂux values, from all three apertures, with standard
deviations, are also available. The ﬂuxes chosen here have been corrected by the
Sys-Rem algorithm which identiﬁed trends common to large numbers of Super-
WASP lightcurves and removed them (Tamuz et al., 2005; Mazeh et al., 2006),
with the main systematic trends being associated with nightly airmass and tem-
perature variations. The times of observations are occasionally imperfectly or-
dered in some ﬁles, due to observations of the same ﬁeld being made by northern
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Figure 4.1: SuperWASP lightcurve for NY Vir plotted using IDL. The top image
covers the whole observation timescale of several years; the middle one covers a
single year’s observations; at the bottom a single night’s observations are plotted
together with uncertainties. NY Vir was selected here as having a distinctive
lightcurve despite being relatively faint; it is an eclipsing post-common-envelope
binary (see Ch. 12).
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Figure 4.2: Folded lightcurve for NY Vir plotted using IDL, with overplotted
binned mean curve in red.
and southern hemisphere cameras on the same night2; this potential problem was
resolved by applying an initial sort to all downloaded object ﬁles. Fig. 4.1 plots
SuperWASP data from these three columns to exemplify a typical lightcurve.
4.2 Manual determination with handle
An initial trial of the NASA Exoplanet Science Institute (NExScI) online period-
detection service3 was made, but the periods found did not reach the precision
levels required. For example, obtaining NY Vir’s period to 4 s.f.(as 2.424 h) does
not produce a convincing phase-folded lightcurve i.e. a plot of ﬂuxes against times
modulo the assumed period, to “fold” the data on its period. After manual trial
and error an improved period of 8727.776 s (∼ 2.42438 h) was obtained, giving the
folded lightcurve in Fig. 4.2, which clearly shows distinct primary and secondary
eclipses at diﬀerent depths; qualitatively this is obviously the “true” period of
2R. West, personal communication
3exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu/cgi-bin/Periodogram/nph-simpleupload
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the object.
An IDL program called handle was written at this point to facilitate ma-
nipulation of previously-downloaded SuperWASP FITS ﬁles: it plotted the data
allowing interactive rescaling, so that the author could estimate periods by eye
from individual nights of data (as in Fig. 4.1); it could then fold the data accord-
ing to various input periods, and output an image once a satisfactory folding was
achieved. This approach still had a number of drawbacks: it was slow, requiring
many trials to home in upon the best period; it was subjective, lacking any means
to quantify the uncertainty in period once a preferred folding was achieved; ﬁ-
nally, it could not always produce an unambiguous single best folding for a data
set e.g. in objects which might be either rotating single stars or contact binaries
with primary and secondary eclipses of near-identical depth.
Therefore an intermediate stage was introduced which employed the IDL
module periodogram.pro4 to search for periods within user-speciﬁed limits, by
the Lomb-Scargle periodogram method (Lomb, 1976; Scargle, 1982; Horne and
Baliunas, 1986). This is one of a class of period-searching algorithms using
Fourier transforms with unevenly-sampled time-series data, which produce a fre-
quency or period power spectrum indicating the varying signiﬁcance of diﬀerent
periodicities across a range (see Fig. 4.3). Such techniques are widely used in
the ﬁeld to detect periodicities in variable stars, and generate reproducible re-
sults with quantiﬁable uncertainty (see e.g Schwarzenberg-Czerny (1996, 2003,
2012)). However, aliasing issues associated with the sampling frequency (i.e. the
windowing function of the data) can create spurious periodicities in the data,
and it is still easy to confuse the true period of an eclipsing binary with the half-
period, since a strong peak may be expected in the power spectrum here also.
Also, harmonics of a sidereal day tend to show up as misleading periodicities
in SuperWASP data in spite of Sys-Rem detrending; ﬁnally, the techniques can
4Freely available as part of the Solarsoft Library at
www.astro.washington.edu/docs/idl/htmlhelp/slibrary32.html
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Figure 4.3: Lomb-Scargle periodograms for NY Vir covering decreasing period
ranges. At the top, the range between 1 hour and 1 day reveals peaks at shorter
periods; in the middle, the range 5000–10000 s indicates three large peaks near
1/9, 1/10 and 1/11 of a sidereal day, two of which are spurious periods. At the
bottom, a more constrained search of the range 8500–9000 s produces a strong
peak at 8727.9 s which is very close to the “true” period illustrated in Fig. 4.2.
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be slow to run if a wide range of possible periods are to be evaluated at high
resolution.
Norton et al. (2007, 2011) used a CLEANed power spectrum (using the ap-
proach of H. Lehto) to minimize the ﬁrst problem, and combined the technique
with other approaches to reduce misclassiﬁcations. Since we were primarily in-
terested in short-period objects at this point, for which a whole period could
readily be observed in a single night’s data, the author used visual estimation
to narrow the range over which the periodogram was determined (thus speeding
up the calculation and avoiding spurious periodicities), and then repeated the
periodogram calculation over gradually decreasing period ranges until the max-
imum power corresponded to a period at the desired precision. This method
was repeatable, justiﬁable, quantiﬁable, and produced results which tallied with
those found in the literature for known sources.
4.3 autohandle
Using handle to determine periods was clearly not practical for larger numbers
of objects; even for the 53 candidate short-period W UMa-type stars identiﬁed
in Norton et al. (2011), which formed an initial test-case for the research project
(Ch. 7). Therefore a new automated version of the code (autohandle) was devel-
oped to reproduce the manual steps described above.
The data were initially ﬁltered to remove unphysical values e.g. negative
ﬂuxes, and values more than 3 σ from the mean ﬂux. Then, a ﬁrst approximation
to the half-period was found by ﬁtting a sinusoidal function, using the Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm (Levenberg, 1944; Marquardt, 1963) to light curve data
from three optimal nights of observation (optimized for length, number of data
points, and low uncertainties). This reproduced the visual estimation stage using
handle; the half-period was used to simplify the ﬁtting of a sinusoid to a light
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curve with (usually) two minima of nearly equal depth.
The inverse-variance-weighted average half-period, and its uncertainties, were
then used to constrain the search range for a Lomb-Scargle periodogram to de-
termine a more precise estimate for the half-period, which was doubled to give
an estimate for the orbital period. Finally, the light curve data set was folded
on trial periods within a narrow range, and the dispersion of ﬂux values (speciﬁ-
cally, their standard deviation) within 100 phase bins was minimized to ﬁnd the
optimum period to the nearest 0.01 s: a form of phase dispersion minimization
(Laﬂer and Kinman, 1965; Stellingwerf, 1978), conceived independently.
A reference light curve minimum was then automatically selected as near to
the middle of the data set as possible (since the period here would be expected
to approximate the “average” period found for the whole data set in cases where
the period was changing linearly). The time of zero-point minimum t0 was more
precisely found by again ﬁtting a sinusoidal function to nearby points.
4.4 ah2
Although useful for an initial proof of concept, autohandle became unwieldy and
hard to maintain as new functionality was added to it over several months. Also,
it was optimized for a limited set of objects pre-selected as probable short-period
W UMa-type eclipsing binaries, and so would not be expected to work so well
with a much larger set of candidate periodic variables of diﬀerent types (for the
project described in Ch. 8). Finally, it could not readily detect sinusoidally-
varying changes in period (as opposed to linear decreases or increases) due to
the method used to ﬁnd reference (average) periods, and there were substantial
uncertainties associated with the O−C values it determined (see Ch. 5 and 6).
Therefore a new version was written: ah2, which streamlined and structured
the code more clearly; it also incorporated a number of improvements in its meth-
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Figure 4.4: Sample graphical output for period-determination part of ah2 code.
At the top are the best periods found for 50 short data sections; they are clearly
strongly clustered around a period of ∼8850 s, though a few very diﬀerent periods
are also found. In the middle, the clustering is quantiﬁed in terms of frequencies
within period ranges; the frequencies are calculated twice using diﬀerent period
range bins, shown here in black and red, to avoid missing a cluster which falls
over two bins. At the bottom, the optimal period has been reﬁned by trial phase
foldings to minimize dispersion, and the resulting folded lightcurve is plotted,
with the binned average overplotted in red. This object appears to be a pulsating
variable with period just under 2.5 h.
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ods of determining periods and detecting period change. Rather than a three-step
period-determination process, it skipped the Lomb-Scargle periodogram stage
and went directly from sinusoidal ﬁtting of short data sections to phase dis-
persion minimization. This improved its ability to detect sinusoidally-varying
periods.
During the initial ﬁtting stage, rather than selecting just three “good nights”,
up to 50 (depending on ﬁle size) data sections containing a ﬁxed number of
observations were ﬁtted with sinusoids, to obtain a more reliable estimate of
the period ready for reﬁnement by trial foldings. Sinusoidal functions proved
successful at identifying periods even for markedly non-sinusoidal lightcurves
such as NY Vir (Fig. 4.2) or the probable pulsating variable shown in Fig. 4.4. If
a frequency plot of the resulting periods yielded a single dominant approximate
period, this was used as the period estimate for the second step; otherwise the
object was classiﬁed as probably non-periodic or possessing a period outside the
range of interest.
The approximate periods found for these objects were then reﬁned to the
nearest 0.001 s by phase dispersion minimization (as in autohandle). This step
was repeated with the initial trial period being doubled, and objects were given
a preliminary classiﬁcation as possible eclipsing binaries if the minimum phase
dispersion was lower with the doubled period than with the single period; the
doubled period was then retained as the binary’s orbital period. If the single pe-
riod yielded a lower minimum phase dispersion, the object was tentatively clas-
siﬁed as a periodic variable of a diﬀerent type (probably a pulsating or rotating
variable, or a non-eclipsing contact binary), and the single period was retained as
the star’s pulsational or rotational period. Objects could also be ﬂagged as ex-
hibiting very low amplitude variability or small numbers of data points, enabling
easier identiﬁcation of interesting objects in a large list of output results.
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Figure 4.5: SuperWASP observations for HW Vir, showing the binned ﬂux dis-
tribution. The limits of the distribution envelope (marked with dashed vertical
lines) were used to exclude outliers.
4.5 ah3
The most recent version of the code, ah3, was developed to incorporate a number
of improvements on ah2 : better exclusion of outliers producing cleaner folded
light curves; elimination of the initial period estimation stage involving sinusoidal
ﬁtting of short data sections, to allow handling of light curves of any shape
whatsoever; more eﬃcient phase dispersion minimization to speed up the running
of the code; and better period change determination (described in Ch. 5).
Extreme outliers often complicated the analysis of SuperWASP light curves;
here, a ﬁrst pass stripped out physically-impossible data points, and then an
envelope enclosing a plausibly-relevant range of ﬂuxes was determined from the
ﬂux frequency distribution (Fig. 4.5). Incidentally, these “horizontally binned”
light curves proved to have shapes characteristic of their variability type in most
cases e.g. detached eclipsing binaries generally have two or three clear peaks, the
highest being strongest, with a low plateau in between; contact eclipsing binaries
have two broad peaks of similar height; pulsators tend to have the lower of two
peaks being strongest; non-variables do not show peaks at all. In future work,
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this insight could perhaps be used to hunt for variables rapidly amongst very
large collections of light curves, without needing to search for periodicity at all.
Reference orbital periods were then found using pure phase dispersion mini-
mization: folding each light curve on a range of trial periods (initially separated
by 1 s), binning the folded curves by pseudo-phase, and summing the standard
deviations of ﬂuxes in each bin to give a total dispersion measure per trial pe-
riod. The lowest dispersion should correspond to the best folding, where the
data points have minimal scatter about the mean light curve shape. The pe-
riod could then be reﬁned further by repeating the search with smaller time
steps between trial periods. It was observed that slightly diﬀerent ﬁnal periods
were found if diﬀerent numbers of phase bins were used to calculate dispersions;
therefore, by repeating the whole period-determination procedure with a range
of binnings, a mean reference period and an improved measure of its uncertainty
were determined for each object.
A third stage of outlier-removal was then applied, iteratively cleaning out
points lying 4.5 standard deviations from the binned mean ﬂux values. This
allowed a smoother light curve template shape to be determined for each ob-
ject (needed for period change determination); the number of points used for
each template also aﬀected its out-of-eclipse smoothness and the sharpness of its
eclipses, and this could be optimized by visual inspection if a small number of
objects were being studied in depth (e.g. Ch. 12).
As yet the folded curves had arbitrary pseudo-phases associated with their
minima, so each deeper (primary) minimum was aligned with phase zero in a
two-step process. First, an approximate zero-phase was found from the bin with
the lowest mean ﬂux (this would give inaccurate results if each bin covered a
signiﬁcant fraction of the orbital period, or if the primary eclipses were ﬂat-
bottomed). Then, folded data points within 0.1 phases of the approximate zero
point were used to deﬁne the true zero, by “mirror-folding” about a number of
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trial zeroes, and applying phase dispersion minimization again.
This method has the advantage of using all the data near eclipse, rather than
just the binned means, and so is able to beneﬁt from SuperWASP’s long time-base
and extensive cycle-coverage. However, it does rely on the assumption of basically
symmetric primary eclipses, like the method of Kwee and van Woerden (1956),
which is still used widely with high-quality photometric light curves covering
a small number of nights. Where eclipses are clearly asymmetric, a minimum-
ﬂux approach to ﬁnding the zero phase would probably be more meaningful;
in the objects studied in Ch. 12, however, primary eclipses were indeed highly
symmetric, and so a method allowing direct comparison between SuperWASP
eclipse timings and those measured by others using Kwee and van Woerden’s
approach was preferred.
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Chapter 5
Detecting and measuring orbital
period variation
Here the four versions of my IDL code introduced in the last chapter will be
described in their application to detecting and quantifying orbital period changes
in eclipsing binaries for which a reference period has already been determined.
Several parts of this chapter are again based on the method sections of Lohr
et al. (2012, 2013b, 2014b).
5.1 Early attempts using handle
My ﬁrst attempts to detect period changes in SuperWASP data were imple-
mented in handle. Having found an “average” period for a whole data set,
periodograms were calculated for diﬀerent subsections of the timescale of ob-
servation: ﬁrst disjoint, then overlapping, to form a moving time window within
which the most signiﬁcant period (i.e. the one with the maximum power on the
period spectrum) could be automatically captured. When this gave a series of
periods apparently randomly scattered about the mean period, a dynamic power
spectrum was used to display the results, as in Clarkson et al. (2003) for X-
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Figure 5.1: 3-D dynamic power spectrum for object 1SWASP J234401.81-
212229.1 (discussed in Ch. 10). At each of 25 time steps through the data set, a
periodogram is calculated over a time window twice the length of the time step,
within a period range 18461.591±100 s, provided each window contains at least
200 data points. The power at each periodicity is represented by both height and
intensity of shading. Although this object in fact exhibits rapid period decrease
over the timescale of observation, no clear trend is apparent from the dynamic
power spectrum.
ray binaries. Fig. 5.1 illustrates a typical result of the implementation of this
approach in handle.
This approach did not seem to yield fruit for the data considered, even for
objects later found to be exhibiting genuine and substantial period change.
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Figure 5.2: Graphical explanation of determination of O−C values from a light
curve where the period is already known (taken from a poster developed to
explain my research to the general public). This also illustrates intuitively why
the O−C diagram forms a parabola opening downwards for an object whose
period is reducing linearly with time; a parabola opening upwards would be
formed for an object with linearly increasing period. An object with period
varying sinusoidally would have an O−C diagram also varying sinusoidally.
5.2 autohandle
When developing autohandle, the aim was to implement a diﬀerent method used
in many studies of period changes in variable stars: the observed minus calculated
(O−C) diagram. This uses the diﬀerence between observed times of eclipse
minima in the object’s (unfolded) light curve, and calculated times of minima
relative to an arbitrary zero-point minimum, on the assumption that the period
does not vary. Fig. 5.2 illustrates this process graphically and intuitively.
The implementation in autohandle was as follows. A reference light curve
minimum was automatically selected as near to the middle of the data set as
possible (since the period here would be expected to approximate the “average”
period found for the whole data set in cases where the period was changing
linearly). The time of zero-point minimum t0 was more precisely found by ﬁtting
a sinusoidal function to nearby points; the optimum period length Pcalc was then
used to calculate expected times of minimum light (C = t0 + PcalcE, where E is
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the period number, or epoch, relative to t0) within the full time-range observed.
Actual times of minimum O near these values were determined using quadratic
ﬁtting (which proved more robust than Gaussian or sinusoidal ﬁts), with poor
ﬁts and inadequately-sampled minima being automatically rejected.
In this way a series of O−C values were obtained, and plotted against epoch.
A second series was found for the other set of light curve minima (i.e. the
secondary eclipses if the primary eclipses had formed the ﬁrst series, or vice
versa). Such O−C diagrams will be expected to follow a quadratic curve if the
period is changing linearly, as illustrated in Fig. 5.2: essentially they are the
integral of the function P (E), which approximates the continuous function P (t).
The derived parameters of this curve then allow us to determine the rate of change
of period with respect to epoch. Since O(E) = C(E)+∆T (E), we can write the
diﬀerences in the general form of a quadratic function: ∆T (E) = aE2 + bE + c.
Then we have:
P (E) = O(E)−O(E − 1)
= C(E) + ∆T (E)− [C(E − 1) + ∆T (E − 1)]
= t0 + PcalcE + aE
2 + bE + c− [t0 + Pcalc(E − 1) + a(E − 1)2 + b(E − 1) + c]
= Pcalc + 2aE − a + b,
and diﬀerentiate this with respect to E to obtain simply dP
dE
= 2a i.e. the rate of
period change is twice the observed coeﬃcient of the quadratic term. If there is
no observed period change, there will be no quadratic term, and any discrepancy
between the true value of the period and the calculated value will be given by
O − C = ∆T (E) = bE + c i.e. the O−C diagram will follow a straight line with
slope b, intersecting the y-axis at c.
Therefore an attempt was made to ﬁt a quadratic function to each O−C
series using the IDL function SVDFIT, from which a value for the rate of period
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change (per cycle) could be determined. The inverse-variance weighted average
period change (across both O−C series) was thus found for each star, and could
be converted into an approximate rate of change dP
dt
in s y-1. Uncertainties in
period change were taken from the ﬁtting function’s output uncertainties for the
quadratic term’s coeﬃcient; where these error bars included zero, the period
change was regarded as non-signiﬁcant.
5.3 ah2
During the development of ah2, several modiﬁcations to the algorithms for de-
tecting and quantifying period change by means of O−C diagrams were trialled.
One idea was to measure the times of observed minima with sinusoidal rather
than quadratic ﬁtting functions: this tended to produce better ﬁts to minima
and thus located the times of eclipses more accurately, reducing the uncertain-
ties in the resulting O−C diagrams. Diﬀerent functional ﬁts to O−C curves were
also tried, in various combinations: linear, quadratic and sinusoidal; and residual
O−C diagrams were evaluated after subtraction of the best ﬁtting function (see
Fig. 5.3 for an example of this intermediate stage of code development).
However, the ﬁnal version of ah2, used in Lohr et al. (2013b), found an even
better way to determine accurate times of observed (primary) minima. Rather
than trying to ﬁt local regions of the light curve with quadratic, Gaussian, sinu-
soidal or other analytic functions, the binned mean light curve for each object,
found during phase dispersion minimization, was used as a ﬁtting “function”.
This shape, being derived from the combined observations of hundreds of cycles,
might be expected to provide an excellent ﬁt for each individual observed cycle,
since it represents the true underlying shape of the object’s light curve. (A sim-
ilar approach was apparently used by Pribulla et al. (2008) for ﬁnding eclipse
minima in a close quadruple system.)
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Figure 5.3: Sample graphical output for period-change-analysis part of a form
of ah2 code, applied to “Star 17” i.e. 1SWASP J174310.98+432709.6 (see also
Figs. 7.1 and 7.2 in Ch. 7). At the top, the light curve is almost identical to that
found with autohandle, being folded at a period of 22300.525 s, where autohandle
had 22300.517±0.009 s. In the middle, the O−C values show less scatter than
before, and are demonstrated to be better ﬁtted by a quadratic (solid red and
black curves) than a linear function (dashed lines). At the bottom, the quadratic
ﬁts have been subtracted from the O−C values, and the residual is plotted with
a best-ﬁt sinusoidal function. There is perhaps some support here for this object
exhibiting periodic variability in orbital period, in addition to the linear decrease
already found.
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This approach has the advantages that it does not require the eclipses to
be remotely symmetrical, or the same phase range to be used for each ﬁt, as
is preferred with the method of Kwee and van Woerden (1956). The method
might be expected to break down, however, in objects whose light curve varies in
shape over time, such as RR Lyrae pulsators exhibiting the Blazhko eﬀect (see
Ch. 2). The number of phase bins to be used for the ﬁtting curve needs to be
chosen carefully: if too many bins are used, the ﬁtting curve will appear spiky,
with features which are not part of the underlying light curve; if too few bins
are used, the ﬁtting curve will blur distinctive features of the underlying light
curve which may be necessary for optimal ﬁts e.g. a diﬀerence in depth or shape
between primary and secondary eclipses.
For the study described in Ch. 8, the program automatically picked a bin
number based on the number of data points in the object ﬁle and the brightness
of the object, though this was optimized by hand in some cases. An optimal night
for ﬁtting the zero epoch (essential for determining reliable calculated times of
eclipses for the O−C diagram) was also selected manually from a range near the
middle night of each object ﬁle.
After construction of each O−C diagram, a small number of locally-outlying
O−C values were stripped out automatically; manual checking of the correspond-
ing nights of observation indicated that these were typically caused by irregular
features of the data (instrumental or astrophysical) rather than failures of the ﬁt-
ting method. Linear and quadratic ﬁts of the O−C values were then attempted;
where a quadratic function gave a superior ﬁt (i.e. its reduced χ2 value was lower
than that of the linear ﬁt), and the rate of change was signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from
zero (≥ 1σ), the object was counted as exhibiting secular period change.
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5.4 ah3
In the latest version of my period change detection code, this internal template-
based method for ﬁnding times of minima was reﬁned further, allowing for local
variations in the ﬂux level or amplitude of the light curve. The issue of outliers
in O−C diagrams was also addressed more thoroughly. This version of the code
was optimized for a small set of very short-period objects with extremely well-
deﬁned primary eclipses (see Ch. 12), but was designed to be suﬃciently general
also to work for large numbers of eclipsing binaries of diﬀerent types and with a
range of periods (Ch. 13).
The expected times of primary eclipse were determined using the reference
periods found in the ﬁrst part of the code (Ch. 4), in combination with the
location of phase zero in the phase-folded data, relative to the start-time of the
observations. No “epoch zero” thus needed to be determined independently,
though in cases of obvious period change, the cycles corresponding most closely
to the reference period would typically be located near the middle of the data
set, since the reference period itself was an average.
Using these calculated eclipse times, each night of observed data was com-
pared with a ﬁtting template covering appropriate phases, derived from the
binned mean light curve template generated earlier, interpolated by a spline curve
as necessary to match the exact times of observation. The template could be ad-
justed using three parameters: x-axis position (time), y-axis position (ﬂux), and
scaling in the y-direction (amplitude of curve). At each ﬁtting step, the observed
curve was compared with 125 synthetic curves generated from the template by
varying the three parameters simultaneously according to a cubic grid of possible
values, and the minimum χ2 value was chosen as indicating the best ﬁt.
The ﬁrst step had the expected x-y location and scale of the template as
the centre of the parameter “cube”; subsequent steps recentred the cube on the
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Figure 5.4: First night of SuperWASP observations of HW Vir, with best ﬁt
overplotted (ﬁnal uncertainty in timing < 2 s).
parameter combination with the lowest χ2 value at the previous step. If a ﬁtting
attempt repeatedly moved the centre to the edge of the previous cube, it was
deemed not to be converging, and was abandoned. If the cube’s centre did not
move between steps, the separation between grid points was reduced, and the
ﬁtting step was repeated. This continued until the diﬀerence between adjacent
steps’ minimum χ2 values fell below a critical threshold (0.001).
In this way, an optimum ﬁt between the light curve template found for the
whole data set folded at its mean (reference) period, and each night of observed
data, could be determined. This best ﬁt provided an x-axis oﬀset from the
expected value, which corresponded to an O−C value for the night as a whole,
but which could also be combined with the nearest time of calculated minimum
to produce a heliocentric Julian date (HJD-UTC) for that eclipse, allowing direct
comparison with other published times of minima for the same source.
Our approach here, ﬁtting an adjustable template light curve to the whole
of a night’s data (which could cover several orbital cycles in the case of some
short-period binaries e.g. Ch. 12), aimed to take full advantage of SuperWASP’s
strengths: long-term, numerous, fairly high-cadence observations; without being
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Figure 5.5: O−C diagram for HW Vir (SuperWASP data), with automatically
excluded outliers in black and selected good minimum timings in red (colour
online only). A small number of more extreme outliers lie outside the bounds of
the plot. Best linear (red solid line) and quadratic (blue dashed line) ﬁts to the
selected data points are overplotted; the preferred quadratic ﬁt indicates highly
signiﬁcant (p=0.002) period increase of 0.00287±0.00009 s yr-1.
hampered by its relatively low signal-to-noise photometry in comparison with
larger telescopes. On some occasions, a useful time of primary eclipse could be
obtained even when the eclipse itself was not captured by the night’s observa-
tions, if a reﬂection eﬀect and/or shape of secondary minimum provided suﬃcient
information for an excellent ﬁt (see Fig. 5.4 for an example single-night ﬁt).
Changes in light curve amplitude could also be measured, using the y-scaling
parameter adjustment for the best ﬁt. The remaining ﬁxed-scale y-shifting pa-
rameter would track any changes in ﬂux level for the whole night’s curve, relative
to the full light curve’s out-of-eclipse mean ﬂux; such changes might be expected
to result from varying air mass or Moon proximity on diﬀerent nights, or from
instrumental noise. Approximate starting uncertainties for each of the three pa-
rameter values were obtained from the curvature of the χ2 volume in the ﬁnal
cubic grid.
After all nights had been processed, convergent results could be plotted on
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Figure 5.6: Night 629 of SuperWASP
observations of HW Vir, with best ﬁt
overplotted (O−C value −21 s where
the local trend is close to 0; ﬁnal un-
certainty in timing 24 s).
Figure 5.7: Night 736 of SuperWASP
observations of HW Vir, with best ﬁt
overplotted (O−C value +23 s where
the local trend is close to 0; ﬁnal un-
certainty in timing 2 s).
three diagrams corresponding to the diﬀerent ﬁtting parameters. Outliers in the
O−C diagram in particular (e.g. Fig. 5.5) tended to complicate the determina-
tion of period change. Night-by-night visual checks of the ﬁtted data did not
typically suggest any underlying physical cause for short-term variations such as
spots or additional eclipses. We may note that similar visual checks of apparent
contact eclipsing binary 1SWASP J093010.78+533859.5, occasioned by its erratic
O−C diagram, revealed a second eclipsing binary (Ch. 11); the outlying values
here generally presented a far more chaotic appearance, and were most probably
produced by a range of atmospheric and instrumental complicating factors, like
the outliers in SuperWASP light curves in general.
To some extent, these O−C outliers could be excluded by the size of their
uncertainties: some nights of data contained only a handful of apparently erratic
observations, and the resulting poor ﬁts had large uncertainties for their parame-
ter values (e.g. Fig. 5.6). However, some nights resulted in well-constrained good
ﬁts despite being obvious outliers relative to the local O−C trend (e.g. Fig. 5.7),
so this criterion was not suﬃcient. Excluding nights with small numbers of ob-
servations would also have removed many perfectly good values from the O−C
diagram (where those observations were spaced closely around the primary mini-
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mum, for example). Removing points on the basis that they lay several standard
deviations from the mean O−C value would also have been unhelpful, since it
would have removed valid points if the underlying shape of the data set was
parabolic (e.g. in Fig. 5.5, excluding the outliers from Figs. 5.6 and 5.7 in this
way would also have removed the very valuable point shown in Fig. 5.4: the only
representative from that year of SuperWASP observations).
It was of course not known in advance whether a linear or quadratic ﬁt would
be appropriate for each O−C diagram, and the presence of outliers could easily
change which function gave a better ﬁt to the data set. Therefore, an automated
iterative procedure was carried out (without any prior preference for either func-
tion) attempting linear and quadratic ﬁts alternately to each O−C diagram, and
removing points lying >3 standard deviations from the better ﬁt or with uncer-
tainties >3 standard deviations larger than the mean uncertainty size. Sinusoidal
ﬁts were not attempted, since this would introduce too many degrees of freedom,
and since the time-base covered was usually short enough that sinusoidal varia-
tion would show up as approximately quadratic in any case1.
The plot of amplitude variation was also used to exclude extreme outliers
in that dimension; however the absolute ﬂux variation plot was not used, since
sudden and substantial variations in that dimension appeared entirely physically
plausible. If the reduced χ2 value of the better ﬁt ever fell below 1, the uncer-
tainties of the remaining points were rescaled accordingly. The process halted
when no further points needed to be removed.
It should be noted that, while this form of my period change detection code
worked very well for eclipsing binaries with periods below a few days, it struggled
to ﬁt eclipses in objects with P >5 d or so, since the ﬁtting algorithm operated
on a single night at a time. An obvious modiﬁcation to make to the code,
which would ﬁx this limitation, would be to expand the time range to be ﬁtted
1Though see Ch. 13 for a number of examples where this was not quite true.
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according to the period of the object itself e.g. for an object with 1 < P < 2 d
it would select adjacent pairs of nights for ﬁtting eclipse minima; for an object
with 8 < P < 9 d it would select sets of nine adjacent nights etc.
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Chapter 6
Testing the method
At several stages during the development of the code described in the last two
chapters, synthetic SuperWASP light curves were generated to test the validity
of the approach using data with known values of period and period change.
Parts of this chapter are based on the method sections of Lohr et al. (2012) and
Lohr et al. (2014b). A ﬁnal section describes a test of binary modelling software
with SuperWASP data; this software was used repeatedly during follow-up of
individual objects of interest (Ch. 7, 9, 10 and 11).
6.1 autohandle
This version of the author’s code was ﬁrst tested for its capacity to measure
reference periods accurately using two synthetic data sets:
(1) a sinusoidal function with the sampling, amplitude, period and average ﬂux
value of the SuperWASP observations of NY Vir (3.8+0.5 sin( 2pit
8727.77
)), and
with ﬁxed small uncertainties of 0.05 ﬂux units;
(2) as (1), but with data points perturbed by normally-distributed pseudo-
random variations with standard deviation about half the amplitude of the
light curve, and with uncertainties equal to the modulus of the pertur-
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Figure 6.1: Light curve for test data
set (2), folded at “orbital period” of
17455.529 s, with mean values for
binned data overplotted. The in-
put “orbital period” was 17455.540 s
i.e. double the period of NY Vir,
since the program assumes it is deal-
ing with eclipsing binaries which ex-
hibit two minima per orbit. The
random scatter of this folded data
set closely resembles a typically-noisy
SuperWASP light curve.
Figure 6.2: O−C diagram for test
data set 4, with best-ﬁt quadratic
curves overplotted. Black stars and
solid line indicate primary eclipse se-
ries; grey open diamonds and dashed
line indicate secondary eclipse series.
bations plus 0.05 (to simulate a rather noisy data set with uncertainties
in part proportional to each data point’s displacement from the expected
value, but with a minimum value).
The program was able to recover the input period of (1) correct to 7 s.f. and of
(2) correct to 6 s.f.; Figure 6.1 shows the folded light curve obtained.
The method was then tested for its sensitivity to genuine period change using
several synthetic data sets:
(1) and (2) as described earlier;
(3) as (1), but with the period losing 1 s over 4 years
(3.8 + 0.5 sin( 2pit
8727.77−(3.961×10−9t)
));
(4) as (3), but perturbed by noise and with uncertainties as in (2).
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For neither (1) nor (2) was any signiﬁcant period change detected, as would be
hoped. For (3) and (4) the “average” period corresponding to approximately the
middle of the data set was recovered as expected, and the O−C diagram shows
a clear quadratic shape indicating the period decrease, found to be signiﬁcant
at 28 σ and 7 σ respectively (see Figure 6.2). The amount of period change
was also recovered correct to 0.1 s y-1, where the error was largely due to the
approximation of a continuous function of time by a discontinuous function of
epoch in the customary diﬀerential equation, as pointed out by Kopal and Kurth
(1957).
Additional tests indicated that the method failed to detect sinusoidally-varying
period change unless the period of meta-variation was very long (more than a
decade). This was apparently because the initial stage of period determina-
tion failed when there was no single well-deﬁned peak in the periodogram corre-
sponding to an “average” period: if the period itself became longer and shorter
sinusoidally, it would actually be changing most rapidly when it passed through
the mean period, and most slowly when it neared extrema on each side of the
mean, making period detection challenging by this method. Later versions of the
code addressed this limitation by eliminating the periodogram stage of period
determination altogether (Ch. 4).
6.2 ah3
By the time this version of the code was being used, its approach to period
change determination had changed suﬃciently that further tests were desirable
to ensure its continued validity. These tests were carried out using the set of
eclipsing binaries discussed in Ch. 12 as a starting point.
Following the O−C diagram function-ﬁtting procedure described in the last
chapter, period change was either supported, if a quadratic function gave a better
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ﬁt to the remaining data points in the O−C diagram, or unsupported, if a linear
function gave a better ﬁt. (A linear ﬁt with slope signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from zero
would also arise if the period used were too long or too short, though irregular or
sparse coverage of the time base could also produce a non-zero gradient even with
an accurate period.) However, some cases of apparent period change were only
marginally supported, in that the best linear ﬁt produced a (modiﬁed) χ2 value
only slightly higher than the best quadratic ﬁt. Since the points’ uncertainties
had been adjusted during the process of outlier removal, it was not clear how
large a diﬀerence in χ2 values would be required to indicate e.g. a 95% conﬁdence
level in a measurement of period change. In particular, there seemed no reason
to believe that the same level would be valid in all cases.
Therefore, tests using synthetic light curves were carried out to determine the
reliability of the program. Each object’s mean (template) light curve was used
as the basis for generating a large number of “background” synthetic curves, and
the time sampling and point uncertainties of the original light curve were applied
to each synthetic curve. Each ﬂux value was then perturbed randomly according
to a normal distribution with standard deviation equal to the corresponding
original data point’s uncertainty.
Correlations between observations made on the same night in SuperWASP
light curves were accounted for by determining the mean residual ﬂux of each
night’s observations relative to the template, and adding one of these values,
chosen at random, to each night’s ﬂuxes in the synthetic curve. Histograms of
the ﬁnal synthetic curves’ residual ﬂuxes, relative to their mean curves, followed
approximately Gaussian distributions (like the original objects), but with slightly
greater widths i.e. the synthetic curves had slightly larger uncertainties than the
real light curves. No period change was included in the synthetic curves.
The synthetic curves were then processed by ah3 in exactly the same way as
the real light curves, to see what proportion of them produced false positives,
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and how large the diﬀerence between best linear and quadratic ﬁt χ2 values was.
This allowed us to distinguish between statistically signiﬁcant and non-signiﬁcant
period changes.
A similar approach was used to check the sensitivity of the code to genuine
period change. Synthetic curves were generated as before, with the characteris-
tics of the test objects; here, however, steady period change was included, with a
known sign and magnitude. ah3 was then run on the synthetic curves, to deter-
mine lower limits of detectability for each system i.e. how rapid a period change
would need to be in order to be reliably detected and accurately measured using
SuperWASP archive data.
The outcomes of these tests will be described in detail in Ch. 12, where
it is clear that ah3 has the capacity to detect statistically-signiﬁcant period
change in SuperWASP light curves at rates as small as 0.0003 s yr-1. However,
the characteristics of individual light curves (brightness, noise, amplitude, time
base, intrinsic shape) have a substantial impact on the detectability of signiﬁcant
period variation.
6.3 PHOEBE binary modelling software
The code of Wilson and Devinney (1971) is able to model binaries of all kinds,
including contact systems (which many other codes cannot). PHOEBE (PHysics
Of Eclipsing BinariEs) is a graphical front-end developed around a recent version
of Wilson and Devinney’s code (Prsˇa and Zwitter, 2005). To check that this
software would yield acceptable parameters from SuperWASP data, I used it to
model a short-period eclipsing binary (GSC 2314-0530 = 1SWASP J022050.85-
+332047.6 = BX Tri) for which parameters had already been published (Dimitrov
and Kjurkchieva, 2010). This has the shortest-known orbital period of any binary
system with main-sequence components: 16643.64 s or 0.1926347 d as found by
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Figure 6.3: Light curve for J022050
folded at period of 16643.64 s, with
binned mean curve used in PHOEBE
modelling.
Figure 6.4: Radial velocity curves for
J022050 used in PHOEBE. Crosses
indicate primary radial velocities; tri-
angles indicate secondary velocities.
Figure 6.5: Light curve data with
overplotted best ﬁt line found with
PHOEBE for J022050.
Figure 6.6: Radial velocity ﬁts found
with PHOEBE for J022050. Primary
radial velocities are red; secondary
black.
autohandle in Ch. 7.
The folded light curve obtained from SuperWASP data was used, and average
ﬂux values in 100 phase bins were extracted (Fig. 6.3) to keep the ﬁtting pro-
cedure manageable (complete SuperWASP data sets had caused the software to
crash or run very slowly). Radial velocity measurements based on spectroscopic
observations were taken from Dimitrov and Kjurkchieva (2010) (Fig. 6.4).
Using PHOEBE, the best-ﬁt input parameters were found, to minimize the
diﬀerence between synthesized and observed light curves and radial velocity
curves (Figs. 6.5 and 6.6). A single large spot was included in the model to
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Parameter M1 M2 q R1 R2 a i
source (/M⊙) (/M⊙) (M2/M1) (/R⊙) (/R⊙) (/R⊙) (
◦)
Dimitrov & 0.51 0.26 0.52 0.55 0.29 1.28 72.5
Kjurkchieva
Own modelling 0.55 0.28 0.50 0.58 0.27 1.32 70.0
with PHOEBE
Table 6.1: Parameters for J022050.
account for the diﬀerence in maxima heights: the O’Connell eﬀect (O’Connell,
1951), but I was reluctant to include more in the absence of direct evidence. Prsˇa
cautions “With proper tuning, spots may account for any ﬂux variation that is
exhibited in light curves, be it of magnetic origin or not”1.
The resulting output parameters (Table 6.1) were all within 3–8% of the
values found by Dimitrov and Kjurkchieva, who used high-precision four-colour
photometric light curves obtained over 14 nights, and modelled two spots as
well as a third light in order to obtain their ﬁts. This suggests that PHOEBE
can be used with SuperWASP binned-average light curves to obtain reasonable
parameters.
1PHOEBE Scientific Reference manual:
phoebe-project.org/1.0/docs/phoebe_science.pdf
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Part III
Results
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Chapter 7
Proof of concept
As an initial demonstration that period changes, if present, could be detected and
measured in SuperWASP light curves using the tools developed, a small sample of
probable short-period eclipsing binaries was investigated. The following account
is closely based on Lohr et al. (2012).
7.1 Introduction and method
Norton et al. (2011) presented evidence for 53 candidate WUMa-type eclipsing
binaries observed using SuperWASP, with periods close to the short-period limit,
of which 48 were new discoveries. Some of these, when folded at their determined
period, failed to give well-deﬁned light curves, which could be the result of pe-
riod variability. Therefore our aim here was to determine whether any of these
candidate binaries showed evidence of period changes during their observation
by SuperWASP. Period decreases might indicate a detached or semi-detached bi-
nary undergoing unstable mass transfer likely to end in merger, or even a contact
binary approaching merger.
The light curve data for the 53 candidate objects was extracted from the
SuperWASP archive and the custom IDL code autohandle was run on each ﬁle,
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Figure 7.1: Light curve for ob-
ject J174310, folded at period of
22300.517 s, with mean values for
binned data overplotted.
Figure 7.2: O−C diagram for ob-
ject J174310, with best ﬁt quadratic
curves overplotted. Black stars and
solid line indicate primary eclipse se-
ries; grey open diamonds and dashed
line indicate secondary eclipse series.
Period decrease signiﬁcant at 21 σ
is indicated (i.e. the period change
found diﬀers from zero by at least 21
times the size of the uncertainty).
as described in Ch. 4 and 5. This provided a measure of their orbital periods, to
conﬁrm the ﬁndings of Norton et al., and attempted to detect and quantify any
steady change in the period over the time they were observed by SuperWASP.
7.2 Results
The optimum orbital periods found for the 53 stars are given in Table 7.1. In
the majority of cases, identical periods (to 4 or 5 s.f.) to those found in Norton
et al. were obtained. Object J055418’s period was given incorrectly in table
1 of Norton et al., but correctly in the appendix. For nine objects, a period
approximately 1/8 longer was obtained by this method; manual checks indicated
that the longer periods found here were more plausible (e.g. the folded light
curve was more clearly deﬁned; the primary and secondary minima exhibited
more diﬀerence in depths). In the earlier paper, only candidate periods below
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Figure 7.3: Light curve for ob-
ject J133105, folded at period of
18836.380 s.
Figure 7.4: O−C diagram for ob-
ject J133105, with best ﬁt quadratic
curves overplotted. Period decrease
signiﬁcant at 5 σ is indicated.
20000 s (∼ 0.2315 d) had been investigated, allowing these longer periods to be
missed. Therefore the 53 stars probably do not all possess periods below 20000 s,
but since all are below about 22600 s (∼ 0.2616 d), they still constitute a useful
sample of notably short-period eclipsing binary candidates.
Table 7.1 also gives the period change results. Object J173828 only had
enough minima data for a single O−C series, so was excluded. Object J093012
appeared to show signiﬁcant period increase, but its folded light curve and O−C
diagram suggested an anomaly in the data, and a check of the sky within 1′′
of the object revealed a nearby bright star which appears to have contaminated
the light curve; this object was also therefore excluded at this stage1. Of the
remaining 51 objects, 17 showed period change inconsistent with zero, at 1 σ
conﬁdence, with six cases of apparent period increase and eleven of decrease.
However, given the number of objects studied, we might expect approximately
this number of marginally-signiﬁcant results purely by chance, and so we do not
claim that all these 17 results indicate genuine period changes (although this is
a possibility).
More notable is that three objects show a period change signiﬁcant at more
1See Ch. 11 for our subsequent fuller investigation of this object.
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Figure 7.5: Light curve for ob-
ject J234401, folded at period of
18461.591 s.
Figure 7.6: O−C diagram for ob-
ject J234401, with best ﬁt quadratic
curves overplotted. Period decrease
signiﬁcant at 16 σ is indicated.
Figure 7.7: O−C diagram for object J050904, with best ﬁt quadratic curves
overplotted. No signiﬁcant period change is indicated.
than 3 σ, where we would expect no signiﬁcant results by chance alone in a set of
51 objects. These three stars underwent signiﬁcant decreases in period during the
time they were observed by SuperWASP: objects J174310 (−0.055±0.003 s yr-1,
signiﬁcant at 21 σ), J133105 (−0.075 ± 0.013 s yr-1, signiﬁcant at 5 σ) and
J234401 (−0.31± 0.02 s yr-1, signiﬁcant at 16 σ). Figs. 7.1–7.6 show the folded
light curves and O−C diagrams for these three objects, while Fig. 7.7 illustrates
a non-signiﬁcant result (object J050904) for comparison. Given the method of
period determination, the choice of a precise zero point for the ephemerides
of these three objects is somewhat arbitrary. However, using the zero points
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assigned by the program, and the optimum periods for the whole observation
set, we have approximate eclipse times:
J174310 HJD 2454997.688926 + 0.258108E − 4.5× 10−10E2
J133105 HJD 2454976.358606 + 0.218014E − 5.2× 10−10E2
J234401 HJD 2454417.284057 + 0.213676E − 2.1× 10−9E2.
7.3 Discussion
We may note that period changes have been observed in many eclipsing binaries
(Kim et al. 2003 claim that about 46% of the 1140 binaries in Kreiner et al.’s
(2001) collection of O−C diagrams show at least some evidence of period change).
Moreover, in short-period WUMa-type systems, period increases and decreases
have been found to be of similar frequency, with the majority having |P˙ | ≤
0.02 s yr-1 and none exceeding about ±0.4 s yr-1 (Kubiak et al. 2006), which
would make our three main examples of period change notably rapid, but not
exceptionally so. Therefore, we do not suggest that our evidence for period
change is in itself especially surprising, nor would we argue for period decreases
being generally dominant in this stellar population, on the basis of such a small
sample. Rather, the particular interest of (relatively rapid) period decrease in
the three objects J174310, J133105 and J234401 is that they are already near or
below the short-period limit for WUMa objects of 0.22 d, and have timescales
P/P˙ between 4× 105 and 6× 104 years. The underlying processes which may be
operating in these objects therefore merit further consideration.
To investigate possible causes of the period decreases apparently observed for
these three objects, the eclipsing binary modelling software PHOEBE (see Ch. 6)
was used to estimate component masses, radii and other system parameters. In
the absence of radial velocity measurements, values for semimajor axis a could
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not be determined, so best-ﬁt parameter combinations were found for a range of
physically-plausible values of a.
Several external constraints were applied: from general light curve morphol-
ogy, such as continuous light variation, the systems were taken to be WUMa-type
contact binaries (overcontact in PHOEBE’s terms) i.e. with ﬁlling factors in (0,1].
The values for M1 were required to be approximately consistent with system tem-
peratures as indicated by spectral types, themselves estimated from V − J and
V −K colours using 2MASS data (J174310 was taken to be approximately type
K2, with temperature ∼ 4600 K; J133105 type G9, Teff ∼ 5000 K; J234401 type
K9, Teff ∼ 3700 K). Mass ratios q were taken to be in the range 0.08–0.8, as
typical for WUMa systems (Hilditch, 2001), subject to the hydrogen-burning
requirement for M2 to be at least 0.08M⊙. Maximum and minimum values of a
could then be derived from the possible radii of the (contact) component stars.
The resulting best-ﬁt masses and radii (found to 2 s.f. by minimizing χ2
values) are given in Table 7.2. Object J133105 could not be as well-ﬁtted as the
other two objects, by any combination of a, q, inclination i and Kopal potential
Ω, because its maxima diﬀer signiﬁcantly in height, probably due to spots on the
stellar surfaces. However, spots were not modelled here, in the absence of direct
evidence.
Period decrease might be caused by magnetic braking, removing angular mo-
mentum from the system. The plausibility of this was assessed using Guinan and
Bradstreet’s equation (1988)2:
P˙ ≈ −1.1× 10−8q−1(1 + q)2(M1 + M2)− 53 k2(M1R41 + M2R42)P−
7
3 (7.1)
Although this applies properly only to detached systems, Bradstreet and Guinan
2Lohr et al. (2012) quoted the equation given in Bradstreet and Guinan (1994), which
contained a misprint; however, the calculations were carried out using the correct version of
the equation.
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suggest that magnetic ﬁeld strengths would be weaker in contact binaries. So
we may at least use their formula to estimate an upper limit for the eﬀect of
magnetic braking on a contact system. Therefore, taking the gyration constant
k2 as 0.1 (typical for main sequence stars, Bradstreet and Guinan 1994), the
value of the RHS was evaluated for the various system parameter combinations
and compared with dP/dt for the three stars. The results, given in Table 7.2,
are between about 20% and 1% of the observed quantities.
Other estimates of the eﬀect of magnetic braking were made from equations
for J˙ from Rappaport et al. (1983) and Hurley et al. (2002), as calibrated by
Davis et al. (2008) by using the angular momentum loss rate at the upper edge
of the cataclysmic variable period gap (the binary systems were approximated
as single, fully-convective stars in order to use these equations). This produced
signiﬁcantly smaller estimates of expected period change: between 3 and 4 orders
of magnitude too small. This suggests that magnetic braking is not the main
cause of period decrease in any of the three systems, though the diﬀerence of 1
to 2 orders of magnitude in the estimates produced by the diﬀerent equations
also implies signiﬁcant limitations in our ability to quantify magnetic braking.
Another possibility is angular momentum loss due to gravitational wave ra-
diation (GWR). Combining expressions from Kolb (2010) and Hilditch (2001):
P˙
P
= 3
J˙
J
= −1.27× 10−8yr−1 M1M2
(M1 + M2)
1
3 M
5
3
⊙
(
Porb
h
)− 8
3
(7.2)
the expected P˙ /P was calculated for each parameter combination (Table 7.2).
However, these quantities are about 6 orders of magnitude smaller than the
observed P˙ /P values. GWR can be responsible for only a tiny fraction of the
period decreases observed here.
This leaves mass transfer from M1 to M2 and/or mass (and hence angular
momentum) loss from the system, from other mechanisms, as plausible causes.
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Using equations as given by Hilditch:
P˙
P
=
3M˙1(M1 −M2)
M1M2
(7.3)
P˙
P
= 3M˙1
[
(M1 + M2)
M1M2
d2
a2
− M2
M1(M1 + M2)
]
(7.4)
(where d is the distance from the binary centre of mass to Lagrange point L2)
for conservative and non-conservative mass loss respectively, we can calculate the
necessary values of M˙1 to explain the observed P˙ /P values (Table 7.2). These are
of the order of 10−6-10−7M⊙ yr
-1, which we may note is similar to the mass loss
rate calculated by Hilditch for contact binary SV Cen, to explain its precipitous
observed rate of period decrease. He argues that mass may be ejected during
a rapid phase of Roche-lobe overﬂow (or more generally, in a contact system)
through L2, contributing to period decrease. Possible mechanisms for unstable
mass transfer/loss leading to rapid period decrease in contact or near-contact
binaries are also discussed in Rasio (1995), Tylenda et al. (2011) and Jiang
et al. (2012). This explanation is left as the most plausible for the observed
period decreases in the objects J174310, J133105 and J234401, with further small
contributions from magnetic braking and GWR3.
What future, then, might we envisage for these three systems? Since their
primary masses and mass ratios cannot currently be determined with any preci-
sion, it is possible that they are subject to Jiang et al.’s low mass limit (2012),
leading to unstable mass transfer, or to Rasio’s tidal instabilities (1995), and will
undergo merger on a relatively short timescale. Rasio proposes the orbital decay
time tD ∼ 103–104 years for an unstable WUMa system. Another indication of
the possible timescale for merger is given by Tylenda et al.’s study (2011) of the
decaying period of the contact binary progenitor of the V1309Sco outburst. Us-
3Another explanation for the period change in J234401 is considered in Ch. 10, and for
period changes detected in SuperWASP eclipsing binaries more generally in Ch. 13.
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ing their exponential model for period decay, one can determine that their object
would have been decreasing in period at a rate of 0.3 s yr-1 about 130 years before
the observed outburst (and presumed merger). Since object J234401 appears to
be currently undergoing period decrease at approximately this rate, and is al-
ready below the short-period limit, it is perhaps not inconceivable that it might
merge on a timescale of centuries or even decades from now (assuming, of course,
that its period decrease is maintained). Whatever their ultimate fate, these may
be rare examples of objects caught in a brief transitional stage between stable
states.
7.4 Conclusions
Our study of the periods of 53 WUMa candidate eclipsing binary stars, observed
with SuperWASP, conﬁrmed that they are all very close to the short-period limit,
and thus constitute a useful sample of sources for investigating the causes of this
limit. In three of the objects, period decrease signiﬁcant at 5 σ or more was
found during their time of observation; the remaining objects’ period changes
were consistent with zero change at 3 σ. Modelling estimates for possible system
parameters indicated that neither magnetic braking nor GWR are likely to be the
primary cause of these period decreases. The rates of change observed in these
three objects can best be explained by unstable mass transfer from primary
to secondary components, and/or mass and angular momentum loss from the
systems, which could lead to merger on a relatively short timescale if the periods
continue to decrease.
These are potentially unusual transitional objects, capable of shedding light
on the evolution of close binaries and the causes of the short-period limit of
main sequence binaries. As such they would repay further study and additional
observations.
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Table 7.1: Period results for 53 SuperWASP eclipsing binaries. Period changes
included only where signiﬁcance is at least 1σ.
SuperWASP ID Orig. Short P δP P˙ δP˙ P˙
P
Sig.
(Jhhmmss.ss±ddmmss.s) No.0 Name (s) (s) (s yr-1) (s yr-1) (yr-1) (σ)
J000437.82+033301.2 3 J000437 22593.5284 0.009 +0.095 0.087 +4.2× 10−6 1
J003033.05+574347.6 27 J003033 19580.280 0.004
J004050.63+071613.9 15 J004050 19809.204 0.004
J022050.85+332047.65 53 J022050 16643.642 0.009
J022727.03+115641.7 47 J022727 18226.361 0.009
J030749.87−365201.7 26 J030749 19584.395 0.009
J034439.97+030425.5 11 J034439 19861.395 0.009
J040615.79−425002.3 34 J040615 19209.980 0.009 −0.029 0.026 −1.5× 10−6 1
J041120.40−230232.3 43 J041120 18690.406 0.009
J041655.13−492709.8 5 J041655 19959.767 0.009
J044132.96+440613.7 19 J044132 19712.787 0.006
J050904.45−074144.4 13 J050904 19835.305 0.009
J051501.18−021948.7 6 J051501 19950.121 0.009
J052036.84+030402.1 1 J052036 19993.301 0.009 −0.037 0.025 −1.8× 10−6 1
J055418.43+442549.8 39 J055418 18878.004 0.003
J064501.21+342154.9 37 J064501 21480.4151 0.009
J074658.62+224448.5 38 J074658 19081.403 0.005
J080150.03+471433.8 42 J080150 18793.167 0.007
J092328.76+435044.8 50 J092328 20292.9821 0.004 +1.90 0.95 +9.37× 10−5 2
J092756.25−391119.2 30 J092756 19469.696 0.009 −0.10 0.05 −5.1× 10−6 1
0In Norton et al. (2011).
4Period found here is longer than in Norton et al. (2011).
5GSC 2314−0530 = BX Tri.
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Table 7.1: (continued)
SuperWASP ID Orig. Short P δP P˙ δP˙ P˙
P
Sig.
(Jhhmmss.ss±ddmmss.s) No.0 Name (s) (s) (s yr-1) (s yr-1) (yr-1) (σ)
J093012.84+533859.6 22 J093012 19674.550 0.001 (+1.40) (0.13) (+7.11× 10−5) (10)6
J111931.48−395048.27 14 J111931 19827.651 0.007 +0.033 0.014 +1.7× 10−6 2
J114929.22−423049.0 23 J114929 19639.554 0.009
J115557.80+072010.8 25 J115557 19614.222 0.009
J115605.88−091300.5 48 J115605 18222.626 0.005
J120110.98−220210.8 24 J120110 19627.832 0.009 −0.21 0.09 −1.1× 10−5 2
J121906.35−240056.9 29 J121906 19558.186 0.009
J130920.49−340919.9 33 J130920 19253.528 0.009
J133105.91+121538.0 41 J133105 18836.380 0.004 −0.075 0.013 −4.0× 10−6 5
J142312.63−222425.1 51 J142312 18112.792 0.009
J150822.80−054236.9 10 J150822 22469.2141 0.007 −0.026 0.016 −1.2× 10−6 1
J151652.90+004835.8 49 J151652 18207.370 0.009
J155822.10−025604.8 9 J155822 22470.7051 0.009 −0.19 0.13 −8.3× 10−6 1
J160156.04+202821.6 28 J160156 19572.134 0.009 +0.12 0.05 +6.0× 10−6 2
J161334.28−284706.7 12 J161334 19852.817 0.004 −0.063 0.055 −3.2× 10−6 1
J170240.07+151123.58 4 J170240 22589.7581 0.004
J173003.21+344509.4 32 J173003 19328.922 0.009
J173828.46+111150.2 35 J173828 21546.7311 0.009 9
J174310.98+432709.610 17 J174310 22300.5171 0.009 −0.0546 0.0025 −2.45× 10−6 21
6Data contaminated by nearby star’s light curve.
7ASAS J111932−3950.8.
8ROTSEI J170240.11+151122.7.
9Insufficient data to calculate both O−C series.
10V1067 Her.
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Table 7.1: (continued)
SuperWASP ID Orig. Short P δP P˙ δP˙ P˙
P
Sig.
(Jhhmmss.ss±ddmmss.s) No.0 Name (s) (s) (s yr-1) (s yr-1) (yr-1) (σ)
J180947.64+490255.011 20 J180947 19688.490 0.009 +0.028 0.010 +1.4× 10−6 2
J183738.17+402427.2 36 J183738 19121.227 0.009
J195900.31−252723.1 46 J195900 20575.3951 0.009
J210318.76+021002.2 16 J210318 19750.199 0.009
J210423.76+073140.4 52 J210423 18065.091 0.009
J212454.61+203030.8 21 J212454 19684.790 0.009 −0.41 0.29 −2.1× 10−5 1
J212808.86+151622.0 31 J212808 19426.310 0.009
J214510.25−494401.1 18 J214510 19712.951 0.009
J220734.47+265528.6 2 J220734 19978.751 0.009
J221058.82+251123.4 45 J221058 18402.957 0.009
J224747.20−351849.3 40 J224747 18853.775 0.009 +0.77 0.64 +4.1× 10−5 1
J232607.07−294130.7 8 J232607 19882.132 0.004
J234401.81−212229.1 44 J234401 18461.591 0.007 −0.313 0.019 −1.70× 10−5 16
J235333.60+455245.8 7 J235333 19936.123 0.009
11V1104 Her.
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Table 7.2: Model parameters and theoretical period/mass changes for three objects.
Star a q M1 M2 R1 R2 Magnetic GWR Non-con- Conservative
Short Braking P˙
P
servative mass transfer
Name (R⊙) (M2/M1) (M⊙) (M⊙) (R⊙) (R⊙)
P˙
P
(yr-1) (yr-1) M˙1 (M⊙ yr
-1) M˙1 (M⊙ yr
-1)
J174310 1.5 0.32 0.52 0.17 0.74 0.45 −1.7× 10−7 −2.9× 10−11 −5.1× 10−7 −2.0× 10−7
1.6 0.24 0.67 0.16 0.88 0.49 −3.5× 10−7 −3.4× 10−11 −5.9× 10−7 −1.7× 10−7
1.7 0.23 0.81 0.18 0.94 0.52 −4.4× 10−7 −4.4× 10−11 −7.0× 10−7 −1.9× 10−7
1.8 0.31 0.90 0.28 0.91 0.55 −2.7× 10−7 −7.0× 10−11 −8.8× 10−7 −3.3× 10−7
J133105 1.4 0.12 0.69 0.09 0.79 0.31 −7.5× 10−7 −3.0× 10−11 −8.0× 10−7 −1.3× 10−7
1.5 0.20 0.80 0.16 0.79 0.38 −4.3× 10−7 −5.9× 10−11 −1.1× 10−6 −2.6× 10−7
1.6 0.41 0.82 0.34 0.74 0.49 −1.7× 10−7 −1.2× 10−10 −1.5× 10−6 −7.6× 10−7
1.7 0.65 0.84 0.55 0.71 0.58 −1.2× 10−7 −1.9× 10−10 −1.9× 10−6 −2.1× 10−6
J234401 1.3 0.14 0.57 0.08 0.72 0.30 −5.3× 10−7 −2.6× 10−11 −2.9× 10−6 −5.4× 10−7
1.4 0.45 0.56 0.25 0.63 0.44 −1.3× 10−7 −7.3× 10−11 −4.5× 10−6 −2.6× 10−6
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Chapter 8
EBs near the short-period limit
Following the demonstration of period change detectability in SuperWASP eclips-
ing binaries, the code used was improved, and it was felt desirable to search the
archive again with its help, to seek to increase the sample of objects in this pe-
riod range. It seemed plausible that any binaries approaching imminent stellar
merger would be found near the short-period limit of the distribution; moreover,
a larger sample would allow us to make more convincing claims about the limit
itself. In fact, a number of inherently intriguing objects were discovered in the
course of this search, which will be discussed further in later chapters. This
chapter is closely based on Lohr et al. (2013b).
8.1 Introduction
Here we have used the SuperWASP archive of ∼30 million objects to search
for and analyse main sequence eclipsing binaries with very short orbital periods
(<20 000 s or ∼0.2315 d). This should yield an interesting sample around the
observed short-period limit for such binary systems of ∼0.2 d, potentially illumi-
nating the causes of this cut-oﬀ point in the period distribution. (We should note,
however, that systems in this period range must be expected to be relatively low
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in mass and hence intrinsically faint, such that SuperWASP will not detect them
with the same eﬃciency as longer-period eclipsing binaries.) In earlier work, Nor-
ton et al. (2011) presented 53 candidate eclipsing systems in this period range,
using SuperWASP archived data; here, with a more thorough search, we have
sought to detect further such objects which might have been missed. Also, Lohr
et al. (2012) presented the results of a search for period changes in these 53 ob-
jects, ﬁnding three which exhibited statistically signiﬁcant period decrease; here
again, we have used an improved period change detection method to search for
period changes in the eclipsing systems found with periods below 20 000 s. This
work, then, is primarily intended to update Norton et al. (2011) and Lohr et al.
(2012).
8.2 Method
An initial list of 36 758 SuperWASP identiﬁers was obtained from the catalogue,
with associated possible periods in the range 8000–10 000 s. This range would
correspond to potential binary orbital periods below 20 000 s, since there are
two eclipses per cycle. (The catalogue periods are the result of a uniform period
search applied to the majority of data as part of the initial processing pipeline;
the code used is described in Norton et al. (2007) and is run separately for data
from diﬀerent seasons and cameras. As a consequence, several diﬀerent periods
can be listed in the catalogue for a single object.) A frequency plot of the periods
revealed substantial excesses of objects in the ranges 8610–8625 s and 9565–9586 s
i.e. in the neighbourhood of 1/10 and 1/9 of a sidereal day respectively. Since
the vast majority of these harmonic periodicities are expected to be spurious,
objects in these ranges were excluded from further consideration. It can be
estimated that only about three genuine eclipsing binaries with periods below
20 000 s are likely to have been missed as a consequence. Repeated identiﬁers
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(occurring when a single identiﬁer had multiple possible periodicities listed in
the catalogue, in the ranges of interest) were also removed at this stage.
This left 5743 distinct identiﬁers, of which around 5190 probably represented
distinct astrophysical sources: since SuperWASP uses the USNO-B1 input cat-
alogue to label objects, it is possible for a single bright source in a ﬁeld of view
containing many faint sources to be catalogued under multiple identiﬁers. Such
“duplicates” can usually be easily recognised by their near-identical periods and
coordinates; however, they were not excluded at this stage so that the brightest
or clearest lightcurve for each source could be preferentially selected for more de-
tailed analysis later. Lightcurves with ﬂuxes corrected by the Sys-Rem algorithm
were obtained from the archive for these objects.
The updated IDL code ah2 described in Ch. 4 was then used to try to ﬁnd
the optimum period of each object, and to attempt an automatic classiﬁcation
of it as a candidate eclipsing binary, a diﬀerent kind of periodic variable, or non-
periodic / with a period outside the range of interest (4434 objects were classed
as periodic variables of some kind at this stage).
Since this method would not always separate pulsators and eclipsing bina-
ries reliably (e.g. in cases where eclipsing systems show primary and secondary
eclipses of equal depth), a ﬁnal visual check was made of the folded lightcurves of
the more distinctive objects with detected periods below 20 000 s. This included
all those where the amplitude of the mean lightcurve exceeded the amplitude of
data scatter about the mean lightcurve, facilitating a clear identiﬁcation of vari-
able type. It also included some where the amplitude of variation was between
50% and 100% of the scatter, but where the objects might be expected to have
distinctive lightcurves on other grounds e.g. very bright objects, objects with
high numbers of observations, or objects whose detected periods had very low
uncertainty.
Approximately 1000 identiﬁers were checked, and 201 were selected as proba-
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ble eclipsing binaries of W UMa type, corresponding to 143 distinct astrophysical
objects. Fainter duplicates were rejected at this stage. The selected objects had
nearly all been automatically classiﬁed as eclipsing binaries, and many showed a
clear diﬀerence in depths of primary and secondary eclipses; some had diﬀerent
heights of maxima, presumably due to the O’Connell eﬀect; others were cho-
sen for their relatively broad, symmetric maxima and narrow eclipses. Purely
sinusoidal lightcurves were excluded; although some of them were probably gen-
erated by genuine eclipsing binaries, our photometric data was insuﬃcient to
distinguish them from other periodic variable types with reasonable probability.
Radial velocities would need to be determined for these ambiguous objects to
establish their variability type.
8.3 Results
During the checking process described above, periodic variables of several dif-
ferent types were observed. A large number of pulsators (probably δ Scuti and
RR Lyrae variables in this short-period range; see Ch. 2) were evident, char-
acterized by narrow maxima and broad minima, and/or asymmetric lightcurve
shapes. As well as eclipsing binaries in the period range of interest, many eclips-
ing binaries were seen with periods between 32 000 and 40 000 s, whose quarter-
periods had evidently been picked up by the period detection code used in the
SuperWASP catalogue. Also, the subdwarf B (sdB) eclipsing binaries NY Vir,
HS 2231+2441 and NSVS 14256825, which have orbital periods in the range
8000–10 000 s, were detected and phase-folded appropriately in spite of their
strongly non-sinusoidal lightcurves1. These detections suggest that the period
determination method used here, despite using sinusoidal ﬁtting during the initial
stage, is eﬀective with periodic variables exhibiting a wide variety of lightcurve
1These objects, along with other SuperWASP post-common-envelope eclipsing binaries in
different period ranges, are the subject of Ch. 12.
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Figure 8.1: Cumulative period distribution of 143 candidate eclipsing binaries.
Typical values for the short-period limit are shown.
shapes.
8.3.1 Periods
Period and magnitude statistics for the 143 candidate (main sequence) eclipsing
binaries found with periods under 20 000 s are presented in Table 8.1. They
include 44 of the 53 short-period candidate eclipsing binaries presented in Nor-
ton et al. (2011). (The other nine, as discussed in Ch. 7, have periods slightly
longer than 20 000 s.) Three of the 99 additional objects presented here are
known periodic variables: CC Com, listed as a W UMa-type eclipsing binary
in the GCVS, with the same period as found here; LL Eri, listed as a ro-
tating ellipsoidal binary in the GCVS, again with the period found here; and
ROTSE1 J164349.58+325637.8, listed in Akerlof et al. (2000) as a δ Scuti vari-
able with period half that found here. Since the SuperWASP lightcurve for the
latter object is particularly well-observed, and its folded lightcurve exhibits clear
(though small) diﬀerences in the depths of primary and secondary minima, we
suggest that the object is more likely to be an eclipsing binary. Therefore, 97 of
the objects presented here are new candidate eclipsing binaries near the short-
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Figure 8.2: Period change distribution of 74 candidate eclipsing binaries showing
signiﬁcant change. Period changes found with at least 3σ conﬁdence are indicated
with solid lines (38 objects); dashed lines indicate changes found at a 1σ level or
more.
period limit. Fig. 8.1 gives their cumulative period distribution, and Appendix A
shows their individual folded lightcurves.
8.3.2 Period changes
12 objects were excluded from the period change search, since only a single year
of data was available for them. Of the remaining 131, 74 showed evidence of
signiﬁcant secular change i.e. the uncertainty ranges on their P˙ values did not
include zero. (Note that highly signiﬁcant period change may be small in mag-
nitude: J121206 shows a change of just 0.0265 s yr-1, but its remarkably bright
and well-deﬁned lightcurve makes this value signiﬁcant at 23σ.) The remainder
have not necessarily been demonstrated to have unchanging periods: although
the O−C diagrams of some were indeed better ﬁtted by a linear function than
a quadratic one, others exhibited apparent secular change at a non-signiﬁcant
level, and may be regarded as having indeterminate status. Period changes and
signiﬁcance levels are listed for these 74 objects in Table 8.1, and the distribu-
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tion of signiﬁcant changes is plotted in Fig. 8.2. Appendix A shows the O−C
diagrams of all objects.
Since a few of the changes signiﬁcant at 1 or 2σ might be expected to be
spurious, resulting by chance alone in a data set of this size, the distribution
of changes signiﬁcant at ≥ 3σ is also shown in Fig. 8.2 (38 objects); we would
not expect to ﬁnd even one instance of period change this signiﬁcant out of
131 objects by chance. Two of the objects found to exhibit highly signiﬁ-
cant period change in Ch. 7 are in this set (J133105 and J234401); the third
(1SWASP J174310.98+432709.6) has a period slightly greater than 20 000 s and
so was not included in the present study. The reproduction of our earlier ﬁnd-
ings supports the validity of the modiﬁed period change detection approach, and
the increased number of highly-signiﬁcant period changes detected implies an
improvement in sensitivity.
8.4 Discussion
8.4.1 Periods
It may be seen that the period distribution found here (Fig. 8.1) straddles two
frequently-quoted values for the period cut-oﬀ (0.20 and 0.22 d), and follows a
smooth tail-oﬀ towards shorter periods. It tallies well with similar distributions
found from other wide-ﬁeld time-domain surveys, covering wider period ranges,
such as those in Szyman´ski et al. (2001), Fig. 9, and Paczyn´ski et al. (2006),
Fig. 6, which show contact binary periods tailing oﬀ towards lower periods from
a maximum around 0.38 d, with none observed below 0.20 d (see Ch. 3).
Only one object (J201816) is included here with a period shorter than that
of BX Tri (=GSC 02314-0530, here J022050), generally regarded as the main-
sequence eclipsing binary with the shortest-known period (see Ch. 6). However,
since this object is very poorly-observed by SuperWASP, with only a couple of
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thousand data points mostly from a single year, we are reluctant to make too
strong a claim for it. Although it apparently exhibits substantial diﬀerences in
the heights of its maxima, as well as small diﬀerences in primary and secondary
minima depths, it is possible that these are artefacts of the limited observations,
and that the object is really a pulsating variable.
Thus our search supports the existence of a short-period limit at around
0.20 d, and perhaps favours particular types of explanation for it. As introduced
in Ch. 3, Stepien´ (2006) argued that the current age of the Universe indirectly
explained the limit, on the grounds that lower-mass detached binaries lose angu-
lar momentum more slowly than high-mass systems, and so take longer to evolve
into (stable) contact conﬁgurations; 0.20 d would then simply be the current
minimum period that a system would have had time to reach. Such a model
might imply a much sharper, more cliﬀ-like cut-oﬀ point for the binary period
distribution than seen here (and indeed, a cut-oﬀ period which would become
shorter as the Universe aged). Also, Jiang et al. (2012) have indicated a num-
ber of known short-period binaries with measured masses lower than Stepien´’s
formula should allow, and Nefs et al. (2012) have claimed the discovery of four
M-dwarf eclipsing binaries with periods below 0.18 d (one as short as 0.11 d),
which would certainly conﬂict with Stepien´’s model.
However, other models suggest that objects are leaving the short-period end
of the distribution through rapid merger, in addition to entering it from above
through evolution from detached into contact conﬁgurations. Jiang et al. (2012)
argued that binary systems with particular combinations of low primary mass
and low mass ratio would evolve into unstable states and merge rapidly; 0.20 d
would then be the shortest period corresponding to a possible stable conﬁgura-
tion. Stepien´ and Gazeas (2012) also proposed a new series of binary models
including evolution towards coalescence within the contact stage; the lowest pe-
riod obtained for any of these models, at the time of coalescence, is 0.201 d. Such
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Figure 8.3: Plot of signiﬁcant period changes against periods, for 74 objects
signiﬁcant at ≥ 1σ (small crosses) and 38 objects signiﬁcant at ≥ 3σ (larger
diagonal crosses).
explanations might ﬁt better with the observed distribution of binary periods,
with some objects reaching unstable states and heading rapidly towards merger
at periods somewhat above 0.20 d, and others able to remain stable even at the
cut-oﬀ point.
8.4.2 Period changes
The distribution of signiﬁcant period changes observed here (Fig. 8.2) also tallies
broadly with one found by Kubiak et al. (2006), Fig. 5, for 134 OGLE contact
binaries with periods below 1 d. It is symmetrical around zero (a Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test supports symmetry at P = 0.91 for the 74 objects with period
change signiﬁcant at ≥ 1σ and at P = 0.69 for the 38 objects signiﬁcant at ≥ 3σ),
and approximately normal, with a half-width at half-maximum around 0.1 s yr-1,
where Kubiak et al. found a rather lower value around 0.03 s yr-1. The extremely
short-period objects considered here, then, appear equally likely to show increases
and decreases in period2. Figure 8.3 plots signiﬁcant period changes against
2Ch. 13 suggests an explanation for this unexpected finding.
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periods. No particular relation between either direction or magnitude of period
change and period length seems apparent.
It might be argued that the period change distribution found here has an
eﬀective hole at zero, and a deﬁciency near zero, since we do not include ob-
jects where no signiﬁcant change was detected. As indicated in Subsect. 8.3.2,
these objects are not of a single type, and cannot be conﬁdently claimed to have
unchanging periods. To include all or some of them in our distribution would
distort it and make it hard to compare with other results obtained using diﬀer-
ent methods. Kubiak et al.’s distribution of objects (with P-statistic > 63.3,
described as “statistically conﬁrmed” period changes) also has a gap near zero,
for similar reasons to ours: it is more diﬃcult to detect and quantify small period
changes since their uncertainties must also be small.
Another potential confounding factor would be the presence of wandering
spots on the surface of a star. These could in theory change the lightcurve
shape in such a way as to move the detected times of minima and so create a
spurious curvature in the O-C diagram, leading us to conclude erroneously that
the object’s orbital period is changing. In practice, visual checks of individual
nights suggest the lightcurves do not vary substantially in shape for the objects
showing the most signiﬁcant period change, though it is possible that spot move-
ment is contributing to data scatter in some of the fainter and less well-observed
lightcurves.
Some of the O−C diagrams suggest a periodic, sinusoidal variation in period,
in addition to or instead of a secular trend (e.g. J142312, J172717, J210423).
Such cyclical variations are often interpreted as indicating the presence of a third
body in the binary system (e.g. Lee et al. (2011)), through the light-time eﬀect.
However, the Applegate mechanism (Applegate, 1992), involving the magnetic
activity cycle of a star in a close binary system, may sometimes provide a more
plausible explanation (Hilditch, 2001; Christopoulou et al., 2012); this mechanism
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explains orbital period changes as gravitational quadrupole responses to a cyclic
redistribution of angular momentum within the layers of an active, convective
star, associated with varying levels of diﬀerential rotation at diﬀerent times in the
star’s magnetic cycle. In such a case, longer-term luminosity variations would be
expected to show the same period as the orbital period modulation, since they
arise from a common cause, and any other variability associated with magnetic
activity e.g. coronal X-ray luminosity, should also show this period3.
8.4.3 J234401 and J093010
One candidate eclipsing binary which showed particularly marked sinusoidal pe-
riod changes was J234401, which initially had appeared to show rapid period
decrease (Ch. 7) on the basis of a shorter SuperWASP coverage. This object
will be discussed fully in Ch. 10. Another object which stood out was J093010:
its apparently signiﬁcant period change detected in Ch. 7 had been initially dis-
missed as the result of contamination by the light of a nearby star, but was
discovered to have a much more interesting cause in Lohr et al. (2013b); this and
the subsequent follow-up observations of the system will be covered together in
Ch. 11.
8.4.4 J102328
Another object of note was J102328 (Figs. 8.4 and 8.5), which shows period
decrease nearly as rapid as that apparently seen in J234401 on the basis of its
ﬁrst four years of data: −0.254± 0.037 s yr-1, signiﬁcant at 6σ. If this decrease
continued it would imply a merger timescale (P/P˙ ) of at most 71 500 years; how-
ever, only three years of SuperWASP observations are available for this object,
so caution is warranted: future years of data might support a sinusoidal period
variation instead. We may also note that this magnitude of period decrease falls
3This issue will be addressed more fully in Ch. 13.
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Figure 8.4: Lightcurve of object
J102328 folded at period 18 125.146 s.
Figure 8.5: O−C diagram for ob-
ject J102328 (uncertainties not plot-
ted for clarity). Dashed line shows
best linear ﬁt (reduced χ2 = 1.74, 171
degrees of freedom); solid line shows
best quadratic ﬁt (χ2 = 1.46, 170
d.f.), corresponding to a secular pe-
riod change of −0.254± 0.037 s yr-1.
within the symmetrical distribution found for the 38 highly signiﬁcant objects
taken as a group.
8.4.5 Other systems of note
Several lightcurves in the appendix resemble β Lyrae-type variables (EB), show-
ing notable diﬀerences in primary and secondary eclipse depths: J011732, J022050,
J070953, J093443, J102328, J215826 and J222302 are perhaps the clearest exam-
ples. Surprisingly for such short-period objects, these may represent detached or
semi-detached systems not in thermal contact. Indeed, J022050 (=BX Tri),
which shows substantial diﬀerences in depths of minima, as well as a large
O’Connell eﬀect, has been studied in detail by Dimitrov and Kjurkchieva (2010),
who modelled it as not quite in contact, but with one star nearly ﬁlling its Roche
lobe. Other objects showing pronounced O’Connell eﬀects (maxima of diﬀerent
heights) are J033242, J084408, J115326, J201816 (if a genuine eclipsing binary),
and J221117, of which the last is particularly striking and unusual in shape. Fi-
nally, we observe signiﬁcant variations in average ﬂux in several objects, including
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J121206 (which shows distinct well-deﬁned curves at diﬀerent levels), J134430,
J150957, J151146, J152022, J172717 and J173003 (which show broader banding
or continuous variation in average ﬂux level). In some cases this variation seems
intrinsic to the system, being observable within a single night’s observations with
a single camera; in other cases it probably has instrumental causes e.g. the ob-
ject was observed over a long time-base by cameras in both the northern and
southern hemispheres.
8.5 Conclusions
Our new search of the SuperWASP archive yielded 143 plausible candidate eclips-
ing binaries with orbital periods <20 000 s, of which 97 are new discoveries. This
updates the ﬁndings of Norton et al. (2011), and provides a useful new sample
of extremely short period eclipsing systems near the cut-oﬀ point. Their pe-
riod distribution ﬁts neatly at one end of previous period distributions found for
eclipsing binaries seen by other comparable surveys. The shape of the distribu-
tion may also inform understanding of the reasons for the short-period limit for
main sequence binaries.
An improved period change detection method was employed with the new
sample, which measured observed times of minima by ﬁtting each night of obser-
vations with the object’s own binned mean lightcurve, obtained from its full data
set during period determination. This approach conﬁrmed some earlier results in
Lohr et al. (2012), and found signiﬁcant evidence for period change in 74 of the
candidate binaries, of which 38 are signiﬁcant at 3σ or more. The distribution of
signiﬁcant period changes found agrees substantially with a previous compara-
ble distribution, showing equal numbers of systems increasing and decreasing in
period. Of the highly signiﬁcant period changes, none exceed 0.3 s yr-1 in mag-
nitude, and the half-width at half-maximum of the distribution is ∼ 0.1 s yr-1,
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slightly larger than that found in a previous study of binaries with longer periods.
Three of the systems found were of particular interest. J234401 and J093010
will be addressed more fully in later chapters. J102328 currently shows the most
rapid period decrease of the whole sample: −0.254 ± 0.037 s yr-1, signiﬁcant
at 6σ, which would indicate a merger timescale ≤70 000 years if the decrease
continues.
8.6 Addenda
Since the publication of Norton et al. (2011); Lohr et al. (2012, 2013b), a num-
ber of the new SuperWASP short-period eclipsing binary candidates we identiﬁed
and investigated have been followed up by other observers, who have claimed to
conﬁrm their binary nature via higher-precision multicolour light curves (though
in no case, as far as we are aware, have they obtained the spectroscopic evidence
necessary for an unquestionable conﬁrmation or reliable parameter determina-
tion). Both Essam et al. (2013) and Liu et al. (2014) obtained BVRI photometry
for J064501 in February 2013, described by each of them as the “ﬁrst photomet-
ric study” of the system (they were apparently unaware of each other’s work),
and obtained very similar models for it as a contact binary exhibiting a total pri-
mary eclipse. Essam et al. (2014) also published a light curve-only solution for
J160156, which will be discussed further in the Addendum to the next chapter.
Another Egyptian group obtained BVRI light curves for J133105 (Elkhateeb
et al., 2014b) and J210318 (Elkhateeb et al., 2014a), in each case modelling
them as contact binaries. Terrell and Gross (2014) obtained BVI light curves
for J080150 (=GSC 3408-0735) and modelled it quite convincingly as a contact
binary exhibiting a total secondary eclipse. Most recently, Zhang et al. (2014)
have published BV light curves for J055416 using SONG (see Ch. 1) and mod-
elled it as a contact binary also. All of these models, except that of Terrell
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and Gross, included one or more spots on the components’ surfaces, and often
a third light contribution as well; the added degrees of freedom in the models,
unconstrained by spectroscopic evidence, should perhaps lead us to treat the
parameters thereby derived with caution.
Terrell (2014) used the American Association of Variable Star Observers
(AAVSO) Photometric All-Sky Survey data (Henden et al., 2012) to try to check
the plausibility of the 143 candidates presented here as being genuine W UMa
systems rather than pulsating single stars. Using Johnson B-V colours for the
112 candidates having at least two nights of observations in the APASS database,
he compared them with a period-colour relation for W UMa systems formulated
by Rucinski (1998 version). He classiﬁed 25 as “ruled out as W UMa systems”
on the grounds of being too blue, and 16 as “almost certainly W UMa systems”,
which lay on the red side of the theoretical curve; the remainder were seen as
inconclusive. While the extremely blue colour of the very short-period J201816
supports our suspicion voiced above that it is likely to be a pulsating variable,
many of the other “ruled out” systems lie much closer to the curve, which Rucin-
ski inevitably calibrated mainly using W UMa systems with longer periods than
these; the curve may thus not be so reliable a guide for contact binaries at the
cut-oﬀ point. We may note, for instance, that Terrell ends up rejecting J133105,
even though its bright, clear light curve exhibits clearly diﬀerent primary and
secondary eclipse depths (see Fig. 7.3, Appendix A and Elkhateeb et al. (2014b),
which found a 0.25 B magnitude diﬀerence in depths), hard to explain using a pul-
sating model; moreover, the spectroscopically-conﬁrmed contact binary J160156
(discussed in the next chapter) only appears in Terrell’s “possible” list.
Finally, Drake et al. (2014) recently published a similar study to ours (though
they were not initially aware of our work), identifying 367 binary candidates with
periods below 0.22 d using Catalina Survey data (see Ch. 1), out of some 198
million distinct sources with V magnitudes between 12 and 20. They were able to
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conﬁrm some of these spectroscopically: some had periods as short as ∼12000 s,
and all were too faint to have been detected by SuperWASP. A number of the
shortest-period objects apparently contained white dwarf components, and thus
they are not relevant to the period distribution for main sequence binaries.
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Table 8.1: Period and period change determinations for 143 eclipsing binary
candidates. Only period changes signiﬁcant at 1 σ are shown.
SuperWASP ID (1SWASP Previous ID as Mean SW Prim. Sec. P P˙ δP˙ Signif.
Jhhmmss.ss±ddmmss.s) variable star V mag depth depth (±0.0005 s) /s yr-1 /s yr-1 (σ)
J000205.32+381321.5 15.16 15.33 15.27 18064.547 0.036 0.026 1
J003033.05+574347.6 274 15.13 15.63 15.57 19579.837
J004050.63+071613.9 15 12.30 12.37 12.37 19809.222
J004545.23−244516.2 15.37 15.52 15.52 19037.467 0.037 0.020 1
J010340.37−172138.8 14.80 14.99 14.96 19719.757 0.029 0.012 2
J010642.20−330857.9 13.95 14.14 14.09 19187.558 0.0549 0.0073 7
J011732.10+525204.9 13.98 14.09 14.02 19350.996
J015100.23−100524.2 14.73 15.15 15.15 18532.806 0.072 0.021 3
J022050.85+332047.6 53; BX Tri 13.25 13.44 13.35 16643.640 −0.0290 0.0074 3
J022727.03+115641.7 47 15.08 15.23 15.22 18226.385 0.131 0.076 1
J023459.08−393704.6 15.69 16.27 16.24 19186.467
J024148.62+372848.3 15.33 15.54 15.52 18986.466
J025054.80+012357.5 12.03 12.05 12.05 19929.602 −0.088 0.033 2
J025959.18−395812.3 14.50 14.67 14.63 19254.539 −0.065 0.022 2
J030749.87−365201.7 26 15.14 15.57 15.54 19584.393
J031700.67+190839.6 12.63 12.68 12.67 19496.300
J033242.81−085525.9 LL Eri5 13.31 13.36 13.34 17420.557 0.83 0.32 2
J034439.97+030425.5 11 14.33 14.46 14.42 19861.387
J040615.79−425002.3 34 14.31 14.68 14.63 19209.987 −0.0294 0.0047 6
J041120.40−230232.3 43 14.09 14.38 14.30 18690.347 −0.124 0.098 1
J041655.13−492709.8 5 15.14 15.40 15.31 19959.816
4Numbers refer to Table 1 in Norton et al. (2011); duplicate objects are in parentheses.
5Identified as ellipsoidal variable in GCVS.
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Table 8.1: (continued)
SuperWASP ID (1SWASP Previous ID as Mean SW Prim. Sec. P P˙ δP˙ Signif.
Jhhmmss.ss±ddmmss.s) variable star V mag depth depth (±0.0005 s) /s yr-1 /s yr-1 (σ)
J042200.64−450312.5 13.63 13.69 13.69 18843.443 0.0657 0.0078 8
J044132.96+440613.7 19 14.38 14.59 14.57 19712.589
J050128.17−041206.9 12.69 12.72 12.72 19512.511 0.070 0.035 2
J050520.94−374338.6 16.34 16.86 16.69 19933.344 0.150 0.032 4
J050723.00−502512.9 14.83 15.02 15.00 18251.638
J050904.45−074144.4 13 13.51 13.95 13.90 19835.305
J051459.80−021923.6 (6) 13.76 13.85 13.83 19950.123 −0.101 0.034 2
J052036.84+030402.1 1 12.46 12.62 12.62 19993.297 −0.025 0.011 2
J052825.85+093943.7 14.06 14.15 14.13 19068.472
J052926.88+461147.5 14.66 14.91 14.86 19581.884
J055215.51−551950.8 15.50 15.65 15.61 19637.229
J055416.98+442534.0 (39) 12.73 12.95 12.93 18877.974
J060334.52−283427.1 14.78 14.86 14.86 17828.542
J061011.73−345809.0 11.6 11.61 11.61 19884.225
J061236.44−281553.0 15.65 15.77 15.75 19955.086 0.114 0.036 3
J061850.43+220511.9 13.87 14.05 14.01 18523.570
J062634.80−385650.1 15.69 15.87 15.80 19326.892 0.152 0.019 8
J070953.45+364417.3 12.06 12.10 12.08 19271.205 0.66 0.30 2
J072504.73+410212.3 9.75 9.76 9.76 19479.807
J074658.62+224448.5 38 14.27 14.72 14.59 19081.403
J075102.16+342405.3 14.69 14.91 14.88 18072.478
J075149.14+362250.9 11.28 11.30 11.30 19974.770
J080150.03+471433.8 42 13.62 14.05 14.04 18793.174 −0.066 0.043 1
J084408.68−040640.1 16.02 17.06 16.55 18812.053
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Table 8.1: (continued)
SuperWASP ID (1SWASP Previous ID as Mean SW Prim. Sec. P P˙ δP˙ Signif.
Jhhmmss.ss±ddmmss.s) variable star V mag depth depth (±0.0005 s) /s yr-1 /s yr-1 (σ)
J084925.17−151516.5 15.27 15.37 15.37 17276.788 −0.164 0.058 2
J090758.16−153811.8 13.53 13.56 13.55 19775.555
J092339.29−412648.9 9.71 9.72 9.72 17533.446
J092754.99−391053.4 (30) 12.01 12.15 12.12 19469.694 −0.019 0.014 1
J093010.78+533859.5 (22) 9.56 9.67 9.66 19674.598
J093443.60+420831.9 13.78 13.96 13.82 19201.572 −0.095 0.023 4
J095706.80−201408.7 15.55 15.82 15.77 19663.870
J101618.12−085531.0 14.14 14.26 14.24 18546.804 0.065 0.020 3
J102328.57−153951.7 14.13 14.23 14.17 18125.146 −0.254 0.037 6
J104125.56−145842.3 15.47 15.67 15.65 19501.887 0.260 0.036 7
J104942.44+141021.5 14.93 15.09 15.06 19854.610
J105455.18−352052.5 12.18 12.23 12.22 19981.603 0.0507 0.0083 6
J111501.66−361254.2 15.45 15.67 15.61 19008.433 0.0933 0.0090 10
J111931.48−395048.2 14; ASAS 10.8 10.87 10.87 19827.728 0.0216 0.0022 9
J111932
−3950.8
J114929.22−423049.0 23 14.44 14.99 14.83 19639.528 −0.0201 0.0032 6
J115326.51+060756.0 14.69 14.83 14.80 19754.467 0.049 0.024 2
J115557.62+072009.1 (25) 15.36 15.67 15.65 19614.248
J115605.88−091300.5 48 12.49 12.52 12.52 18222.626 −0.045 0.018 2
J120110.98−220210.8 24 14.27 14.36 14.33 19627.826 −0.253 0.012 20
J120230.52−211314.4 16.31 16.64 16.64 19998.711
J121206.02+223158.7 CC Com 11.61 12.20 12.08 19067.304 0.0265 0.0011 23
J121359.79−414742.7 13.48 13.51 13.51 18944.739 0.0348 0.0077 4
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Table 8.1: (continued)
SuperWASP ID (1SWASP Previous ID as Mean SW Prim. Sec. P P˙ δP˙ Signif.
Jhhmmss.ss±ddmmss.s) variable star V mag depth depth (±0.0005 s) /s yr-1 /s yr-1 (σ)
J121906.35−240056.9 29 15.31 15.73 15.55 19558.142 −0.0771 0.0074 10
J123148.12−020602.3 14.97 15.23 15.19 19578.952 0.061 0.027 2
J130111.22+420214.0 15.34 15.69 15.55 19477.594 0.0174 0.0078 2
J130711.90+084159.9 15.23 15.37 15.36 19679.485
J130920.49−340919.9 33 14.06 14.18 14.17 19253.458 −0.0276 0.0091 3
J132308.74+424613.3 14.06 14.22 14.18 19451.259 −0.24 0.13 1
J133105.91+121538.0 41 10.46 10.59 10.55 18836.380 −0.0202 0.0038 5
J133417.80+394314.4 14.86 15.03 15.03 19775.388
J134430.51−270302.8 10.34 10.37 10.36 19841.554 −0.130 0.025 5
J135403.76−462948.7 14.46 14.64 14.62 19762.315 0.022 0.015 1
J140533.33+114639.1 16.20 16.51 16.42 19450.626 0.156 0.062 2
J142312.63−222425.1 51 13.21 13.24 13.24 18112.855 −0.1152 0.0099 11
J144331.57−421626.8 14.60 14.80 14.75 18598.876 −0.0116 0.0072 1
J150957.56−115308.4 14.80 15.09 15.07 19787.358
J151144.56+165426.4 15.03 15.43 15.43 18996.306 −0.0100 0.0075 1
J151146.20−354721.9 12.14 12.20 12.19 19227.102 −0.0167 0.0096 1
J151652.90+004835.8 49 14.01 14.08 14.07 18207.339
J152022.78−340512.8 15.16 15.42 15.40 18893.115
J153951.12+105420.7 15.36 15.97 15.82 19070.320 −0.041 0.028 1
J160156.04+202821.6 28 14.31 14.80 14.72 19572.136 0.104 0.011 9
J160202.07+121213.5 13.27 13.34 13.32 18973.486 0.032 0.023 1
J161335.80−284722.2 (12) 12.55 12.94 12.83 19852.821 −0.158 0.018 8
J161858.05+261303.5 13.21 13.24 13.23 19766.679
J162117.36+441254.2 15.13 15.36 15.26 17958.417 0.0084 0.0060 1
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Table 8.1: (continued)
SuperWASP ID (1SWASP Previous ID as Mean SW Prim. Sec. P P˙ δP˙ Signif.
Jhhmmss.ss±ddmmss.s) variable star V mag depth depth (±0.0005 s) /s yr-1 /s yr-1 (σ)
J162841.41−334419.8 13.96 14.02 13.99 17598.403 0.203 0.063 3
J164349.61+325637.8 ROTSE1 12.12 12.23 12.21 19447.858 0.0024 0.0008 2
J164349.58
+325637.86
J165734.53+274827.7 14.51 14.63 14.62 19396.507
J172717.97+431624.0 13.43 13.5 13.49 19446.039 −0.0035 0.0022 1
J173003.21+344509.4 32 13.94 14.13 14.09 19328.926 0.0169 0.0015 11
J180947.64+490255.0 20; V1104 Her 14.13 14.85 14.63 19688.482 0.0101 0.0008 12
J183738.17+402427.2 36 14.56 14.81 14.78 19121.225 0.0039 0.0023 1
J192218.68−303313.1 12.31 12.36 12.35 18098.762 −0.0876 0.0089 9
J193127.17+465809.1 12.12 12.14 12.14 17075.186
J193537.06−401409.1 15.92 16.24 16.14 19517.575
J194726.58−243941.0 12.42 12.45 12.45 17568.849
J195730.89+000705.1 12.64 12.69 12.67 19563.661
J200059.78+054408.9 14.31 14.44 14.43 17771.663
J200503.05−343726.5 15.71 16.34 16.17 19775.546 −0.021 0.011 1
J200756.54−163408.0 11.68 11.73 11.72 19226.539 0.1012 0.0066 15
J201208.72+083509.8 12.55 12.58 12.57 18642.212
J201808.68−231443.0 14.41 14.55 14.51 19683.179 −0.025 0.012 2
J201816.85+112452.8 10.34 10.35 10.35 16101.400
J203831.39−593324.1 15.23 15.34 15.34 18810.617 −0.084 0.029 2
J204843.90−350912.7 13.29 13.34 13.32 19770.864
6Identified as δ Scuti variable by ROTSE.
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Table 8.1: (continued)
SuperWASP ID (1SWASP Previous ID as Mean SW Prim. Sec. P P˙ δP˙ Signif.
Jhhmmss.ss±ddmmss.s) variable star V mag depth depth (±0.0005 s) /s yr-1 /s yr-1 (σ)
J204932.94−654025.8 14.22 14.31 14.27 19864.254
J210318.76+021002.2 16 13.02 13.04 13.04 19750.171 −0.0672 0.0098 6
J210423.94+073104.8 (52) 13.67 13.72 13.72 18065.088 0.0332 0.0039 8
J211359.46+122712.4 14.87 15.08 15.02 19190.122 −0.0508 0.0035 14
J211625.31+251755.4 12.95 13.01 12.99 18782.483
J212009.70−185220.8 14.19 14.29 14.27 18817.674
J212454.61+203030.8 21 14.55 14.75 14.72 19684.798
J212808.86+151622.0 31 14.66 15.01 14.89 19426.320
J212813.35−520029.1 15.63 15.77 15.75 19913.352
J213252.93−441822.6 16.69 17.22 17.13 19114.669
J214046.44+130716.6 12.50 12.53 12.53 19523.322
J214510.25−494401.1 18 14.69 14.79 14.78 19712.977
J215826.52+253437.4 13.14 13.19 13.14 19233.919
J220235.74+311909.7 14.02 14.20 14.19 19049.179 0.068 0.017 3
J220524.25+204151.1 15.34 15.55 15.50 19922.164
J220734.47+265528.6 2 14.34 14.52 14.50 19978.747
J221045.95+211842.3 15.48 15.71 15.71 19745.719
J221058.82+251123.4 45 15.23 15.37 15.34 18402.959 0.073 0.035 2
J221117.26−150216.6 13.73 13.92 13.87 18597.484
J222302.02+195031.8 15.75 16.05 15.89 19455.256
J222514.69+361643.0 12.63 12.65 12.65 19416.976
J224747.20−351849.3 40 13.97 14.10 14.05 18853.816 0.081 0.010 8
J230042.26−365859.7 15.47 15.67 15.63 19448.414 −0.029 0.020 1
J231505.30−010617.0 13.47 13.57 13.56 19836.479
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Table 8.1: (continued)
SuperWASP ID (1SWASP Previous ID as Mean SW Prim. Sec. P P˙ δP˙ Signif.
Jhhmmss.ss±ddmmss.s) variable star V mag depth depth (±0.0005 s) /s yr-1 /s yr-1 (σ)
J231839.72+352848.2 14.91 15.02 14.98 17388.474
J231943.31+134121.4 14.34 14.44 14.42 19944.234
J232610.13−294146.6 (8) 13.58 13.92 13.84 19882.087
J233120.96−145814.2 13.85 13.99 13.97 18657.047
J234401.81−212229.1 44 11.68 11.75 11.73 18461.639 −0.1422 0.0041 35
J235216.40+465044.9 10.41 10.42 10.42 18416.616
J235333.60+455245.8 7 14.88 15.10 15.06 19935.681
J235935.22+362001.5 11.76 11.77 11.77 17424.406 −0.120 0.023 5
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Chapter 9
Confirming candidate EBs
The short-period SuperWASP variables explored for evidence of period change in
Ch. 7 and 8 were described only as eclipsing binary candidates, since non-binary
stars might conceivably mimic eclipsing-type light curves in some cases. Here,
spectra provided unexpectedly by S. Hodgkin allowed us to conﬁrm two of these
candidates as double-lined spectroscopic eclipsing binaries in contact conﬁgura-
tion, and to explore their properties more thoroughly through modelling. This
chapter is closely based on Lohr et al. (2014a).
9.1 Introduction
1SWASP J150822.80−054236.9 (J150822) and 1SWASP J160156.04+202821.6
(J160156) were initially identiﬁed in Norton et al. (2011); the period of J150822
was revised upwards to 22469.2 s in Lohr et al. (2012) and therefore it did not
appear in Lohr et al. (2013b). We report system and component parameters
obtained for these conﬁrmed eclipsing binaries by simultaneous modelling of their
SuperWASP light curves and radial velocities. These are of interest for the study
of low-mass dwarfs and WUMa systems in general, and of very short period
binaries speciﬁcally.
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Figure 9.1: SuperWASP light curve
for J150822, folded at a period of
22469.219 s, with the binned mean
curve overplotted. A typical uncer-
tainty range for a single observation
is shown. These ﬂuxes correspond to
a visual magnitude range of ∼12.4–
13.2.
Figure 9.2: SuperWASP light curve
for J160156, folded at a period of
19572.136 s, with the binned mean
curve overplotted. A typical uncer-
tainty range for a single observation
is shown. These ﬂuxes correspond to
a visual magnitude range of ∼14.1–
14.8.
9.2 Observations
9.2.1 Photometry
The SuperWASP archive contains 30131 photometric points for J150822, taken
between 5 March 2008 and 29 March 2011. For J160156 there are 14651 observa-
tions, made between 2 May 2004 and 21 February 2011. Sys-Rem-corrected ﬂuxes
from the 3.5 pixel-radius photometric aperture (the middle of three available
apertures) were used to construct the light curves used here, which correspond
approximately to the Johnson V band. Periods and period-change measure-
ments were obtained using a custom-written IDL program, (ah2, as described
in Ch. 4 and Ch. 5), and the binned averaged phase-folded data produced high-
precision phased light curves (Figs. 9.1 to 9.4). A small secular period decrease
(−0.055 s y-1) was measured for J150822, and a slightly larger secular period in-
crease (0.094 s y-1) for J160156; both values are fairly unexceptional for variables
of this type (see Ch. 8 results). The scatter here is comparable to that seen in
other SuperWASP light curves for objects of similar magnitude, and it is unlikely
that either period variation over time or ﬂux variability caused by surface spots
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Figure 9.3: Observed minus calcu-
lated (O−C) diagram for J150822,
with best linear (dashed line; re-
duced χ2 = 5.25, 283 d.f.) and
quadratic (solid curve; χ2 = 4.87,
282 d.f.) ﬁts overplotted. For clarity
of presentation, uncertainties are not
shown. Period decrease of −0.055 ±
0.006 s y-1 is indicated (σ = 8).
Figure 9.4: O−C diagram for
J160156, with best linear (dashed
line; χ2 = 1.87, 244 d.f.) and
quadratic (solid curve; χ2 = 1.64,
243 d.f.) ﬁts overplotted. For clarity
of presentation, uncertainties are not
shown. Period increase of +0.094 ±
0.015 s y-1 is indicated (σ = 6).
signiﬁcantly contribute to it. The uncertainties on the means in the light curves
used in subsequent modelling were given by the standard deviation of points in
each bin, divided by the square root of the number of observations per bin, i.e.
σ/
√
n.
9.2.2 Spectroscopy
Thirty-six long-slit spectra were obtained by S. Hodgkin for J150822 and 28 for
J160156 with the Intermediate Dispersion Spectrograph (IDS) on the 2.5 m Isaac
Newton Telescope (INT) at La Palma in the Canary Islands. The observations for
the two stars were interspersed with each other and cover three consecutive nights
(11-13 March 2012) to optimise phase coverage. Exposures were 300 or 600 s to
allow for the short orbital periods involved, and a wavelength range of ∼7915–
9040 A˚ was chosen, which covers the Ca II triplet. The RED+2 CCD and R1200R
gratings were used, providing a resolution of 0.51 A˚ per pixel. S/N values of ∼40–
50 were obtained around quadrature for J150822, and ∼30–40 for J160156. The
spectra were ﬂat-ﬁelded, bias-corrected and optimally extracted using standard
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Figure 9.5: Selected spectra in the
region of Ca II triplet (laboratory
wavelengths: 8498.03, 8542.09 and
8662.14 A˚) for J150822, taken from
the ﬁnal night of observations. Line
splitting is readily apparent for all
three calcium lines.
Figure 9.6: Selected spectra in region
of Ca II triplet for J160156, taken
from ﬁnal night of observations. Line
splitting is most obvious for the two
calcium lines at longer wavelengths.
IRAF routines, and were calibrated using CuArNe arc lamp exposures.
Line splitting was clearly observable by eye (Figs. 9.5 and 9.6) and was used to
estimate the phase. A suitable synthetic comparison spectrum was then selected
by cross-correlation with a phase 0 program spectrum; the best-matching tem-
plate for both objects had a temperature of 4500 K. Radial velocities (RVs) were
measured by cross-correlation with the template using the IRAF task FXCOR.
Uncertainties were minimized by excluding the broadest Ca II line from con-
sideration. Improved phase determinations were obtained by ﬁtting sinusoidal
functions to the RV curves to locate cross-over points corresponding to phases 0
and 0.5.
These phasings were then compared with the predictions of the SuperWASP
linear and quadratic ephemerides (implying constant periods and secular pe-
riod change, respectively), and with internal simultaneous low-resolution light
curves extracted from the spectra themselves (by evaluating a continuum ﬁt at
8500 A˚), and were found to be substantially self-consistent (Figs. 9.7 and 9.8).
The divergence between diﬀerent phase measures is greater for J160156; this is
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Figure 9.7: Radial velocities for
J150822 (crosses indicate primary
component, squares secondary) with
preliminary ﬁts (solid curves) used
to obtain correct phasing of observa-
tions. Also shown are a light curve
obtained from the spectra themselves
(grey diamonds, ﬁtted with dotted
grey curve) and the predictions for
time of minimum light from Super-
WASP ephemerides (the solid verti-
cal line indicates a linear ephemeris,
i.e. no period change, the dotted ver-
tical line a quadratic one, i.e. secular
period change; the two are almost co-
incident).
Figure 9.8: Radial velocities for
J160156 with preliminary ﬁts used
to obtain correct phasing of obser-
vations. The primary and secondary
curve ﬁts were determined consecu-
tively, with the second ﬁt deriving
some parameters from the ﬁrst, and
then reﬁtted in the other order; this
has resulted in the visibly double
ﬁt curve for the primary component.
Also shown are a light curve obtained
from the spectra themselves and the
predictions for time of minimum light
from SuperWASP ephemerides.
a consequence of its shorter period, more rapid predicted period-change, smaller
data sets (both photometric and spectroscopic), and the longer time gap between
the last archived photometry and spectroscopy. We note that in each system the
deeper minimum of the light curve corresponds to the eclipse of the secondary,
less massive binary component; the SuperWASP light curves were consequently
refolded to locate phase 0 at the time of true primary eclipse. The resulting
spectroscopic observations and derived quantities are given in Tables 9.2 and
9.3. The velocity uncertainties are those obtained with FXCOR; uncertainties in
phase (using the sinusoidal ﬁtting described above) are negligible in comparison,
and were not included in subsequent modelling.
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Figure 9.9: a–q parameter cross-
section for J150822. Boxes indicate
points sampled (other parameters are
optimized) and the global minimum
is marked with a cross. Contour lines
show the 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 σ uncer-
tainty levels derived from the ∆χ2
values of the sampled points. Points
outside the plot boundaries or the
dotted lines were not sampled since
they corresponded to physically im-
plausible masses for the stellar com-
ponents (<0.08 or >1.5 M⊙).
Figure 9.10: Ω1–q parameter cross-
section for J150822. Points below
the lower dotted line were not sam-
pled since they correspond to physi-
cally implausible ﬁlling factors (F >
1); very high potentials, correspond-
ing to highly unlikely detached con-
ﬁgurations, were not sampled ei-
ther. The upper dotted line indicates
the location of the binary’s Roche
lobe; the primary component is (with
high probability) just below this line,
and hence probably just overﬁlls the
Roche lobe.
9.3 Results
The eclipsing binary modelling software PHOEBE (see Ch. 6), was used to model
simultaneously the binned SuperWASP light curves and INT radial velocity
curves of the two systems. (The full SuperWASP light curves were also modelled
as a ﬁnal check on the validity of the optima found using binned curves; it would
have been prohibitively time-consuming to carry out the full modelling procedure
using curves consisting of tens of thousands of data points.) A semi-detached or
contact conﬁguration (one or both components overﬁlling their Roche lobes) was
assumed on the basis of the continuous light variation in the light curves, so the
unconstrained mode was used to allow for both possibilities. An approximate
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Figure 9.11: Ω2–q parameter cross-
section for J150822 (see caption to
Fig. 9.10 for an explanation of the
dotted lines). The secondary compo-
nent is, with very high probability,
overﬁlling the Roche lobe.
Figure 9.12: Ω1–Ω2 parameter cross-
section for J150822. The dotted line
here indicates equal potentials for the
two components, which would neces-
sarily be the case in a contact system;
their probability distribution almost
follows this line, showing a strong
correlation between Ω1 and Ω2.
shared temperature (which would correspond to the envelope surrounding the
components of a WUMa-type system) of 4500 ± 250 K was used for both bi-
naries because a template with this eﬀective temperature had provided the best
match for phase 0 and phase 0.5 spectra during radial velocity determination;
this was not varied during modelling because of the relatively low S/N of the
spectroscopic data and the limited contribution of temperature to the goodness
of model ﬁt.
The shortness of the orbital periods involved constrained us to sub-solar or
approximately solar parameters for masses and radii: large stars simply would
not ﬁt into the orbits implied, and so trial values of semi-major axes were limited
accordingly. No third light was included since in each light curve the deeper
eclipse has roughly half the ﬂux of the higher maximum. The details of the
light curve shape also constrained the possible angles of inclination: J150822
has slightly ﬂattened eclipse bottoms, implying i close to 90◦, while J160156 has
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Figure 9.13: a–q parameter cross-
section for J160156. A fairly strong
correlation between semi-major axis
and mass ratio is apparent.
Figure 9.14: Ω1–q parameter cross-
section for J160156. The dotted line
indicates the location of the binary’s
Roche lobe; the primary component
is with high probability below this
line, and hence very likely overﬁlls
the Roche lobe.
more pointed eclipse bottoms, ruling out such a high angle. The shapes of the
shoulders of the maxima in each case implied Kopal potentials lower than the
critical potential at Lagrange point L1 , i.e. yielding binary ﬁlling factors in (0,1],
using Prsˇa’s deﬁnition
F =
Ω− ΩL1crit
ΩL2crit − ΩL1crit
.
The radial-velocity curve amplitudes alone determined the semi-major axes
of the orbits a and hence the absolute sizes of the components, while their mass
ratios q were constrained by both light and radial-velocity curves via the relative
eclipse depths and relative amplitudes of primary and secondary components.
The light curves provided most of the information needed to determine the op-
timum angles of inclination i and Kopal potentials Ω1,2.
Using these guidelines and following a similar approach to that of Chew
(2010), an initial best-ﬁt solution was found manually for each system, which
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Figure 9.15: Ω2–q parameter cross-
section for J160156. The secondary
component is also very likely overﬁll-
ing the Roche lobe.
Figure 9.16: Ω1–Ω2 parameter cross-
section for J160156. The region of
highest probability closely follows the
dotted line, suggesting near-identical
potentials for the two components.
minimized the combined χ2 values for the light curve and the two radial velocity
curves. To ensure that these solutions corresponded to global rather than local
minima, to explore the correlations between ﬁtting parameters, and to determine
realistic uncertainties for the best-ﬁt parameter values, a series of heuristic scans
of the ﬁve-dimensional parameter space (a, q, i, and Ω1,2) were carried out using
the PHOEBE scripter. Initially, the entire physically plausible parameter space
was scanned with widely spaced grids to ensure that no regions of low χ2 values
had been missed. The scans were then repeated with decreasing grid spacings,
focusing on regions where the diﬀerence ∆χ2 = χ2 − χ2min corresponded to an
uncertainty lower than 3 σ (Press et al., 2007), until the position of the minimum
was determined with accuracy.
The global optima found for the two systems via the scans were very close to
those found manually; the combined minimum χ2 value for J150822 was 2.36 and
for J160156 was 4.72. Since these values were much higher than 1, indicating poor
model ﬁts (for reasons explored below), the ∆χ2 value at which to set the 1 σ
uncertainty boundary was set with the assistance of a separate series of manually
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Figure 9.17: Radial velocity curves
for J150822 with the best-ﬁt model
overplotted.
Figure 9.18: SuperWASP binned
light curve for J150822 with the best-
ﬁt unspotted model overplotted, and
residuals below.
determined best-ﬁt solutions for simulated data sets, with data points randomly
perturbed according to their original individual uncertainties. The standard
deviations of the parameters, estimated by this method, were comparable in size
with the formal uncertainties given by the Wilson-Devinney covariance matrix.
Figs. 9.9–9.16 illustrate some of the ten two-dimensional parameter cross-
sections obtained from the scans. The Ω1,2–q planes are particularly reveal-
ing: both systems have best-ﬁt solutions in which both components overﬁll their
Roche lobes, and where the two potentials are strongly correlated with each
other (Figs. 9.12 and 9.16), suggesting that the components of each system share
a common potential within the shared envelope of a contact binary.
Figs. 9.17 to 9.24 show the best-ﬁt PHOEBE models for the two systems. A
weak Rossiter-McLaughlin eﬀect (Rossiter, 1924; McLaughlin, 1924) is seen in
the model for J150822 in the asymmetry of the radial velocity curves (Fig. 9.17);
this is a consequence of the high inclination angle. The diﬀerent heights of
maxima visible in both light curves, but most notably in J160156, are most
likely attributable to star spots, that is, the O’Connell eﬀect. However, since
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Figure 9.19: Best-ﬁt model for
J150822 with example spot included,
and residuals below .
Figure 9.20: Image of J150822
PHOEBE best-ﬁt model at phase
0.75, indicating location and size of
example cool spot on primary.
we lack any direct evidence for the number, size, or location of spots e.g. via
Doppler tomography (Marsh and Horne, 1988; Marsh, 2005), and being mindful
of the additional modelling latitude provided by including spots, we sought to
determine the best-ﬁt model for the light curves without including any spots,
and our ﬁnal stellar parameters result from this model.
Figs. 9.19 and 9.23 indicate the improvement of ﬁt resulting from adding a
single cool spot to the primary component in each system without altering any
other input parameters. Figs. 9.20 and 9.24 show the appearance of the modelled
spotted systems, which reproduce both the diﬀerent heights of maxima and the
diﬀerent depths of minima better than the unspotted models can. Addition of
more spots might easily produce a perfect match of models to light curves, but
at the expense of the plausibility of the modelling.
The residuals for the light curve ﬁts reﬂect these assumed spots in their
large-scale sinusoidal deviations (Figs. 9.18 and 9.22). However, there are addi-
tional clear sinusoidal variations at a smaller scale in the residuals for J150822
(Fig. 9.19): an oscillation with an amplitude of around ±0.1 ﬂux units and a
frequency of six cycles per orbit. Possibly these correspond to pulsation of the
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Figure 9.21: Radial velocity curves
for J160156 with the best-ﬁt model
overplotted.
Figure 9.22: SuperWASP binned
light curve for J160156 with the best-
ﬁt unspotted model overplotted, and
residuals below.
Figure 9.23: Best-ﬁt model for
J160156 with example spot included,
and residuals below .
Figure 9.24: Image of J160156
PHOEBE best-ﬁt model at phase
0.75, indicating location and size of
example cool spot on primary.
primary (since they are obscured during primary eclipse), and are locked to the
binary orbital period (since they are clearly visible in the folded light curve).
However, it may be that these are simply ﬁtting artifacts.
The ﬁnal best-ﬁt parameters for both systems are given in Table 9.3. We
would emphasise that these parameters are not dependent on the inclusion of
spots in the models. The uncertainties on a, q, i and Ω1,2 were obtained from
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J150822 J160156
Semi-major axis (R⊙) a 2.01
+0.07
−0.06 1.76± 0.03
Mass ratio M2/M1 0.51
+0.02
−0.01 0.67
+0.02
−0.03
COM velocity (km s-1) V0 −6.2+2.8−2.5 4.7+1.8−1.2
Angle of incl. (◦) i 90+0
−3 79.5± 0.25
Kopal potentials Ω1 2.86
+0.03
−0.02 3.15
+0.02
−0.06
Ω2 2.83± 0.04 3.13+0.03−0.05
Filling factor F 0.12+0.06
−0.04 0.10
+0.06
−0.00
Masses (M⊙) M1 1.07
+0.12
−0.09 0.86± 0.04
M2 0.55
+0.06
−0.05 0.57± 0.04
Radii (R⊙) R1 0.90
+0.04
−0.03 0.75± 0.01
R2 0.68± 0.03 0.63± 0.02
Table 9.1: Modelled system and stellar component parameters for J150822 and
J160156
the 1 σ contours in the relevant parameter cross-sections. The uncertainties on
the output parameters (masses and radii) are the maximum/minimum values
obtainable using parameter combinations falling within these 1 σ contours.
9.4 Discussion
These results conﬁrm J150822 and J160156, initially identiﬁed as candidate EBs
on the basis of light curve shapes alone, as double-lined spectroscopic and eclips-
ing binaries. From modelling, both systems appear to be composed of late G–
early M class dwarfs. J150822 is slightly more massive, with an approximately
solar-mass primary and late K secondary; its masses have been determined with
a precision of ∼10% and its radii within ∼4%. The components of J160156 are
of more similar mass: a late-G or early-K primary and a late-K or early-M sec-
ondary; its masses have been found with a precision of ∼5% and its radii within
∼2%. Both appear to be W-type systems, in the sense of Binnendijk (1970), in
that the less massive component is eclipsed during the deeper minimum.
The contact conﬁguration and likely mass exchange associated with the ap-
parent period changes make it diﬃcult to compare directly the mass-radius re-
lationships of these systems with those collected and discussed for example in
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Figure 9.25: Masses vs. radii of J150822 and J160156 components (squares)
compared with 32 components of low-mass detached binaries (diamonds) from
Torres et al. (2010) and 20 components of short-period contact binaries (trian-
gles) from Stepien´ and Gazeas (2012). Also plotted are theoretical isochrones
derived from Dartmouth models (Dotter et al., 2008) for solar metallicity, with
ages of 0.25, 1, 5, and 10 Gyr, respectively (dotted lines, ascending).
Torres et al. (2010) (Fig. 2) and Torres (2013) (Fig. 4) for detached binaries
containing low-mass components. Fig. 9.25 therefore compares our results with
those of Torres et al. and of a selection of short-period contact systems collected
by Stepien´ and Gazeas (2012). We note that like several other contact systems,
the binaries studied here are somewhat discrepant with the Dartmouth model
isochrones for solar metallicity (Dotter et al., 2008)1models. Speciﬁcally, the pri-
maries have smaller radii than their masses might suggest, while the secondaries
have larger radii than expected. Possibly the primaries’ less dense outer layers
have been partially stripped and transferred to the secondaries, leaving denser
“cores”. Higher resolution spectroscopy and/or Doppler tomography would be
required for conﬁrmation.
1http://stellar.dartmouth.edu/∼
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9.5 Conclusions
J150822 and J160156 are established to be spectroscopic double-lined and eclips-
ing binary systems in contact conﬁguration, composed of low-mass dwarfs. J150822
was modelled as consisting of components of 1.07 and 0.55 M⊙ (mass ratio 0.51),
and J160156 as having components of 0.86 and 0.57 M⊙ (mass ratio 0.67). The
primary of J150822 appears to be pulsating with a period of 1/6 of the orbital
period. Both systems are plausibly undergoing mass transfer; this may be related
to the primaries’ radii being smaller and the secondaries’ radii being larger than
would be typical for single stars with these masses.
The parameters obtained here contribute to our understanding of low-mass
stars and contact binary systems, since relatively few binaries are known with
such short orbital periods. It would be desirable to follow up more of the can-
didate short-period eclipsing binaries listed in Lohr et al. (2012) and Lohr et al.
(2013b) with multi-colour photometry and spectroscopy, with a view to conﬁrm-
ing their binary nature. Many of them are expected to be good prospects for full
solution, and capable of signiﬁcantly extending our knowledge of this aspect of
the ﬁeld.
9.6 Addendum
Since the publication of Lohr et al. (2014a), Essam et al. (2014) published BVRI
light curves for J160156, and attempted to model the system and determine
parameters for it on the basis of photometry alone, being apparently unaware of
our published radial velocities. While some of their results appear close to ours
(Thot =4730 K, Tcool =4610 K, q ∼0.7, i=79.0±0.2◦, Ω1 = Ω2 =3.1908, F =13.1),
they were crucially misled about the mass ratio of the system: they assumed that
the deeper eclipses were produced by the more massive primary, and that this
component was therefore hotter. In fact, as the combination of radial velocity
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curves with light curve evidence clearly shows (Fig. 9.8), the deeper light curve
minima are associated with the less massive secondary’s eclipses, meaning that
this component must be hotter: most of their derived parameters for the two
components are therefore the wrong way round. Essam et al. also included
two cool spots in their model, one on each component, with completely diﬀerent
locations and sizes from the example spot used here (see their Fig. 2 bottom
right panel); the fact that this also enabled them to achieve an excellent ﬁt to
their light curves simply demonstrates how ill-constrained and unreliable spot
modelling is when based on photometry alone.
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Table 9.2: Summary of spectroscopic observations and derived quantities for
J150822
HJD Phase Prim. δ Prim. Sec. δ Sec. Contin. ﬂux
−2450000 RV RV RV at 8500 A˚
(km s-1) (km s-1) (km s-1) (km s-1) (arb. units)
5997.5934 0.302 1 2995
5997.5977 0.319 -128 24 242 37 2858
5997.6015 0.333 -117 26 248 34 2342
5997.6406 0.484 1115
5997.6444 0.498 1202
5997.6482 0.513 1346
5997.6756 0.618 46 29 -203 36 3682
5997.6792 0.632 70 38 -191 45 3852
5997.6829 0.646 109 30 -233 27 3678
5997.7080 0.743 118 33 -265 23 4034
5997.7119 0.758 126 31 -265 23 3978
5997.7155 0.772 118 36 -257 24 4278
5998.6826 0.490 2050
5998.6863 0.504 2095
5998.7272 0.661 127 28 -221 30 2196
5998.7309 0.676 100 37 -237 25 3401
5998.7348 0.691 126 28 -239 23 3530
5998.7571 0.776 145 24 -243 28 4294
5998.7613 0.793 130 29 -245 24 4143
5998.7650 0.807 139 23 -227 31 3403
5999.5733 0.915 69 22 -117 22 2737
5999.5770 0.929 2689
5999.5806 0.943 2459
5999.6170 0.083 -85 18 86 21 2965
5999.6244 0.111 -86 23 131 26 3316
5999.6316 0.139 -111 30 190 30 3613
5999.6680 0.279 -143 24 253 27 4167
5999.6765 0.312 -147 27 237 27 3810
5999.6850 0.344 -131 29 235 31 3744
5999.7209 0.482 1954
5999.7282 0.510 0 13 1754
5999.7356 0.539 2014
5999.7681 0.664 116 26 -219 27 3669
5999.7719 0.678 121 29 -224 30 3737
5999.7755 0.692 121 27 -269 21 3582
5999.7804 0.711 138 21 -248 25 3802
1Radial velocities unusable.
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Table 9.3: Summary of spectroscopic observations and derived quantities for
J160156
HJD Phase Prim. δ Prim. Sec. δ Sec. Contin. ﬂux
−2450000 RV RV RV at 8500 A˚
(km s-1) (km s-1) (km s-1) (km s-1) (arb. units)
5997.6567 0.923 635
5997.6605 0.940 765
5997.6643 0.957 702
5997.6902 0.071 858
5997.6939 0.087 925
5997.6976 0.104 -68 26 133 27 909
5998.7083 0.565 594
5998.7120 0.582 58 20 -133 20 637
5998.7157 0.598 97 20 -96 21 628
5998.7401 0.706 180 23 -223 31 1087
5998.7439 0.722 169 18 -226 22 1107
5998.7499 0.749 168 28 -218 19 1102
5998.7718 0.846 128 22 -190 23 1062
5998.7768 0.868 135 29 -193 22 1062
5998.7806 0.884 156 27 -126 31 983
5998.7851 0.904 144 17 -30 41 933
5999.5888 0.452 7 18 410
5999.5968 0.487 593
5999.6039 0.519 584
5999.6409 0.682 151 25 -203 20 1080
5999.6481 0.714 141 23 -218 19 1110
5999.6553 0.746 167 27 -219 20 1143
5999.6945 0.919 879
5999.7033 0.958 761
5999.7105 0.989 -8 9 680
5999.7439 0.137 -125 26 165 27 903
5999.7512 0.169 -142 21 219 23 937
5999.7583 0.200 -150 25 229 26 957
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Chapter 10
A mystery solved?
In this chapter, the intriguing object J234401 mentioned in Ch. 7 and 8 is ex-
plored with follow-up spectroscopy and modelling to attempt to explain the ap-
parently self-contradictory observations. This chapter is closely based on Lohr
et al. (2013a).
10.1 Introduction
The object 1SWASP J234401.81−212229.1 (J234401) was identiﬁed as a candi-
date W UMa-type (contact) eclipsing binary in Norton et al. (2011), primarily on
the basis of light curve shape. Using observations from the SuperWASP archive,
a best period of 0.21367 d was found1, giving it immediate interest as being very
close to the observed lower limit in the period distribution of main sequence bi-
naries of ∼0.2 d. Lohr et al. (2012) then found evidence of substantial period
changes in J234401, which suggested rapid period decrease on the basis of the
ﬁrst four years of SuperWASP data, implying a stellar merger within 40 000 years
at most (Ch. 7). However in Lohr et al. (2013b), which found the object’s period
1The corresponding object ASAS J234402−2122.5 found from ASAS observations is listed
in the AAVSO International Variable Star Index as a W UMa-type eclipsing binary with
a period of 0.2136764 d; in the ASAS Catalog of Variable Stars as a semi-detached eclipsing
binary, period 0.213678 d; and in the Machine-learned ASAS Classification Catalog as a δ Scuti
pulsating variable with period 0.10684 d.
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as 18 461.639±0.0005 s (0.21367638 d), more recently-available SuperWASP ob-
servations supported a subsequent increase in period: J234401 currently appears
to be undergoing dramatic and approximately sinusoidal variations in period
length (Ch. 8).
Two other objects from our collection of 143 SuperWASP candidate eclipsing
binaries with periods below 20 000 s have since been followed up spectroscop-
ically, and in spite of relatively low S/N spectra, were conﬁrmed as low-mass
double-lined spectroscopic and eclipsing binaries (Ch. 9). Therefore, with high-
resolution spectra, the prospects seemed good for conﬁrming J234401 as a binary
system, determining its parameters and identifying the cause of its period varia-
tion. Observations were made with the Southern African Large Telescope (SALT)
in mid-2012, from which we hoped to extract radial velocities for the system com-
ponents. Moreover, additional photometric observations of J234401 were made
during late 2012, with a view to measuring more recent eclipse timings.
Here we report the surprising results of the follow-up observations: that
J234401 does not appear to be a straightforward eclipsing binary system. It
remains a mysterious object, though certain explanations are supported by the
data while others are ruled out. We consider three possible models, and identify
one as most plausible on current evidence. Whatever the true nature of this
object, it is hoped that this exploration will be of value for studies of low-mass
stars and variables in general.
10.2 Observations
10.2.1 Photometry
The SuperWASP archive contains 21727 photometric points for J234401, ob-
tained between 15 May 2006 and 2 August 2011. The ﬂuxes, approximately
corresponding to the Johnson V band, were corrected by Sys-Rem, and were ex-
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Figure 10.1: Local star ﬁeld of J234401 (a). The outer circle shows the ﬁeld of
view of the SALTICAM imager; the inner is that of the Robert Stobie Spectro-
graph (RSS). The diagonal line shows the angle of the spectrograph slit, chosen
to include potential comparison stars b and d. Sources b and c would have fallen
within the SuperWASP photometric aperture for J234401.
tracted using the 3.5 pixel-radius photometric aperture, corresponding to 47.95′′.
Fig. 10.1 shows the local star ﬁeld, including two nearby sources evaluated for
their possible contribution to the observed SuperWASP light curve. Periods and
period changes were measured using a custom IDL program (ah2, described in
Ch. 4 and 5), resulting in a high-precision phase-folded light curve.
Additional photometric observations were made of J234401 and nearby sources
by D. Boyd in the southern UK, for 0.5 h on 18 December and 1.1 h on 29 Decem-
ber 2012. A 0.35 m telescope with Starlight Xpress SXV-H9 CCD was used (pixel
size 12.9 µm= 1.2′′). On 18 December, the average FWHMwas 3.6′′, air mass 3.4,
and exposure duration 30 s; on 29 December the corresponding values were 5.6′′,
5.7 and 60 s; both nights were aﬀected by moonlight and low-altitude haze. One
additional eclipse timing (HJD 2456291.33132) was determined, and the variabil-
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ity and magnitudes of several sources in the vicinity of J234401 were measured,
using comparison stars GSC 06410-00829, GSC 06410-01027 and GSC 06410-
00871 (magnitudes obtained from AAVSO APASS survey).
10.2.2 Spectroscopy
53 long-slit spectra were taken for J234401 according to an automated schedule,
by duty astronomers at SALT (Buckley et al., 2006), using the PG1800 grating
on the RSS (Burgh et al., 2003) on 1 June (16×60 s), 2 July (16×60 s), 1 August
(4×60 s) and 3 August (16×60 s; 1×12 s). By chance there was substantial
overlap in the phases covered by the second and fourth nights of observation;
a total phase coverage of ∼22% was achieved. The slit, with a width of 0.9′′,
was intended to be aligned at 35.75◦ to capture two nearby stars for potential
comparison with J234401 (see Fig. 10.1), but this was achieved to varying extents
during the second, third and fourth nights, and not at all during the ﬁrst night.
A wavelength range of ∼5800–7100 A˚ was covered, to include the Na I D doublet,
Hα and a large number of narrow metal lines characteristic of cool stars.
Primary reduction was carried out by the SALT pipeline, using the PySALT
software package2 (Crawford et al., 2010). This included ﬁdelity checking, gain
and cross-talk correction, overscan bias subtraction and ampliﬁer mosaicking.
Master bias subtraction is not suggested for SALT data; also, ﬂat-ﬁelding, cosmic-
ray rejection and fringe subtraction were not implemented in the pipeline at the
time, pending calibration. After initial attempts to use unﬂattened spectra, a
master ﬂat was constructed as a median of 10 ﬂats supplied with the August spec-
tra, and applied to all program images. Spectra were then optimally extracted
using standard IRAF routines (which eﬀectively cleaned out cosmic rays), and
calibrated using neon arc lamp exposures. A resolution of ∼0.41 A˚ per pixel was
obtained.
2http://pysalt.salt.ac.za/
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Figure 10.2: SuperWASP light curve for J234401, folded at period of 18 461.639 s,
with binned mean curve overplotted.
In the apparent absence of visible line splitting or shifting in the spectra,
no data-internal determination of phase was possible. Therefore phases were
assigned to the spectra using a SuperWASP ephemeris in combination with
D. Boyd’s more recent eclipse timing. The source’s spectral type was conﬁrmed
by cross-correlation using the IRAF task FXCOR, with comparison templates
drawn from the Indo-U.S. Library of Coude´ Feed Stellar Spectra (Valdes et al.,
2004), which uses a comparable resolution (0.44 A˚) and wavelength range (3460–
9464 A˚). Cross-correlation with a program spectrum of phase 0 was used to
measure radial velocities, since the assumed two component spectra would be
coincident during the primary eclipse.
10.3 Results
Fig. 10.2 shows J234401’s light curve, folded at its optimal period of 18 461.639 s.
There is a small but consistent diﬀerence in the depths of primary and secondary
minima, and continuous light variation, explaining its preliminary identiﬁcation
as an eclipsing binary in thermal contact. However, we may note the small
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Figure 10.3: O−C diagram for J234401, following subtraction of best linear
ﬁt. Best sinusoidal ﬁt is overplotted (meta-period 4.19 y; reduced χ2 = 2.82,
263 d.f.). Uncertainties on individual points are not shown for clarity, but are
typically of the order of ±100 s. The ﬁnal point, around epoch 9000, corresponds
to the independent observation of D. Boyd, and has an uncertainty of ±60 s.
amplitude of variation relative to the maximum or “out-of-eclipse” ﬂux level of
∼22 units (∼11.6 V mag): only about 1/11 of the light is lost during the assumed
primary eclipse. This would imply a low angle of inclination of the system, a low
mass ratio, and/or a third light entering the aperture.
Fig. 7.6 and Appendix A illustrate earlier data sets and ﬁts for J234401’s
period changes. The ﬁrst four years suggested a rapid period decrease (reﬂected
in an O−C parabola opening downwards), but the most recent year of Super-
WASP data conﬂicted with this model (χ2 = 17.83); assuming a half-cycle error
in the primary minimum ﬁts of the ﬁnal year’s data improved the quadratic ﬁt
(χ2 = 10.86) but left Year 4 clearly discrepant. Here, Fig. 10.3 gives the best si-
nusoidal ﬁt to the SuperWASP data and the additional observation of a primary
minimum from 2012; this provides an optimal model (χ2 = 2.82), and suggests
a meta-period for J234401 of 4.19±0.04 years, with an amplitude of 631±11 s.
Fig. 10.4 shows an example full extracted and calibrated spectrum for J234401.
The best-matching comparison spectra were around K5V (temperatures between
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Figure 10.4: SALT spectrum at
phase 0.588. The gaps around 6250
and 6700 A˚ correspond to the bound-
aries of the three CCDs.
Figure 10.5: Sections of SALT spec-
tra around Hα line at 6562.8 A˚, se-
lected from the four nights of obser-
vation, and covering as wide a phase
range as possible (phases shown on
left).
4000 and 4500 K), achieving cross-correlation peak heights in excess of 0.95.
However, to our surprise, little to no splitting or even shifting of the many well-
deﬁned absorption lines observed was apparent to the eye, as would be expected
in a close, short-period eclipsing binary (Fig. 10.5). Only for spectra near phase
0.25 is there any suggestion of a leftward shift, and unfortunately, these spectra
are by far the faintest of all four sets of observations, reducing their reliability.
Moreover, an approximate light curve extracted from the spectra themselves (by
ﬁtting a spline to each continuum and evaluating it at a given wavelength) did
not reﬂect the SuperWASP light curve at all, being apparently dominated by
systematic eﬀects.
Table 10.1 gives the heliocentric times, estimated phases and radial veloc-
ities for J234401’s spectroscopic observations. Only one clear cross-correlation
peak was seen for each spectrum, rather than the two that we would expect
for an eclipsing binary. (Repetition of the measurements using a template K5V
spectrum produced very similar results, apart from a systematic oﬀset due to
relative centre-of-mass system velocities.) Fig. 10.6 plots the resulting radial
velocity curve against phase. We may note that the amplitude of variation is
very small: only ±5 km s-1, where we might expect values of tens or hundreds of
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Figure 10.6: Radial velocity curve for J234401. First night’s observations are
plotted with triangles; second night: squares; third night: crosses; fourth night:
diamonds.
km s-1. Also, such trends as are suggested over the orbital cycle do not seem to
correspond to expected velocity changes for either component of a spectroscopic
binary: some sort of maximum appears around phase 0.9 during the region of
overlapping phase coverage, but this is when we expect the primary’s radial ve-
locity to be decreasing, and the secondary’s to be increasing; phase 0.25 should
correspond to the primary’s minimum radial velocity and the secondary’s maxi-
mum, but actually shows a rising trend in our plot.
10.4 Discussion
Our spectroscopic results were not as expected given the photometric data for
J234401. Its SuperWASP light curve (and indeed, the ASAS light curve of the
corresponding source) strongly suggests a very short period eclipsing binary in
contact conﬁguration, like those of J150822 and J160156, conﬁrmed as spectro-
scopic double-lined and eclipsing binaries, on the basis of fairly low-resolution
INT spectra, and modelled as contact systems (Ch. 9). However, the SALT
spectra for J234401 showed little to no evidence for line splitting or shifting,
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Figure 10.7: Best light curve ﬁt for
PHOEBE model 1 of eclipsing binary
assuming primary has mass consis-
tent with K5V star, and secondary
is massive enough to burn hydrogen
(i = 44◦, q = 0.11, M1 = 0.73M⊙,
M2 = 0.08M⊙). Binned input Su-
perWASP light curve shown with dia-
monds and uncertainty bars; ﬁt with
dotted line.
Figure 10.8: Best primary radial ve-
locity curve ﬁt for PHOEBE model 1
(parameters as for Fig. 10.7). SALT
radial velocity curve shown with dia-
monds and uncertainty bars; ﬁt with
dotted line.
Figure 10.9: Best light curve ﬁt for
PHOEBE model 2 of eclipsing binary
assuming primary has mass consis-
tent with K5V star, and secondary
is massive enough to burn hydrogen
(i = 10◦, q = 0.11, M1 = 0.73M⊙,
M2 = 0.08M⊙).
Figure 10.10: Best primary radial ve-
locity curve ﬁt for PHOEBE model 2
(parameters as for Fig. 10.9).
being instead strongly consistent with a single, stable mid-K star.
To conﬁrm our impression of the inconsistency of the photometric and spec-
troscopic results, modelling was carried out using the eclipsing binary modelling
software PHOEBE (Ch. 6). Figs. 10.7 to 10.10 illustrate the best light and ra-
dial velocity curve ﬁts for two models: one optimizing light curve ﬁt and the
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second optimizing radial velocity curve ﬁt. Input parameters of semi-major axis
and mass ratio were constrained by the requirements that the more massive star
in the assumed binary be consistent with a K5V spectrum, and its companion
be massive enough to burn hydrogen, so that the system contains two main se-
quence stars. It may be seen that, with the minimum mass ratio q = 0.11, the
observed light curve can be tolerably reproduced with a moderate angle of incli-
nation i = 44◦ (Fig. 10.7), but the corresponding primary radial velocities are
then about three times larger than observed (Fig. 10.8). However, if i is reduced
far enough to bring the modelled radial velocity curve into the observed range
(Fig. 10.10), the corresponding light curve model has far too small an amplitude
(Fig. 10.9). Higher mass ratios fail to reproduce either light or radial velocity
curve, at any angle of inclination. Therefore we conclude that the observed pho-
tometry and spectroscopy, taken together, are incompatible with any low-mass
eclipsing binary composed of main sequence stars.
One initial explanation considered was that J234401 was not in fact the source
of the light variability observed by SuperWASP (and ASAS). Objects b and c,
shown in Fig. 10.1, are close enough to J234401 to have fallen within the same
SuperWASP photometric aperture. Could one of these be the expected eclipsing
binary? Object b was captured within the SALT slit during three nights of
observations, so its spectrum was also extracted and reduced. Although much
fainter and noisier than J234401’s spectrum, the strongest absorption lines (Hα
and Na I D) were consistently visible, but showed no signs of shifting or splitting.
Also, the SuperWASP archive contains a light curve for object b (1SWASP J234403.11-
212205.8) which we obtained and analysed; in the 3.5 pixel aperture it showed
similar variability to J234401, but in the smaller 2.5 pixel aperture, which should
have excluded most of its neighbour’s ﬂux, its variability was less periodic, while
J234401’s light curve exhibited the same periodic behaviour even in the small
aperture.
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Figure 10.11: PHOEBE images of spotted star model at phases 0.0, 0.25 and
0.5, from left to right.
Finally, D. Boyd conﬁrmed from his 18 December 2012 observations of the
ﬁeld of view that object b had an (unﬁltered) magnitude of 15.46±0.21, corre-
sponding to a SuperWASP ﬂux variation of only about ±0.3 units: far smaller
than J234401’s amplitude of ±1 unit. He also noted that object c did not sur-
pass his sky background level of 16.5–17.0 mag; it therefore would have been too
faint to be detectable by SuperWASP, with its range of ∼8–15 V mag. We must
conclude, then, that J234401 really is the source of the periodic photometric
variation observed.
What, then, might explain an object with the light curve of a short-period
binary but the spectrum of a single star? Moreover, what is the source of its
dramatic period changes, with their 4.19 y meta-cycle? We have explored three
physical models which provide potential explanations for these observations.
10.4.1 One-star model
Our ﬁrst model regards J234401 as what its spectrum indicates: a single mid-K
dwarf, rotating with a period of 18 461.6 s. The low amplitude of light curve
variability would be consistent with rotational variation caused by cool surface
spots. However, the alternating deeper and shallower minima at phases 0.0 and
0.5 (Fig. 10.2), observed over many years of ASAS and SuperWASP data, would
require two large stable spots of diﬀerent areas and/or temperatures, located on
diametrically-opposite sides of the star (Fig. 10.11). This could be achieved if the
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spots were somehow pinned to the star’s magnetic poles (Harrison et al. (2012)
claimed similar cool stable polar spots on many K-class rotational variables ob-
served with Kepler), and if the star were an oblique rotator (Stibbs, 1950), having
its magnetic axis at an angle to its axis of rotation. The small radial velocity
excursions from zero would then be caused by a form of the Rossiter-McLaughlin
eﬀect associated with the spots, as observed by Huber et al. (2009). Precession
due to the diﬀerent alignments of magnetic and rotational axes might explain
the 4.19 y meta-cycle of period changes (Monaghan, 1968).
Using PHOEBE again to test this idea, we modelled a single rotational vari-
able in similar fashion to Harrison et al., setting the input orbital period to the
assumed rotational period and turning oﬀ the light from the detached compan-
ion. Since we were interested in reproducing the radial velocities as well as the
light curve, we set the mass ratio as low as possible so that the modelled curves
were both ﬂat before the introduction of spots. The (primary) star was given a
mass and eﬀective temperature consistent with a K5V spectrum, and i was set
to 90◦ for simplicity. Two spots were then added to the primary in accordance
with the model, and adjusted manually until reasonable light and radial velocity
curve ﬁts were obtained. The ﬁnal spot location parameters were colatitudes
35◦ and 145◦ and longitudes 0◦ and 180◦ respectively, to simulate stable location
on the poles of a magnetic axis at 35◦ to the rotational axis. One was given
a slightly larger radius (26◦ vs. 25◦) to reproduce the diﬀerent depths of light
curve minima, but both were set to the same temperature (20% of average).
Figs. 10.12 and 10.13 show the resulting ﬁts. The light curve is fairly well
reproduced, both in amplitude and diﬀerent minima depths. The ﬁtted radial
velocity curve is somewhat smaller in amplitude than that observed, but does
match some of the velocity trends in the observed curve, notably the maximum
around phase 0.9 and the rising trend around phase 0.25. Better ﬁts might be
obtained by modelling non-spherical spots, but these initial results may at least
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Figure 10.12: Best light curve ﬁt for
PHOEBE spotted star model.
Figure 10.13: Best radial velocity
curve ﬁt for PHOEBE spotted star
model.
Figure 10.14: PHOEBE image of K dwarf+brown dwarf binary model at phase
0.9.
serve as proof of concept. A greater problem for the one-star model is the lack
of evidence (to our knowledge) for other low-mass oblique rotators.
10.4.2 Two-star model
Our second model for J234401 takes the light curve at face value, seeing it as an
eclipsing binary in contact conﬁguration, with a mid-K dwarf as primary, and
a secondary component making a very limited contribution to the spectrum. In
order to reproduce the observed amplitude of radial velocity variation (associated
with the primary, in this model), the secondary’s mass must be in the brown
dwarf range (Fig. 10.14). The observed shape of the radial velocity curve would
then be due to the Rossiter-McLaughlin eﬀect as the secondary obscures each
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Figure 10.15: Best light curve ﬁt for
PHOEBE K dwarf+brown dwarf bi-
nary model.
Figure 10.16: Best primary radial
velocity curve ﬁt for PHOEBE K
dwarf+brown dwarf binary model.
side of the primary in turn, and the 4.19 y meta-cycle of period changes could
be explained by the Applegate mechanism.
A PHOEBE model with i = 59◦, q = 0.025, M1 = 0.79M⊙ and M2 = 0.02M⊙
produced an excellent ﬁt to the observed light curve amplitude and shape, though
the diﬀerent depths of minima could not be easily reproduced (Fig. 10.15). The
radial velocity ﬁt (Fig. 10.16) was of slightly greater amplitude than the observed
curve, but its Rossiter-McLaughlin eﬀect-induced variations matched the velocity
trends reasonably well, as with the spotted star model. We note, however, that
PHOEBE is not intended to model planetary-mass companions, and may not
model well objects in the brown dwarf range either, so these model outputs
should be regarded with caution.
10.4.3 Three-star model
Our ﬁnal model for J234401 is of a triple system, consisting of a very low-mass
contact eclipsing binary orbiting a more massive mid-K star which dominates the
spectrum and obscures the contribution from the binary. The light curve is then
the sum of a constant ﬂux contribution from the K star (providing up to 9/11
of the maximum system ﬂux), and a periodically-variable contribution from the
binary. The radial velocity curve is almost constant, since it largely represents
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Figure 10.17: PHOEBE image of M+M dwarf binary model at phase 0.15.
Figure 10.18: Best light curve ﬁt for
PHOEBE M+M dwarf binary model.
Figure 10.19: radial velocity curves
corresponding to best light curve ﬁt
for PHOEBE M+M dwarf binary
model (primary curve shown with
dashed line; secondary with dotted
line.)
the unvarying (on this timescale) position of the K dwarf. The 4.19 y cycle of
period variation would be a light-time eﬀect (LITE) resulting from the orbit of
the contact binary around the most massive component of the triple.
A third light can be readily included in PHOEBE’s models; Figs. 10.17 to
10.19 show the results of modelling the eclipsing binary in such a triple system,
using parameters i = 77◦, q = 0.5, M1 = 0.34M⊙ and M2 = 0.17M⊙ (i.e. M
dwarfs), and a maximal third light of 18.0 SuperWASP ﬂux units (11.86 V mag).
Fig. 10.17 indicates the very deep contact required; assuming this, however, an
excellent ﬁt to the light curve is achieved, without even needing spots to be
included for ﬁne-tuning (Fig. 10.18). Fig. 10.19 shows the primary and secondary
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radial velocity curves implied for such an eclipsing binary, for reference only, since
our observed SALT velocities are expected to be dominated by the constant K
star, which is not included in the PHOEBE model as a mass, only as a light
source.
Using these masses, totalling ∼ 0.5M⊙, for the binary, and a plausible 0.65M⊙
for the K5 system primary, a binary-to-primary ﬂux ratio of about 1:5 is implied,
consistent with the modelled ratio of around 1:6 given by the SuperWASP light
curve with maximum third light. We can also insert these values into the ap-
proximate formula for expected LITE changes for a binary in an edge-on circular
orbit with a third body, given by Pribulla et al. (2012) in their Eq. 5:
∆T ≈ 2M3G
1/3
c
[
P3
2pi(M1 + M2)
]2/3
, (10.1)
where M1,2 are the masses of the binary components, M3 is the mass of the K5
system primary, P3 is the 4.19 y period of O − C oscillations, and ∆T is the
peak-to-peak amplitude of the O − C variations. The result is 2640 s, about
twice the observed amplitude (Fig. 10.3), which is entirely plausible if we do not
expect the angle of inclination to be 90◦. (Indeed, using Pribulla et al.’s Eq. 10
with these masses and our observed semi-amplitude of LITE of 631 s, i = 56◦ is
suggested.)
On the assumption that this model was approximately correct, a suitably-
scaled constant K5 template spectrum was subtracted from each of our spectra
to see whether some trace of an M+M eclipsing binary spectrum might be de-
tectable in the residuals. Fig. 10.20 shows the resulting radial velocity curves, af-
ter cross-correlation with a phase 0 residual spectrum. A second cross-correlation
peak was now marginally detectable in the spectra near quadrature, yielding ra-
dial velocities in a similar range, and following a similar upward trend, to those
predicted for the primary curve in Fig. 10.19 near phase 0.25. The other radial
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Figure 10.20: Residual radial velocity curves for J234401, following subtraction
of scaled K5V template spectrum, and cross-correlation with phase 0 residual
spectrum. The stronger cross-correlation peak velocities are shown with dia-
monds; the fainter cross-correlation peak visible near quadrature is plotted with
squares.
velocities reached greater amplitudes than before (Fig. 10.6) and might conceiv-
ably represent a blending of lines from multiple stellar components. Given that
our best model for the low-mass eclipsing binary in this putative triple system
involves very deep contact, it is likely that their lines would be signiﬁcantly
broadened and blended even if no third spectrum were present to complicate the
picture, making extraction of radial velocities challenging in any case.
2MASS and WISE colours for the source were also checked for evidence of
an infrared excess which might support the presence of M dwarfs in the system.
The results were inconclusive, however: 2MASS J−H and H−K colours were in
ranges expected for a K5 star, while the WISE colours were inconsistent, possibly
being contaminated by nearby sources.
Although we lack conclusive evidence for it, a triple system seems the most
likely of our three models for J234401. We have not assessed the dynamical
stability of such a triple, but note the recent detection of a young hierarchical
triple composed of a late-K primary and a pair of mid-M dwarfs in wide orbits
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(Deacon et al., 2013) which shows some similarity to the system posited here.
Using the observed and theoretical absolute magnitudes for the stars in this
model, a distance of 80–90 pc is indicated. The calculated separation between
system primary and contact binary is 2.7 AU, which would then correspond to
an angular separation of ∼0.03′′, making the components resolvable in principle.
The expected radial velocity amplitude for the system primary, over a 4.19 y
orbital period with the binary, would be around 8 km s-1 (assuming a circular
orbit and the same angle of inclination as for the contact binary), which might
also be detectable in the long term.
10.5 Conclusions
Object J234401, which we originally thought might be an eclipsing binary close
to stellar merger, has proved to be unusual and intriguing in a diﬀerent way.
Of the three models investigated here, a triple system containing a low-mass
eclipsing binary appears the most plausible explanation for the apparently con-
ﬂicting photometric and spectroscopic data, and provides an appealing reason
for the dramatic cyclic variations in period length observed as well. If conﬁrmed,
it should provide a useful contribution to studies of multiple systems, along-
side the quadruple doubly-eclipsing system already detected in our collection of
short-period SuperWASP eclipsing binary candidates (Lohr et al., 2013b).
Alternatively, if one of our other explanations proves more likely, J234401
could add to our knowledge of brown dwarfs, or constitute a rare type of rota-
tional variable. Still other explanations are no doubt conceivable e.g. involving
higher multiplicity of the system; in any case, this appears to be an interesting
object worthy of further observation. We would hope in the future to obtain
multi-colour photometry and near-infrared spectroscopy of J234401, with im-
proved phase coverage, in the expectation that the greater contrast available at
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longer wavelengths would increase the opportunity of detecting cool, low-mass
objects within the system.
10.6 Addendum
Since the publication of Lohr et al. (2013a), C. Koen obtained UBVRI photome-
try for J234401 with the SAAO 1 m telescope at Sutherland, South Africa (Koen,
2014). In combination with SuperWASP observations and results supplied by the
present author, he concluded that our three-star model was supported; notably,
“the amplitude of the [light curve] variability increases with increasing wave-
lengths, and the system is bluest during eclipses”. The ﬁrst eﬀect would be
expected if the variability is produced by components whose spectra peak in the
near-infrared, while the second can be readily understood as due to the (hot-
ter, bluer) K star contributing more light to the total while one of the (cooler,
redder) M stars is obscured during eclipse. His detailed time series modelling of
the combined SAAO V-band and SuperWASP observations also supported our
claim of a detectable light-time eﬀect on the period. He concluded by noting that
this is apparently only the second conﬁrmed contact system consisting of two M
dwarfs, and that the K star may have played a role in shortening the period of
the M binary through non-alignment of their orbits.
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Table 10.1: Summary of spectroscopic observations and radial velocities for
J234401
HJD Phase RV δ RV HJD Phase RV δ RV
−2450000 (km s-1) (km s-1) −2450000 (km s-1) (km s-1)
6079.6205 0.197 0.1 2.2 6110.5461 0.928 -0.2 1.7
6079.6214 0.201 -1.1 1.5 6110.5480 0.937 -0.6 1.3
6079.6222 0.205 -2.0 1.8 6110.5489 0.941 -0.8 1.5
6079.6231 0.209 -0.6 1.9 6110.5498 0.945 -2.0 1.3
6079.6252 0.219 1.0 1.8 6110.5506 0.949 -1.3 1.2
6079.6261 0.223 1.3 2.0
6079.6270 0.228 2.9 2.6 6141.4557 0.584 3.7 1.2
6079.6278 0.231 1.0 2.0 6141.4566 0.588 3.9 1.5
6079.6300 0.242 2.7 2.4 6141.4575 0.593 2.6 1.3
6079.6309 0.246 1.4 1.8 6141.4583 0.596 3.2 1.3
6079.6317 0.250 -0.2 2.3
6079.6326 0.254 1.3 2.1 6143.4463 0.900 4.8 1.3
6079.6348 0.264 0.9 2.0 6143.4471 0.904 3.9 1.4
6079.6357 0.268 0.2 1.9 6143.4480 0.908 4.9 1.2
6079.6366 0.272 3.2 1.9 6143.4489 0.912 5.5 1.2
6079.6375 0.277 4.3 1.8 6143.4534 0.933 5.7 1.0
6143.4543 0.938 5.3 1.4
6110.5340 0.871 0.3 1.7 6143.4552 0.942 5.2 1.2
6110.5349 0.876 0.8 2.1 6143.4560 0.946 5.3 0.9
6110.5358 0.880 1.0 1.5 6143.4607 0.968 5.0 1.0
6110.5367 0.884 1.1 2.0 6143.4616 0.972 2.9 0.9
6110.5387 0.893 1.5 1.8 6143.4625 0.976 3.4 1.1
6110.5396 0.898 1.3 1.4 6143.4640 0.983 4.7 1.3
6110.5405 0.902 2.0 1.4 6143.4647 0.986 3.2 0.9
6110.5413 0.906 1.3 1.6 6143.4675 0.999 0.0 0.0
6110.5434 0.915 1.2 1.5 6143.4684 0.004 -1.1 1.1
6110.5443 0.920 0.6 1.6 6143.4693 0.008 -2.8 0.9
6110.5452 0.924 0.7 1.6 6143.4702 0.012 -4.6 0.9
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Chapter 11
A rare doubly-eclipsing quintuple
star system
11.1 Introduction
Another unusual system emerged from the search for orbital period variations
in short-period eclipsing binary candidates, described in Ch. 7 and 8. This
was 1SWASP J093010.78+533859.5 (hereafter J093010), which appears to be
a doubly-eclipsing multiple system, one of only a handful of known systems of
its type. Here, we describe our initial discovery of it as a candidate doubly-
eclipsing system, and subsequent conﬁrmation and more detailed exploration of
its components by ourselves and other researchers.
11.2 Discovery
A near neighbour of J093010 (1SWASP J093012.84+533859.6, hereafter J093012)
was identiﬁed as a candidate short-period eclipsing binary in Norton et al. (2011),
and its period conﬁrmed in Lohr et al. (2012). However, in our subsequent more
thorough search for eclipsing candidates, J093010 was identiﬁed as exhibiting the
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same period and light curve shape, but a higher mean ﬂux and greater amplitude
of ﬂux variability; hence, it was regarded in Lohr et al. (2013b) as the most
probable source of the eclipsing variation. (At the location of J093012 is an 18th
magnitude source listed in the USNO-B1 catalogue, separated from J093010 by
approximately 18′′, which would not have been detectable by SuperWASP in its
own right.)
The eclipsing source’s apparently signiﬁcant period change, associated with
an erratic O−C diagram, had been rejected initially as the result of contamina-
tion by a nearby star, but in Lohr et al. (2013b) a fuller explanation was pursued.
Prior to analysis, the data for J093010 was combined with that from J093012 to
maximize the available observations. J093010’s lightcurve, folded at 19 674.574 s
(Fig. 11.1, top) then showed a typical contact binary shape, but with numer-
ous non-random data points below the main curve. A visual examination of the
object’s full lightcurve suggested the cause was additional deep eclipses on cer-
tain individual nights, implying an additional eclipsing body in the ﬁeld of view.
A frequency power spectrum also supported an additional periodic signal near
1.3 d (Fig. 11.3). Stripping out the median binned lightcurve (corresponding to
the contact binary) from the data yielded the lightcurve of an EA-type eclips-
ing binary with period 112 799.109 s (Fig. 11.1, middle). Stripping the median
binned lightcurve of the latter object out of the combined data also yielded a
clean lightcurve for the contact eclipsing binary (Fig. 11.1, bottom). Figure 11.2
illustrates how the observations during three representative nights of J093010 are
well-reproduced as the sum of these two eclipsing binary lightcurves.
The question arose then, were these two systems physically related, or was
their juxtaposition on the sky coincidental? Two sources were observed at this
location by Hipparcos as TYC 3807-759-1 and TYC 3807-759-2, with equivalent
Johnson V magnitudes 9.851 and 10.990 respectively (corresponding to Super-
WASP ﬂuxes around 110 and 42), a separation of 1.88′′, and a proper motion of
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Figure 11.1: Top: lightcurve of
object J093010 (combined with du-
plicate) folded at dominant con-
tact binary period 19 674.574 s, with
median binned lightcurve overplot-
ted. Middle: lightcurve of Algol-
type eclipsing binary folded at pe-
riod 112 799.109 s, after subtraction
of median binned lightcurve (abso-
lute ﬂux level is arbitrary). Bottom:
lightcurve of W UMa-type eclipsing
binary after subtraction of Algol me-
dian binned lightcurve (absolute ﬂux
level is arbitrary).
Figure 11.2: Individual nights of ob-
servations of object J093010, with
median binned lightcurves of Algol
and contact binaries overplotted (ﬂux
levels adjusted to allow direct com-
parison). Top: the Algol’s primary
eclipse coincides with the contact sys-
tem’s secondary eclipse. Middle: the
Algol’s secondary eclipse nearly coin-
cides with a maximum of the contact
system. Bottom: the Algol’s primary
eclipse falls between the contact sys-
tem’s minima.
pmRA: -8.0 mas yr-1, pmDE: -9.4 mas yr-1, measured at their joint photocen-
tre. The tiny angular separation and similar magnitudes seemed to favour an
interpretation of the two eclipsing binary systems as being gravitationally bound
in a quadruple doubly-eclipsing system. The distance to TYC 3807-759-1 had
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Figure 11.3: Power spectrum for J093010, showing strongest signal at f1 (as-
sociated with the period of the contact binary) and a weaker signal at f2 and
its harmonics (associated with the period of the EA-type binary). This power
spectrum was provided by A. Norton.
been calculated as 35.17 pc, implying a separation of 66.1 AU between the two
binaries. If this separation corresponded to apastron, and the total mass for both
systems was ∼ 2 solar masses (assuming that all four stars are low-mass K class,
as would be expected for the very short period contact binary), a meta-orbital
period of ∼ 400 years would be indicated.
Only ﬁve other doubly-eclipsing quadruple systems have been proposed to
date: BV Dra+BW Dra, a contact+contact system (Batten and Hardie, 1965);
V994 Her, an Algol+Algol system (Lee et al., 2008); OGLE-LMC-ECL-16545, Al-
gol+contact (Graczyk et al., 2011); KIC 4247791, Algol+Algol (Lehmann et al.,
2012); and Cze V343, another Algol+contact system (Cagasˇ and Pejcha, 2012).
The contact binary in this newly-proposed quadruple has a shorter period than
any system in the other ﬁve quadruples, making it particularly amenable to
further observations.
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11.3 Follow-up observations
Following preliminary announcement of this proposed doubly-eclipsing system
on arXiv (Lohr et al., 2013b), a Korean group obtained BV photometry over
several months in 2012–2013 for each eclipsing binary separately, and time-series
spectra for the whole system (Koo et al., 2014). Unfortunately, their chosen
spectroscopic exposure time of 20 minutes was too long to permit measurement
of any radial velocity variation in the short-period contact binary: each spectrum
would have covered ∼6% of its orbital period, resulting in signiﬁcant motion
blur on top of the expected blending of spectral lines in a W UMa-type binary.
However, Koo et al. did observe clear line splitting and shifting with the period
of the proposed detached binary, conﬁrming its reality. They also unexpectedly
detected an additional set of static spectral lines associated with the detached
binary, which they interpreted as a third star, making the whole system a highly
unusual doubly-eclipsing quintuple. For clarity of reference, the elements of the
system will be referred to hereafter according to the following assumed system
structure:
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Independently, we obtained time-series spectroscopy over three nights in
2012–2013 for J093010A and J093010B separately, and near-simultaneous RGB
photometry for the whole system to help establish the phases of the observa-
tions. Our new data thus complements that published by Koo et al., allowing us
to model both binaries quite fully; the revisited SuperWASP observations also
provide further long baseline information.
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Figure 11.4: Left: Section of spectra for J093010A and J093010B from a sin-
gle 360 s exposure, showing spatial separation. Right: Plot of spectral proﬁle
from same exposure, cut perpendicular to the dispersion axis, showing two clear
peaks in the line dispersion function. The stronger peak on the right-hand side
corresponds to J093010A.
11.3.1 Spectroscopy
49 long-slit spectra were obtained by E. Gillen for J093010 on 22 and 31 December
2012, and on 2 January 2013, using the red arm of the ISIS spectrograph on the
4.2 m William Herschel Telescope at La Palma. The R1200R grating provided
an intermediate resolution of 0.24 A˚ per pixel. A usable wavelength range of
∼8350–9000 A˚ was obtained, which should capture the Ca II triplet, important in
low-mass stars. Exposure lengths ranged from 5 to 360 s (see Table 11.3): short
enough in all cases to avoid motion blur for the contact binary. The images
were ﬂat-ﬁelded and bias-corrected by E. Gillen as part of a larger observing
programme. On all but one image, two partially-overlapping dispersion lines were
clearly visible (e.g. Fig. 11.4), corresponding to J093010A and J093010B, and
the present author was able to extract separate spectra for each, using standard
IRAF tools and optimal extraction. Wavelength calibration was carried out using
arc spectra taken with CuArNe lamps. S/N ratios reached 340 for the brighter
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Figure 11.5: PIRATE ﬁeld of view near J093010 (source a), showing locations of
comparison stars TYC 3807-1509-1 (b), TYC 3807-54-1 (c), TYC 3807-1503-1
(d) and TYC 3807-621-1 (e).
J093010A and 220 for the fainter J093010B in the longest exposures, when both
systems were near quadrature, and fell to 45 and 25 respectively in the initial 5 s
exposure. Radial velocities were extracted using the IRAF task FXCOR, using
a synthetic spectrum as the comparison template (a Kurucz model atmosphere
template with Teff=4500 K and log g=4.5 provided the best match to both sets
of spectra).
11.3.2 Photometry
167 images of J093010 (55 each in Baader G and B ﬁlters, 57 in R) were taken
with the Open University’s robotic 0.425 m PIRATE telescope (Holmes et al.,
2011) in Mallorca on the night of 30–31 December 2012, monitored by R. Busuttil.
Corrections for bias level, dark current and ﬂat-ﬁelding were made to the frames
using standard IRAF tools, and four comparison stars were identiﬁed on the
frames: TYC 3807-1509-1, TYC 3807-54-1, TYC 3807-1503-1 and TYC 3807-
621-1 (Fig. 11.5). These had catalogue colours indicative of classes between late
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F and G, and V magnitudes between 9 and 10, similar to J093010. They were
checked for short and long-term variability with their SuperWASP light curves,
and did not exhibit signiﬁcant variations. Aperture photometry was carried
out on all the stars using the IRAF APPHOT package, and the light curves of
the comparison stars were combined in IDL. Diﬀerential light curves were then
obtained for J093010 relative to this combined comparison curve.
The SuperWASP archive data for J093010 was also reconsidered: it contains
5964 photometric points in V, observed between October 2007 and April 2009.
(The fainter duplicate object J093012 has 5950 points covering the same time
span; its data was used here as a check on the results found for J093010.) Initial
values for the orbital periods of the two eclipsing binaries were found with ah3
(Ch. 4): 19674.594±0.005 s and 112799.10±0.15 s; then a variant of ah3 (twop-
erah3 ) was written to separate the two eclipsing signals. The light curve was
ﬁrst folded on the shorter period corresponding to the contact binary, and phase-
binned to give a smooth mean curve (90 bins were used); an optimally-weighted
average was then found for the data points in each bin (which corresponded
closely to the visible contact binary signal). A spline curve was interpolated to
these binned average points, and subtracted from the full light curve. The residue
was then folded on the longer period corresponding to the detached binary, and
a binned average curve obtained as before. This was again subtracted from the
full light curve, to leave a clean contact binary light curve which was output as a
new .ﬁts ﬁle. This clean mean contact curve was subtracted a second time from
the full data set, to leave a clean detached binary light curve for output. ah3
was run again on the separated ﬁles, and its resulting period values were used
to initialize twoperah3 for a second iteration. This continued until convergence
was reached for both periods.
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Figure 11.6: Extract of WHT spectra
for J093010A at approximate phases
0.16, 0.64 and 0.75 (top to bot-
tom). Relatively isolated absorp-
tion lines at around 8793, 8806 and
8823 A˚ exhibit three-way splitting,
with the outer pair also shifting be-
tween phases.
Figure 11.7: Cross-correlation plot
for J093010A at phase 0.75, exhibit-
ing three strong peaks corresponding
to three stellar components (primary
on the right, secondary on the left,
tertiary in the middle). The broadest
absorption lines were excluded from
the cross-correlation to minimize the
radial velocity uncertainties.
11.4 Results
The orbital periods based on SuperWASP data rapidly converged on 19674.47±0.03 s
for the contact binary and 112798.90±0.16 s for the detached binary i.e. 0.2277138(3) d
and 1.3055428(19) d respectively. (The periods for J093012 did not converge, but
oscillated within the narrow ranges 19674.43–19674.52 and 112798.9–112800.0,
which include and support the results for J093010.) These periods fall within the
uncertainties of those found by Koo et al. from their photometry: 0.2277135(16) d
and 1.30550(4) d, though their ﬁgure for the detached binary’s period is based on
a single measured primary eclipse time and three secondary eclipses. No period
change was detected within the SuperWASP data for either binary; extrapolating
forward from the most precisely-measured times of minimum for the SuperWASP
data, using our periods, gives an O−C value of just −30 s for Koo et al.’s primary
minimum for the detached system, and ∼+200 s for their primary minima for
the contact system. The small size of these discrepancies further supports both
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Figure 11.8: Radial velocity curves, with uncertainties, for J093010A. The pri-
mary is in yellow (data from Koo et al. (2014)) and red (our WHT data); the
secondary in blue (pale from Koo et al.; dark from WHT); and the tertiary in
purple (Koo et al.) and black (WHT). Phase-folding uses Koo et al.’s primary
minimum time of HJD 2456346.78443 and our optimum period of 112798.9 s;
the dashed vertical line indicates the mean location of Koo et al.’s secondary
minima.
the absence of signiﬁcant period change (especially in the detached system) and
the reliability of our periods, calculated over long base lines using whole light
curves, rather than minimum timings alone. We therefore prefer our periods
for the remainder of the analysis, but use Koo et al.’s more precise and recent
primary minimum timings to calculate phases.
Koo et al. measured radial velocities for J093010A by ﬁtting three Gaus-
sians simultaneously to ﬁve isolated absorption lines in their spectra, in the
range 6400–6800 A˚. Our longer wavelength range contained such a profusion
of blended lines that this approach would have been impossible; indeed, it was
hard to detect three-way line splitting from visual examination of the spectra
over most of the range (Fig. 11.6 illustrates a small region where the triplets are
relatively isolated). However, cross-correlation revealed three extremely clear
correlation peaks for every spectrum (e.g. Fig. 11.7), allowing radial velocities
to be measured easily for the system (Table 11.3). Fig. 11.8 shows our results,
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Figure 11.9: Extract of WHT spectra
for J093010B at approximate phases
0.24, 0.66, 0.88 and 0.99 (top to bot-
tom). The Ca II triplet of absorp-
tion lines at around 8498, 8542 and
8662 A˚ exhibit clear splitting and
shifting between phases.
Figure 11.10: Cross-correlation plot
for J093010B at phase 0.24, exhibit-
ing two strong peaks correspond-
ing to the binary components (pri-
mary on the left, secondary on the
right). The two broadest calcium
lines at 8542 and 8662 A˚ were ex-
cluded from the cross-correlation to
minimize the uncertainty in the ra-
dial velocity measurements.
together with those of Koo et al.: where our observations overlap with theirs
(around phases 0.15 and 0.65) there is close agreement in both the amplitudes
and absolute values of the curves; we have also fortuitously been able to observe
the system around its secondary maximum (phase 0.75) where Koo et al. had a
gap.
Also notable is our conﬁrmation of the third strong and near-static component
of the detached system spectra: Koo et al.’s ﬁfth star. Since we have obtained
separate spectra for J093010A and J093010B, we can be certain that this addi-
tional source occurs at the same location as the detached eclipsing binary, rather
than being near the contact system or mid-way between the two. There is also
very good reason to regard it as part of a gravitationally-bound triple with the
detached binary: its radial velocity (−6.6±1.8 km s-1) is visibly very close to the
cross-over system velocity of the binary.
We were also able to measure radial velocities from most of the spectra for
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the candidate contact system in J093010B (Table 11.3). Here, splitting and
shifting of the strongest lines (primarily the Ca II triplet) was apparent from
visual inspection of the spectra alone (e.g. Fig. 11.9), conﬁrming this system
as a double-lined spectroscopic binary. The results from cross-correlation (e.g.
Fig. 11.10) are shown in Fig. 11.11: we have managed to capture the system
around its primary maximum (phase 0.25) and on each side of its secondary
maximum (near phases 0.6 and 0.9), giving usable phase coverage (though fur-
ther observations around phases 0.4 and 0.75 would still be desirable). Around
phase zero, the cross-correlation peaks merge too closely to allow meaningful
deblending, so we have ﬁtted some of these as single peaks to obtain a further
measure of the system velocity. Their average is −12.3±1.7 km s-1; again, visibly
close to the cross-over point of the two radial velocity curves, and to the system
velocity of J093010A, strongly supporting the hypothesis that binary and triple
are gravitationally bound within a quintuple system with a common motion rel-
ative to the Sun.
We can also compare the light curves obtained by Koo et al. with the sep-
arated SuperWASP light curves. In each case, the SuperWASP amplitudes are
smaller, and the magnitudes lower, because there is an eﬀective “third light” in-
cluded containing the (maximum) contributions from the other three stars. For
the contact binary (Figs. 11.12 and 11.13) the SuperWASP curve is evidently
the same general shape as the BV curves: the secondary eclipses are visibly ﬂat-
bottomed with the primary minimum fractionally deeper than the secondary; the
secondary maximum is also slightly lower than the primary one, though this ef-
fect is perhaps stronger in Koo et al.’s curves, which would support the presence
of a long-term static spot on one of the components.
For the detached binary light curves in J093010A (Figs. 11.14 and 11.15),
the relative depths of the two eclipses are comparable in the SuperWASP data
and Koo et al.’s data, and together with the sharp ingresses and egresses of
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Figure 11.11: Radial velocity curves, with uncertainties, for J093010B, based on
our WHT observations. The primary is in red and the secondary in blue; the
points in black indicate the combined RV for both components measured near
primary eclipse. Phase-folding uses the mean location of Koo et al.’s primary
minimum times and our optimum period of 19674.47 s; the dashed vertical line
indicates the mean location of Koo et al.’s secondary minima.
Figure 11.12: SuperWASP folded
light curve for J093010B, converted
to V magnitudes. The maximum
magnitude is that of the quintuple
system as a whole.
Figure 11.13: Koo et al. light curves
for J093010B, in V (top) and B (bot-
tom), converted from diﬀerential in-
strumental magnitudes to standard
magnitudes using normalization in-
dices provided in Koo et al. (their
Table 6).
the eclipses they support a well-detached EA-type system. The primary eclipse
is ﬂat-bottomed while the secondary eclipse is not; this indicates that the sec-
ondary’s radius is greater than that of the primary. However, the out-of-eclipse
region would be expected to be essentially ﬂat in such a light curve, but is not.
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Figure 11.14: SuperWASP folded
light curve for the detached binary
in J093010A, converted to V mag-
nitudes. The maximum magnitude
is that of the quintuple system as a
whole.
Figure 11.15: Koo et al. light curves
for the detached binary in J093010A,
in V (top) and B (bottom), converted
from diﬀerential instrumental mag-
nitudes to standard magnitudes us-
ing normalization indices provided in
Koo et al. (their Table 6).
Figure 11.16: SuperWASP folded light curves for the detached binary, separated
by time of observation. Left: times around HJD 2454510, with out-of-eclipse
minimum around phase 0.8. Middle: times around HJD 2454820, with out-of-
eclipse minimum around phase 0.4. Right: times around HJD 2454870, with
out-of-eclipse minimum around phase 0.3.
In the SuperWASP curve, the region between phases 0.1 and 0.4 is far more
scattered and noisy than the region between phases 0.6 and 0.9; moreover, the
maximum is near the primary minimum, while it occurs just before the secondary
minimum in Koo et al.’s curves; they suggest that this latter feature results from
a moving spot on one of the components.
To explore this idea further, we split up the SuperWASP detached binary
curve by time, into three sections of contiguous data covering several months.
As can be seen in Fig. 11.16, the proﬁle of the out-of-eclipse region changes
over time, with its minimum apparently moving negatively in phase at a rate of
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Figure 11.17: Normalized diﬀerential PIRATE light curves for J093010 in Baader
R (red, top), G (green, middle) and B (blue, bottom) ﬁlters.
(very) roughly one cycle every two years. The superposition of the three fairly
smooth curves produces the apparent scatter in the curve of Fig. 11.14. The most
plausible explanation for this moving proﬁle would indeed seem to be a spot on
the surface of one of the detached system components, if they are not yet tidally
locked but still rotating slowly on their own axes, relative to the binary rotational
axis.
Finally, Fig. 11.17 shows the PIRATE RGB photometry obtained for the
whole system during one night. As predicted by the SuperWASP ephemeris,
contact binary primary minima occur around HJD 2456292.519 and 2456292.748,
while the two eclipsing systems’ secondary minima overlap in between (this is
most clearly seen in the G curve, where the detached system secondary minimum
occurs around HJD 2456292.60 and the contact one around HJD 2456292.63).
The second night of our WHT spectra begins just as this photometry ends, and
covers phases ∼0.07–0.25 of the contact system, which is entirely consistent with
the light curve. Additional nights of photometry would be useful to establish
the average shapes of the three-colour light curves; however, we may note that
the three curves have very similar shapes. The primary eclipses are perhaps
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fractionally deeper in B than R, with G intermediate i.e. the system is redder and
cooler in eclipse, whenever a component hotter than the system average is hidden
from view. This would suggest that the contact binary (whose components should
have near equal temperatures since they share a gas envelope) is hotter than the
average of J093010’s ﬁve components. Similarly, Koo et al.’s standardized BV
magnitudes for J093010A indicate that the primary eclipses are deeper in B, while
the secondary eclipses are deeper in V i.e. the primary is hotter than the average
for J093010A’s three components, while the secondary is cooler; this suggests
that the tertiary is closer in temperature to the primary than the secondary.
We can make further estimates of the relative ﬂux contributions of the ﬁve
stars from the photometry and spectroscopy. Starting with the SuperWASP light
curves in SuperWASP ﬂux units, if we assume that J093010A and J093010B’s
angles of inclination are close to 90◦ (since both systems contain ﬂat-bottomed
eclipses supporting near-totality), the depth of each component’s eclipse gives a
minimum value for its ﬂux contribution (J093010A primary: 38, secondary: 15;
J093010B primary: 25, secondary: 23). Adding these four ﬂuxes and subtracting
them from the total ﬂux (160) when no component is eclipsed gives us a maximum
ﬂux estimate for the ﬁfth component (59). These values would suggest that the
tertiary makes up at most 53% of the ﬂux in J093010A (in V), and the primary
and secondary at least 34% and 13% respectively. Koo et al.’s V band data
similarly supports contributions of around 53%, 37% and 10% respectively, using
the same approach; in B the proportions are 53%, 40% and 8%. Furthermore, the
SuperWASP ﬂuxes allow us to estimate J093010B:J093010A ﬂux contributions
at the former’s maximum and primary minimum as 43% and 21%. These ﬁgures
can be compared with the spectroscopic ﬂuxes, found from ﬁts to the extracted
spectra’s continua, evaluated at 8500 A˚ and scaled to account for the diﬀerent
exposure lengths: near both systems’ maxima (phase 0.75 of J093010A and 0.63
of J093010B) the ratio is 44%, and near contact primary minimum (around phase
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0.18 of J093010A and 0.0 of J093010B) it is 24%, showing considerable similarity
across optical and near-infrared observations. These consistent estimates can be
used in further modelling of the ﬁve stars.
11.5 Modelling and Discussion
To determine parameters for the components of J093010, the two eclipsing bina-
ries were modelled separately using PHOEBE (Ch. 6).
11.5.1 J093010A
The starting assumptions for J093010A, based on its light curve, were that it
is a detached binary in a circular orbit viewed nearly edge-on, with M1 > M2,
T1 > T2, R1 < R2, a third light contributing around half the total ﬂux, and a spot
on one component. The period was set to 1.3055428 d (from the SuperWASP
data) and the starting HJD to 2456346.78443 (from Koo et al.’s single primary
minimum timing); data was not binned or converted to phases prior to modelling.
With the angle of inclination i set to 90◦, the radial velocity curves were ﬁrst ﬁtted
for a sin i (a proxy to the semimajor axis), mass ratio q = M2/M1, and system
velocity γ0 simultaneously, and the optimum values found were not adjusted
subsequently, since light curves are largely insensitive to these parameters.
Figs. 11.18 and 11.19 show the best ﬁts obtained for our data alone, and for
the combination of our data and that of Koo et al.. (The ﬁtting was also carried
out for Koo et al.’s radial velocity curves alone, to conﬁrm the results given
in their Table 7, which was achieved within their quoted uncertainties despite
some diﬀerences in modelling approach.) Very similar results were found for the
individual data sets: a sin i of 5.55 R⊙ and 5.60 R⊙ for us and them respectively;
q of 0.825 and 0.830; and γ0 of −6.9 km s-1 and −10.1 km s-1, supporting the
plausibility of this modelling solution. The ﬁt to the combined data sets reduced
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Figure 11.18: Best radial velocity
curve PHOEBE ﬁts for J093010A
based on our WHT data alone. The
primary curve is in red and the sec-
ondary in blue.
Figure 11.19: Best radial velocity
curve PHOEBE ﬁts for J093010A
based on combined data from us and
Koo et al..
the formal uncertainties on the three parameters in comparison with each data
set considered alone, and was used for the remainder of the modelling.
To model the light curves, a valid third light contribution needed to be in-
cluded, more precise than the < 53% estimated above. While Koo et al. seem to
have ﬁtted their curves treating third light as a free parameter, we feared there
might be strong correlations between this and other ﬁtted parameters, and so
sought to constrain the value of the third light independently. Since the eclipses
of J093010A are total-annular, we could determine the phases of ﬁrst, second,
third and fourth contact (φ1,2,3,4) quite precisely for the primary eclipse, using
Koo et al.’s BV photometry, and then estimate the radii using these formulae,
modiﬁed from Hilditch (2001):
(φ2 − φ1) = (φ4 − φ3) = 2R1
2pia
(φ3 − φ1) = (φ4 − φ2) = 2R2
2pia
.
This gave R1 = 0.650±0.018R⊙ and R2 = 0.808±0.018R⊙ (where Koo et al.
found R1 = 0.757± 0.008R⊙ and R2 = 0.743± 0.010R⊙). Then, we made use of
an eclipse modelling guideline from Wilson (1994): “the ratio of the depth of the
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Figure 11.20: PHOEBE best ﬁt (red) to primary eclipse of J093010A in V,
showing good match to eclipse width, shape and depth (measured from right-
hand side).
annular eclipse to the light remaining in the total eclipse is approximately the
square of the ratio of smaller to larger star radii”. We measured the depth of the
annular (secondary) eclipse in V and B (in PHOEBE ﬂux units) from the light
curves, and combined this with the ratio
R2
1
R2
2
to estimate the ﬂux which would
remain in the total (primary) eclipse, if there were no third light contribution:
this would be the true contribution of the secondary star. By subtracting the
primary and secondary ﬂuxes from the maximum ﬂux in the light curves, the
tertiary’s contribution could be estimated more precisely as 1.22 units in V (49%)
and 0.51 in B (50%): substantially larger than the ﬁtted values found by Koo
et al. of 31% in V and 32% in B.
The Kopal potentials Ω1,2 for the two eclipsing stars were then set to values
which would reproduce the radii determined above (9.445 and 6.859 respectively),
indicating strongly negative ﬁlling factors, as expected for a well-detached sys-
tem. These values gave excellent matches to the widths of the eclipses. The
absolute temperatures of both components could not be found by ﬁtting alone,
only their ratio, so we set T1 to 4500 K (the best-matching template temperature
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Figure 11.21: Best light curve
PHOEBE ﬁt for J093010A in V
(unspotted model).
Figure 11.22: Best light curve
PHOEBE ﬁt for J093010A in B
(unspotted model).
for our spectra, which would be expected to be dominated by the primary and
tertiary stars’ contributions), and allowed only T2 to vary, along with i, until the
eclipse depths were optimally ﬁtted (e.g. Fig. 11.20).
The full optimal light curve ﬁts are shown in Figs. 11.21 and 11.22. It is
apparent that, while the eclipses are very well-ﬁtted by this model, the out-of-
eclipse portions are poorly ﬁtted (χ2 = 16.5 in V, 2.53 in B). This is almost
certainly due to the presence of the assumed moving spot discussed above. To
test this explanation, a single large cool spot was placed on the primary and its
four parameters varied manually until a fair match to the light curve was achieved
(colatitude 90◦, longitude 28◦, radius 91◦ and temperature 0.982 × mean primary
temperature). The resulting light curve ﬁts are shown in Figs. 11.23 and 11.24,
and an image of the model system in Fig. 11.25. These models reproduce the
light variations much better (χ2 = 8.83 in V, 1.20 in B).
It should be emphasized that we do not regard this as the only possible spot
conﬁguration which would reproduce the observed light curve variations; a cool
spot on the opposite side of the secondary also works passably well, and hot
spots on either component would also achieve similar results. Koo et al. used
cool spots with quite diﬀerent parameters from ours on both components in
their preferred model, to achieve a very close ﬁt to the light curve; however, by
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Figure 11.23: Best light curve
PHOEBE ﬁt for J093010A in V
(spotted model).
Figure 11.24: Best light curve
PHOEBE ﬁt for J093010A in B
(spotted model).
Figure 11.25: Image of best-ﬁt PHOEBE spotted model for J093010A at phase
0.03. The large cool spot is visible over most of the face of the primary as it
enters eclipse.
appropriate placement of multiple spots, any light curve features whatsoever can
be reproduced, and we did not wish to include more components in our model
than were justiﬁable. That said, it is very likely that there are multiple spots
on this system, or non-circular spots, whose modelling would produce an even
better ﬁt to the light curve, but a method such as Doppler tomography would
be required to determine their nature more rigorously.
Table 11.5.1 gives the ﬁnal parameters determined for J093010A. The uncer-
tainties on a, q, γ0, i and T2 are formal errors generated by PHOEBE and are
probably underestimates; the uncertainties on T1, R1,2 and Ω1,2 were obtained
from independent measurements as described above; and the uncertainties on
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Primary Secondary
Semi-major axis (R⊙) a 5.594± 0.011
Mass ratio q 0.833± 0.003
System velocity (km s-1) γ0 −9.25± 0.18
Angle of incl. (◦) i 89± 1
Kopal potentials Ω1,2 9.4± 0.2 6.86± 0.13
Filling factor F −12.8 −7.3
Masses (M⊙) M1,2 0.754± 0.006 0.628± 0.005
Radii (R⊙) R1,2 0.650± 0.018 0.809± 0.018
Temperatures (K) T1,2 4500± 250 3800± 100
Surface gravity log g1,2 4.69 4.42
Bolometric luminosities Mbol1,2 6.81 7.07
Flux contribution (V) l/(l1 + l2 + l3) 0.34 0.17
Flux contribution (B) l/(l1 + l2 + l3) 0.36 0.14
Table 11.1: System and stellar component parameters for J093010A
M1,2 were found using the formula prescribed in the PHOEBE manual:
σM1 = M1
(
3
σa
a
+ 2
σP
P
+
σq
q + 1
)
σM2 = M2
(
3
σa
a
+ 2
σP
P
+
σq
q(q + 1)
)
.
11.5.2 J093010B
J093010B was simpler to model. We started with the assumptions that it is a
contact system (i.e. T1 = T2 =4500 K, Ω1 = Ω2) in a circular orbit seen nearly
edge-on, with M1 > M2, R1 > R2 and no third light. The period was set to
0.2277138 d, and the starting HJD to 2456288.87879 (a well-determined nearby
primary eclipse from Koo et al.’s photometry). We ﬁrst ﬁtted the radial velocity
curves alone for a sin i, q and γ0, as for J093010A, and found the best ﬁt shown
in Fig. 11.26 (χ2 = 1.92 for the primary and 3.44 for the secondary), which gave
a sin i = 1.74± 0.03R⊙, q = 0.389± 0.012 and γ0 = −7.8± 1.7 km s-1. Again, we
may note that the system velocity found for J093010B is the same as that found
for J093010A within its uncertainties.
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Figure 11.26: Best radial velocity
curve PHOEBE ﬁts for J093010B
based on our WHT data. The pri-
mary curve is in red and the sec-
ondary in blue.
Figure 11.27: Radial velocity curve
PHOEBE ﬁts for J093010B implied
by Koo et al.’s preferred model.
Figure 11.28: Best light curve
PHOEBE ﬁt for J093010B in V
(unspotted model).
Figure 11.29: Best light curve
PHOEBE ﬁt for J093010B in B
(unspotted model).
Koo et al. also advanced a model for J093010B based purely on its light
curve, which used a value for the mass ratio of 0.468 ± 0.005 found via the
“q-search” method: very far from the value found here. We reproduced their
model in PHOEBE from their preferred parameters to see how well it matched
the radial velocity curves (a and γ0 were allowed to vary freely to reach optimal
values given the other ﬁxed parameters). Fig. 11.27 shows the poorer match of
their model to the RV curves (χ2 = 3.71 and 4.99).
Then, using the BV light curves as well, i and Ω were allowed to reach their
optima simultaneously (the continuous variation of the light curve meant that
the approach taken to ﬁnd J093010A’s radii was impossible here). The best ﬁts
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Figure 11.30: Best light curve
PHOEBE ﬁt for J093010B in V
(spotted model).
Figure 11.31: Best light curve
PHOEBE ﬁt for J093010B in B
(spotted model).
Figure 11.32: Image of best-ﬁt PHOEBE spotted model for J093010B at phase
0.25. The large cool spot is visible at the limb of the primary.
are shown in Figs. 11.28 and 11.29. The Kopal potential corresponding to this
ﬁt indicates a ﬁlling factor of 0.19 as expected for a contact system.
Again, a better ﬁt can be achieved if a spot is modelled, to account for
the diﬀerent heights of the maxima. An example spotted model is shown in
Figs. 11.30 to 11.32; this uses a spot on the primary with colatitude 90◦, longitude
80◦, radius 100◦ and temperature 0.987 × mean primary temperature. As with
J093010A, we emphasize that this is only one of several possible ways to model
the light variations using a single spot; Koo et al. used a cool spot on the
primary and a hot spot on the secondary instead. Our resulting parameters for
the system, shown in Table 11.5.2, are not aﬀected by the presence of the spot.
The uncertainties on a, q, γ0, i, T and M1,2 were found as for J093010A; those for
Ω and R1,2 were found by setting a and q to their extrema in all combinations,
and optimizing for Ω to ﬁnd the lower and upper limits of these three parameters,
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Primary Secondary
Semi-major axis (R⊙) a 1.74± 0.03
Mass ratio q 0.389± 0.012
System velocity (km s-1) γ0 −7.8± 1.7
Angle of incl. (◦) i 88± 2
Kopal potential Ω 2.61± 0.03
Filling factor F 0.19
Masses (M⊙) M1,2 0.98± 0.06 0.38± 0.03
Radii (R⊙) R1,2 0.829
+0.010
−0.005 0.545
+0.014
−0.009
Temperatures (K) T 4500± 250
Surface gravity log g1,2 4.59 4.55
Bolometric luminosities Mbol1,2 6.28 7.21
Flux contribution (V) l/(l1 + l2) 0.67 0.33
Flux contribution (B) l/(l1 + l2) 0.64 0.36
Table 11.2: System and stellar component parameters for J093010B
consistent with an adequate ﬁt to the data.
For both systems, distances were estimated by a similar method to that
mentioned in Koo et al.: absolute bolometric magnitudes were outputs from
PHOEBE, with uncertainties given by varying the components’ temperatures
within their own errors (for J093010A, the temperature ratio was kept constant,
however). Absolute V magnitudes were then found using bolometric corrections
as tabulated in Flower (1996), and apparent V magnitudes of the individual
components determined from Koo et al.’s V light curves at their maxima in com-
bination with the component light ratios obtained during analysis. The formula:
d = 10(Mapp+5−Mabs)/5
was then used to obtain distance estimates in parsecs (extinction was ignored
since it was expected to be insigniﬁcant in comparison with the uncertainties).
For J093010A, d = 45 ± 12 pc was found, and for J093010B, d = 66 ± 13 pc;
the uncertainties overlap at around 55 pc, further supporting the reality of the
association between the two binaries. (Koo et al. found distances of 66±7 pc
and 77±9 pc for J093010A and B respectively, also with overlapping uncertain-
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ties though with diﬀerent absolute values owing to their diﬀerent models of the
systems; crucially, they found higher temperatures for all components.)
11.6 Conclusion
After our initial discovery of J093010 as a probable doubly-eclipsing quadruple
system, and Koo et al.’s follow-up observations which conﬁrmed J093010A as a
spectroscopic binary and revealed the presence of a ﬁfth component of the system,
we have carried out further spectroscopic and photometric observations of the
whole system. We have conﬁrmed J093010B as a spectroscopic binary also, and
conﬁrmed the location of the ﬁfth component near J093010A. After modelling
of both eclipsing systems we have obtained parameters for them which agree
with those of Koo et al. in some areas, but disagree in several others, due to
diﬀerent modelling approaches and available data. The consistent distances and
system velocities of both binaries, and of the ﬁfth star, strongly support all ﬁve
stars being gravitationally bound in a single system; their equivalent angles of
inclination also suggest that both binary orbits lie in a single plane, implying
probable formation from a single protostellar disk.
In future, we hope to disentangle the three spectra of J093010A and the
two of J093010B (as described in e.g. Hadrava (2012)), and thus obtain bet-
ter estimates of their individual eﬀective temperatures. This will constrain the
modelling further, and allow improved distance estimates for the system.
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Table 11.3: Spectroscopic observations and radial velocities for J093010.
HJD Exp. Prim. δ Prim. Sec. δ Sec. Ter. δ Ter. Prim. δ Prim. Sec. δ Sec.
time RV (A) RV (A) RV (A ) RV (A) RV (A) RV (A) RV (B) RV (B) RV (B) RV (B)
/s /km s-1 /km s-1 /km s-1 /km s-1 /km s-1 /km s-1 /km s-1 /km s-1 /km s-1 /km s-1
2456283.7679 5 91.6 4.5 -129.6 8.0 -6.2 1.1 25 19 -120 183
2456283.7704 30 89.4 4.0 -126.7 6.4 -8.1 1.2 39 16 -127 48
2456283.7710 30 90.8 4.0 -123.9 5.8 -5.8 1.0 40 16 -119 32
2456283.7716 30 90.5 4.0 -123.9 6.1 -7.8 1.1 29 21 -137 40
2456283.7749 180 92.0 3.7 -125.4 5.7 -7.0 1.1 43 17 -149 37
2456283.7773 180 91.0 3.8 -125.9 5.8 -7.0 1.1 39 22 -178 22
2456283.7796 180 90.4 3.7 -126.5 5.8 -7.5 1.1 57 19 -151 36
2456283.7853 360 90.2 3.5 -126.2 5.9 -8.3 1.1 65 19 -195 28
2456283.7897 180 90.7 3.5 -125.8 5.5 -7.8 1.1 74 19 -217 25
2456283.7921 180 91.3 3.6 -126.3 5.5 -7.4 1.2 79 20 -234 26
2456283.7979 360 86.6 5.3 -133.0 9.6 -8.3 0.8
2456292.7661 60 58.8 3.5 -92.9 6.2 -6.0 1.1 -52 18 112 70
2456292.7671 60 57.2 3.6 -94.6 5.6 -8.1 1.2 -45 18 135 72
2456292.7680 60 60.3 3.5 -92.3 6.5 -5.4 0.9 -58 18 103 52
2456292.7710 10 61.2 4.2 -95.6 7.8 -7.2 1.7 -75 27 179 11
2456292.7743 10 63.0 4.5 -95.2 5.3 -0.5 2.0 -115 63 184 109
2456292.7758 60 63.5 3.7 -95.4 5.4 -3.6 1.0 -77 17 184 26
2456292.7767 60 65.0 3.9 -92.2 5.9 -1.5 1.0 -72 15 182 25
2456292.7777 60 64.9 3.5 -93.6 6.0 -2.2 1.0 -70 19 192 35
2456292.7822 360 66.2 3.5 -94.8 5.5 -3.0 1.0 -101 14 209 27
2456292.7866 360 67.5 3.5 -95.7 5.6 -3.1 1.1 -110 17 231 33
2456292.7911 360 69.7 3.6 -97.3 5.4 -2.5 1.1 -119 16 246 24
2456292.7948 60 74.0 4.8 -100.5 5.6 -1.2 1.5 -98 25 219 48
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Table 11.3: (continued)
HJD Exp. Prim. δ Prim. Sec. δ Sec. Ter. δ Ter. Prim. δ Prim. Sec. δ Sec.
time RV (A) RV (A) RV (A ) RV (A) RV (A) RV (A) RV (B) RV (B) RV (B) RV (B)
/s /km s-1 /km s-1 /km s-1 /km s-1 /km s-1 /km s-1 /km s-1 /km s-1 /km s-1 /km s-1
2456292.7957 60 72.3 4.1 -99.3 6.8 -2.7 1.5 -131 22 288 24
2456292.7967 60 71.9 3.6 -99.1 6.0 -4.9 1.1 -115 22 269 27
2456292.7992 300 73.2 3.4 -97.8 5.6 -2.4 1.1 -129 16 273 32
2456292.8029 300 74.0 3.7 -97.6 5.6 -1.8 1.1 -123 15 281 26
2456292.8066 300 75.9 3.6 -98.7 6.2 -2.2 1.2 -124 17 274 29
2456294.7665 60 -91.5 3.2 85.5 6.0 -11.3 1.1 64 18 -216 26
2456294.7674 60 -91.3 3.0 86.3 5.6 -11.5 1.1 54 24 -212 33
2456294.7684 60 -90.0 2.9 89.0 5.8 -8.9 1.1 63 20 -192 29
2456294.7707 120 -90.2 3.2 90.5 5.7 -8.8 1.0 58 24 -178 29
2456294.7724 120 -89.9 3.1 92.4 5.6 -8.4 0.9 54 21 -168 23
2456294.7740 120 -88.5 3.3 93.3 5.8 -6.9 0.9 51 21 -154 35
2456294.7783 110 -91.5 3.3 93.5 5.8 -8.0 1.0 47 24 -116 33
2456294.7799 110 -90.3 3.3 95.3 5.6 -6.8 1.0 29 20 -125 37
2456294.7814 110 -91.4 3.4 93.5 5.6 -7.7 1.0 51 22 -87 25
2456294.7829 110 -90.3 3.4 97.1 5.7 -6.2 0.9 35 19 -85 23
2456294.7845 110 -90.8 3.3 95.8 5.5 -7.2 1.0
2456294.7860 110 -90.7 3.4 96.5 6.0 -6.2 0.9
2456294.7885 110 -91.0 3.3 98.7 6.1 -5.1 1.0 -13.81 4.3
2456294.7901 110 -91.5 3.4 97.7 6.0 -6.1 1.1 -11.4 6.1
2456294.7916 110 -92.9 3.4 99.1 5.9 -6.4 1.1 -13.0 5.3
2456294.7931 110 -91.7 3.3 100.0 6.0 -4.7 1.0 -11.7 4.7
2456294.7947 110 -93.4 3.5 97.7 6.7 -6.5 1.1 -11.6 4.7
1This and subsequent radial velocities for J093010B are joint measurements for both spectral components combined, near phase 0.
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Table 11.3: (continued)
HJD Exp. Prim. δ Prim. Sec. δ Sec. Ter. δ Ter. Prim. δ Prim. Sec. δ Sec.
time RV (A) RV (A) RV (A ) RV (A) RV (A) RV (A) RV (B) RV (B) RV (B) RV (B)
/s /km s-1 /km s-1 /km s-1 /km s-1 /km s-1 /km s-1 /km s-1 /km s-1 /km s-1 /km s-1
2456294.7962 110 -91.7 3.5 103.6 6.0 -3.9 1.0 -9.3 4.4
2456294.7986 60 -93.2 3.3 100.5 5.6 -6.5 1.0 -14.9 5.6
2456294.7996 60 -93.9 3.5 100.1 6.2 -6.4 1.0 -14.0 4.5
2456294.8005 60 -92.4 3.7 105.0 5.9 -3.5 0.9 -11.1 4.9
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Chapter 12
Circumbinary planets in
post-common-envelope binaries?
After our investigation of very short-period contact binary candidates, and follow-
up of individual interesting systems discovered in the course of the research, we
applied the latest version of our period change detection techniques to a diﬀerent
subgroup of SuperWASP eclipsing binaries. This chapter is an extended version
of Lohr et al. (2014b), including some background details cut for reasons of length
at the referee’s recommendation.
12.1 Introduction
Since the discovery of planetary-mass objects around the millisecond pulsar
PSR B1257+12 (Wolszczan and Frail, 1992), exoplanets have been detected in
a range of surprising environments. Numerous hot Jupiters present a challenge
to planetary system formation models (e.g. Mayor and Queloz (1995)); planets
have been found orbiting single members of binary and higher-order multiple star
systems (e.g. Butler et al. (1997); Anglada-Escude´ et al. (2012)); and recently a
number of circumbinary planets have been observed (e.g. Doyle et al. (2011)). In
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the last few years, claims of planets in post-common-envelope binaries (PCEBs)
have proved especially controversial, and here we aim to add to the evidence
needed to evaluate models for such systems, using archival survey data.
A notable class of binary star systems have passed through a phase of common
envelope evolution. As originally outlined by Paczyn´ski (1976), after an initially
more massive component evolves oﬀ the main sequence and becomes a giant, it
may overﬂow its Roche lobe and transfer mass to its companion on a dynamic
timescale. If the companion then overﬂows its own Roche lobe, a short-lived
non-corotating common envelope can surround the secondary and the core of
the primary, creating a frictional drag force upon them. Orbital energy will be
transferred from the binary components to the envelope as they spiral in towards
each other, undergoing a dramatic reduction in orbital separation and period, and
eventually the envelope will become unbound and be ejected from the system.
The details of the process and its various possible outcomes, including binary
merger, are not yet fully understood (for a recent review see Ivanova et al. (2013)).
However, one observed outcome is the formation of a PCEB consisting of a hot
subdwarf B (sdB) or OB stellar core (Heber, 2009) and a low-mass main sequence
star or brown dwarf companion, in a close but detached orbital conﬁguration.
The primaries of these sdB+dM systems would have overﬂowed their Roche lobes
near the tip of the red giant branch and undergone a helium (He) core-ﬂash; they
typically have He core masses around 0.45–0.5 M⊙. Other related types of PCEB
contain white dwarf (WD) primaries, which may be the evolved remnants of sdB
stars; lower-mass He WDs which were never able to burn He; or carbon/oxygen
WDs resulting from Roche-lobe overﬂow on the asymptotic giant branch. The
last type would be expected to be more massive.
Eclipsing PCEBs of these types are especially valuable for understanding com-
mon envelope evolution and subsequent system behaviours, since their parame-
ters can be determined with high precision. Their photometric light curves are
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Figure 12.1: SuperWASP light curve for HW Vir, the prototype eclipsing sdB
binary, phase-folded at period 10084.5643±0.0006 s, with binned mean curve
overplotted in red. A typical point’s uncertainty is shown (bottom right); the
pseudo-V magnitude at quadrature is 10.52.
also highly distinctive, often exhibiting well-deﬁned very deep primary eclipses
and strong reﬂection eﬀects (e.g. Fig. 12.1). Together with their short orbital
periods (usually a few hours), these features facilitate accurate measurement of
timings of minimum light, and thereby the construction of O−C diagrams to
reveal any changes in orbital period over time. Zorotovic and Schreiber (2013)
compiled a list of currently known eclipsing PCEBs, including 13 with an sdB
primary and 43 with a WD primary, and noted that for ﬁve sdB systems and
four WD systems apparent period changes had been observed: a surprisingly
high proportion of those which have been well-studied over long time bases.
Many researchers have seen these period changes as evidence for the presence
of additional massive bodies in the system: circumbinary giant planets1 or brown
dwarfs e.g. Lee et al. (2009); Beuermann et al. (2010). Such objects would be
expected to create a light time eﬀect (LITE), delaying or advancing the observed
time of mid-eclipse of the binary components by gravitational attraction. This
1Planets might also in principle be detected through sinusoidal variations of an sdB star’s
pulsation period, as suggested for isolated pulsator V391 Peg (Silvotti et al., 2007)
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LITE will create a sinusoidal variation in the system’s O−C diagram (in the
case of a single additional mass in the binary’s orbital plane), with a period
corresponding to the third body’s orbital period around the binary (P3). For the
simplest case of an edge-on circular orbit, Pribulla et al. (2012) give a formula
relating the peak-to-peak amplitude of this sinusoidal variation ∆T to the three
masses involved (M1,2,3), P3, the speed of light c and the universal gravitational
constant G:
∆T ≈ 2M3G
1/3
c
[
P3
2pi(M1 + M2)
]2/3
. (12.1)
Roughly sinusoidal variations in light curve amplitude would also be expected if
a circumbinary planet’s orbit is not coplanar with the eclipsing binary’s orbit,
causing nodal precession of the binary (So¨derhjelm, 1975). (Zasche and Wolf
(2013) describe a relatively dramatic example of this phenomenon, which would
usually only be detectable over many decades of observations.)
The reality of such PCEB planets is, as noted before, somewhat controversial.
Where multiple circumbinary planets have been proposed in a single system,
the long-term dynamical stability of their orbits has often been questioned e.g.
Horner et al. (2013); Wittenmyer et al. (2013), though the dynamical stability
analyses used have also been criticized on methodological grounds (Marsh et al.,
2014). Zorotovic and Schreiber (2013) carried out binary population syntheses
which suggested that giant planets should be rare in the progenitors of PCEBs,
leaving secondary planet formation (Vo¨lschow et al., 2014) or a non-planetary
cause such as the Applegate mechanism as the most likely explanations for the
observed period changes.
Distinguishing between diﬀerent proposed architectures for circumbinary plan-
etary systems, and indeed determining whether planets are plausible in PCEBs
at all, relies largely upon the quality of the eclipse timing observations: ideally,
we would have a large number of precise measurements of light curve minima,
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evenly covering a long time-base. In practice, many systems for which period
changes indicative of circumbinary planets have been claimed, fall far short of
this ideal. Therefore, here we search the archive of the SuperWASP project for
evidence of period changes in those PCEBs from Zorotovic and Schreiber’s Table
1 which have been observed by SuperWASP. The archive contains high-cadence
photometric light curves for bright sources over almost the whole sky, stretching
back to 2004 in many cases, and so should be capable of ﬁlling in gaps or extend-
ing the coverage of O−C diagrams for many of these systems. We have previously
observed and measured period changes in short-period main sequence eclipsing
binary candidates using SuperWASP data (Lohr et al., 2012, 2013b); here, we
develop our analytical method to improve the precision and robustness of its pe-
riod change measurements, and to search for variations in light curve amplitude
as well. It is hoped that the results may shed light on future investigations of
this intriguing group of eclipsing binary systems.
12.2 Method
The SuperWASP archive was ﬁrst searched for objects within 1 arcmin of the
coordinates of known bright eclipsing PCEB systems. Matching light curves were
downloaded, and checked visually for evidence of the expected variability. In
marginal cases, and where sources neighbouring each other on the sky exhibited
a similar pattern of variability, the IDL code ah3 (Ch. 4) was used to determine
objectively whether the eclipsing signal was detectable in the data, or to select
the source with the strongest signal amongst near neighbours. Once the set
of usable SuperWASP eclipsing PCEBs had been established, their Sys-Rem-
corrected ﬂuxes, from a 3.5 pixel-radius aperture, formed the basis of further
analysis.
The code ah3 was then used to determine optimum orbital periods for the
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Figure 12.2: Light curve for
AA Dor phase-folded at period
22597.030±0.003 s (pseudo-V mag-
nitude at quadrature is 11.17).
(For further ﬁgure explanations, see
caption to Fig. 12.1.)
Figure 12.3: Light curve for
ASAS 10232 phase-folded at pe-
riod 12032.8839±0.0009 s (pseudo-
V magnitude at quadrature is
11.76).
Figure 12.4: Light curve for
EC 10246−2707 phase-folded
at period 10239.0898±0.0003 s
(pseudo-V magnitude at quadrature
is 14.81).
Figure 12.5: Light curve for
HS 2231+2441 phase-folded at
period 9554.789±0.002 s (pseudo-
V magnitude at quadrature is
13.99).
eclipsing binaries (Ch. 4) and search for evidence of period change (Ch. 5). Sta-
tistical tests were also run to check the probability of ﬁnding such evidence by
chance, and to assess the sensitivity of the method to genuine period changes of
varying magnitudes (Ch. 6).
12.3 Results
Of Zorotovic and Schreiber’s collected eclipsing PCEBs, twelve were bright enough
to have usable observations in the SuperWASP archive, of which nine were
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Figure 12.6: Light curve for
2M 1938+4603 phase-folded at
period 10866.1147±0.0017 s (pseudo-
V magnitude at quadrature is 12.09).
Figure 12.7: Light curve for
NSVS 07826147 phase-folded
at period 13976.9668±0.0004 s
(pseudo-V magnitude at quadrature
is 13.13).
Figure 12.8: Light curve for
NSVS 14256825 phase-folded at
period 9536.3263±0.0005 s (pseudo-
V magnitude at quadrature is
13.63).
Figure 12.9: Light curve for
NY Vir phase-folded at period
8727.7761±0.0007 s (pseudo-V mag-
nitude at quadrature is 13.57).
HW Vir-type systems (sdB or sdOB primary with an M dwarf or brown dwarf
companion), and three contained a WD with a low-mass main sequence com-
panion (Table 12.5). In the case of QS Vir, two nearby sources fell within the
SuperWASP aperture, resulting in a pair of very similar archive light curves con-
taining the eclipsing signal of the same system. One curve was slightly brighter
and had a larger amplitude, and was selected for further analysis here.
Orbital periods were determined for the twelve objects accurate to between
7 and 9 signiﬁcant ﬁgures (see Table 12.5, which also gives the date ranges
during which they were observed by SuperWASP). Their light curves, phase-
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Figure 12.10: Light curve for
DE CVn phase-folded at period
31461.639±0.008 s (pseudo-V magni-
tude at quadrature is 12.73).
Figure 12.11: Light curve for
QS Vir phase-folded at period
13025.4555±0.0008 s (pseudo-
V magnitude at quadrature is
14.30).
Figure 12.12: Light curve for V471 Tau phase-folded at period 45030.05±0.04 s
(pseudo-V magnitude at quadrature is 9.46). The curve amplitude and shape
are evidently highly variable on a fairly short timescale.
folded using these periods, are shown in Figs. 12.1 and 12.2–12.12. All exhibit a
strong reﬂection eﬀect; in ASAS 10232 (Fig. 12.3) and 2M 1938+4603 (Fig. 12.6)
this dominates the light curve shape. The other systems all show deep, well-
deﬁned primary eclipses, which are ﬂat-bottomed in the cases of the WD systems
(Figs. 12.10–12.12) and AA Dor (Fig. 12.2). V471 Tau (Fig. 12.12) exhibited ex-
treme short-term variability in light curve shape and amplitude, which prevented
further analysis of possible period changes since no typical template curve could
be determined for it. It therefore plays no further part in this study, though an
individual customized analysis of its SuperWASP archive data might yield useful
results in future.
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Figure 12.13: SuperWASP-only
O−C diagram for AA Dor; no period
change is indicated. (For further
ﬁgure explanations, see caption to
Fig. 5.5.)
Figure 12.14: SuperWASP-only
O−C diagram for ASAS 10232; the
preferred quadratic ﬁt indicates pe-
riod increase of 0.0073±0.0012 s yr-1,
signiﬁcant at p=0.02.
Figure 12.15: SuperWASP-only
O−C diagram for EC 10246−2707;
non-signiﬁcant period increase is
marginally preferred (p=0.36).
Figure 12.16: SuperWASP-only
O−C diagram for HS 2231+2441; no
period change is indicated.
Figure 12.17: SuperWASP-only
O−C diagram for 2M 1938+4603;
no period change is indicated.
Figure 12.18: SuperWASP-only
O−C diagram for NSVS 07826147;
no period change is indicated.
The remaining eleven objects were searched for evidence of period change,
and their O−C diagrams are given in Figs. 5.5 and 12.13–12.22. In six cases,
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Figure 12.19: SuperWASP-only
O−C diagram for NSVS 14256825;
the preferred quadratic ﬁt supports
non-signiﬁcant (p=0.28) period
increase of 0.0019±0.0008 s yr-1.
Figure 12.20: SuperWASP-only
O−C diagram for NY Vir;
the preferred quadratic ﬁt in-
dicates marginally signiﬁcant
(p=0.06) period decrease of
−0.0016±0.0006 s yr-1.
Figure 12.21: SuperWASP-only
O−C diagram for DE CVn; no
period change is indicated.
Figure 12.22: SuperWASP-only
O−C diagram for QS Vir; the
preferred quadratic ﬁt supports non-
signiﬁcant (p=0.22) period increase
of −0.007±0.003 s yr-1.
the best ﬁt to the data following outlier removal was quadratic (ASAS 10232,
EC 10246−2707, HW Vir, NSVS 14256825, NY Vir and QS Vir), so the sig-
niﬁcance of the period change implied was tested for these objects. HW Vir
(Fig. 5.5) exhibited highly signiﬁcant period increase over the observed time
base (p-value of 0.002 i.e. 0.2% of “background” tests provided equally strong or
stronger evidence for period change, purely by chance). ASAS 10232 (Fig. 12.14)
and NY Vir (Fig. 12.20) showed very plausible evidence for period change (p-
values of 0.02 and 0.06 respectively). Even considering that eleven trials were
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Figure 12.23: Amplitude-time diagram for ASAS 10232; excluded data points
are in black and included ones in red (online only). A quadratic ﬁt to the data
(blue dashed line) appears somewhat superior to a linear ﬁt (red solid line), and
may indicate some long-term variation in light curve amplitude.
run, we would expect to ﬁnd three or more results with p ≤0.06 by accident
only ∼2.5% of the time. QS Vir (Fig. 12.22), NSVS 14256825 (Fig. 12.19) and
EC 10246−2707 (Fig. 12.15) provided increasingly weak and non-signiﬁcant sup-
port for period change (p-values of 0.22, 0.28 and 0.36 respectively); however,
we note that the direction and approximate magnitude of the changes suggested
for QS Vir and NSVS 14256825 accord with the ﬁndings of other researchers
(see Subsects. 12.4.11 and 12.4.8 below). The other ﬁve objects did not show
evidence of period change over the time bases considered.
The ﬁrst of these reference minima, converted to heliocentric Julian date
(HJD-UTC), is given for each object in the ﬁnal column of Table 12.5; in com-
bination with the given periods, this provides SuperWASP linear ephemerides.
The full set of SuperWASP light curves had widely-varying sensitivities to
genuine change: for DE CVn changes of up to 0.03 s yr-1 would not have been
detectable, while for NSVS 07826147, any changes would have to be slower than
0.0003 s yr-1 to be missed. Table 12.5 gives the measured period changes (P˙ )
and the limits of expected period change detectability (P˙ limit).
No clear evidence of change in light curve amplitudes was observed, though
there was a possible suggestion of curvature in ASAS 10232’s amplitude-time
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Figure 12.24: O−C diagram for AA Dor according to ephemeris of Kilkenny
(2011), with points in black from previously published eclipse timings. Points in
red are from new SuperWASP timings, binned on a seasonal basis.
diagram (Fig. 12.23), which might repay further investigation.
12.4 Discussion
For easier comparison with others’ ﬁndings, previously-published eclipse timings
were collected for each object, and converted to barycentric Julian date (BJD-
TDB) where necessary2. O−C diagrams were then compiled relative to a recent
or widely-used ephemeris, and the new SuperWASP values (also converted to
BJD-TDB) were included after binning to improve the clarity of the trends they
indicate. Objects are discussed individually.
12.4.1 AA Dor
AA Dor was discovered, identiﬁed as an eclipsing sdB binary, and given an initial
solution in a series of papers by Kilkenny et al. (1978, 1979, 1981), and eclipse
timings have been published for it covering the period 1977–2010 (Kilkenny,
2http://astroutils.astronomy.ohio-state.edu/time/hjd2bjd.html (see also Eastman et al.
(2010)).
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Figure 12.25: O−C diagram for ASAS 10232 according to ephemeris of Schaf-
fenroth et al. (2013) combined with period found here. Black square indicates
single previously published eclipse time from Schaﬀenroth et al.. Points in red
are from new SuperWASP timings, binned on a fortnightly basis.
1986; Kilkenny et al., 1991, 2000; Kilkenny, 2011). The ephemeris used here is
from Kilkenny (2011):
BJD 2443196.34925 + 0.2615397362E. (12.2)
They conclude that a linear ephemeris is suﬃcient to explain the observations to
date, and the addition of our partially-overlapping timings, extending coverage
to March 2011 (Fig. 12.24), does not contradict this. They suggest that any
change greater than about 3×10−7 s yr-1 would be ruled out. AA Dor is notable
within the set of objects because, as Zorotovic and Schreiber point out, ‘it is
so far the only PCEB with continuous high-precision eclipse time measurements
that does not show any signs of apparent period variations’.
12.4.2 ASAS 10232
The discovery paper for ASAS 10232 as an eclipsing sdB binary is Schaﬀenroth
et al. (2013), which also provides an orbital solution, but only a single time of
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minimum obtained from Carnes Hill Observatory BVI light curves from March
2008: HJD 2454538.99689±0.00042 (or possibly 0.000042). They determine a
period from the ﬁrst three years of SuperWASP archived observations, covering
May 2006–January 2009; since our data points used here form a superset of their
data, extending coverage to June 2011, we prefer our period (Table 12.5) with
their cycle zero to form the ephemeris:
BJD 2454538.99765 + 0.139269490E. (12.3)
Schaﬀenroth et al. also measured individual eclipse times from their SuperWASP
data, by a similar method to that used here (ﬁtting a mean light curve to night-
by-night data), to produce an O−C diagram (their Fig. 7), to which they ﬁt
a downward-opening parabola. On the basis of this they suggest a possible
period decrease in the system, but note that it requires more observations to
conﬁrm. The ﬁtting method used here is able to beneﬁt from a longer time-base
and hence a better-deﬁned mean light curve; thus we have apparently been able
to measure the times of eclipse more precisely from the same source of data.
Although their point uncertainties are not shown, the majority of their O−C
values seem to fall within ∼400 s of the ﬁtted curve; ours (Fig. 12.14) fall mostly
within ∼100 s of the preferred quadratic ﬁt. After binning every two weeks’
O−C values together (Fig. 12.25) the trend is even more clearly indicated: over
six years, the system appears to be increasing, rather than decreasing in period.
Of course, the variation may be more complex e.g. sinusoidal, on a still longer
timescale, and further independent observations are needed to help clarify the
behaviour of this system.
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Figure 12.26: O−C diagram for EC 10246−2707 according to ephemeris of Bar-
low et al. (2013) and with their eclipse timings in black. Points in red are from
new SuperWASP timings, binned on a seasonal basis.
12.4.3 EC 10246−2707
Although previously known to contain an sdB star, EC 10246−2707 was not
described as an eclipsing binary until Barlow et al. (2013), which also estimates
the system parameters and provides eclipse timings between February 1997 and
June 2012. We use their ephemeris:
BJD 2455680.562160 + 0.1185079936E. (12.4)
They ﬁnd no evidence for period change on the basis of their data, and determine
a limit on detectability of change of 0.0003 s yr-1. Our results here support this
non-detection of change, and help to ﬁll a gap in their coverage of the system’s
behaviour during 2006–2008.
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Figure 12.27: O−C diagram for HS 2231+2441 according to ephemeris of
Østensen et al. (2007). Points in red are from new SuperWASP timings, binned
on a monthly basis. Black squares indicate approximate locations of observations
of Qian et al. (2010b), with their ﬁtted curve overplotted as solid line.
12.4.4 HS 2231+2441
The discovery paper for HS 2231+2441 is Østensen et al. (2007), who determine
system parameters and provide the ephemeris:
BJD 2453522.669493 + 0.1105880E. (12.5)
Qian et al. (2010b) describe observations of the system between 2005 and 2009,
and provide an O−C diagram (their Fig. 4), which they ﬁt with a function
including both a quadratic and a sinusoidal term. Therefore, they suggest the
presence of a secular decrease in orbital period, associated with magnetic braking,
and a tertiary companion responsible for the sinusoidal variation. Since their
times of minima do not appear to have been published yet, we compare our
SuperWASP eclipse timings with their ﬁtted curve, and estimate the epochs of
their observations from their O−C diagram (Fig. 12.27). Although fairly close
to their ﬁt during 2006 and 2007, our observations do not strongly support it
outside their original data range i.e. during 2004 and 2012, and a linear function
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Figure 12.28: O−C diagram for HW Vir according to ephemeris of Lee et al.
(2009). Data points in black are from previously-published primary eclipse tim-
ings, largely reproducing those included in Fig. 1 of Beuermann et al. (2012b).
Points in red are from new SuperWASP timings, binned on a fortnightly basis.
might provide a better ﬁt to the full data set. A straight-line ﬁt with negative
slope would be expected in an O−C diagram if the period used to construct it
were too long; we note that Østensen et al.’s period, based on just three nights
of observations during June and September 2005, is fractionally longer than ours
(0.11058784 d), and quoted to lower precision, and this may be a cause for the
apparent long-term downward trend seen here.
12.4.5 HW Vir
The prototype for eclipsing sdB binaries, HW Vir was discovered by Menzies
and Marang (1986), and its times of minima were documented between 1984
and 2002 by a group at the South African Astronomical Observatory (Marang
and Kilkenny, 1989; Kilkenny et al., 1991, 1994, 2000, 2003), who also studied
AA Dor and NY Vir over many years. Following Beuermann et al. (2012b),
we include their eclipse timings in Fig. 12.28 along with others having a quoted
error ≤0.0001 d (Wood et al., 1993; Lee et al., 2009; Bra´t et al., 2011), and
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Beuermann et al.’s own results, up to February 2012. For clearer comparison of
our results with the recent models of Lee et al. and Beuermann et al., we use
their ephemeris:
BJD 2445730.55803 + 0.1167195E. (12.6)
Lee et al. interpreted the O−C diagram up to 2009 (epoch ∼76000; their Fig. 5
top panel) as the sum of a downward-opening parabola (secular period decrease
caused by magnetic braking) and two sinusoidal terms (LITE associated with
two substellar circumbinary companions). However, Beuermann et al. pointed
out that the proposed companions’ orbits crossed, indicating a probable near-
encounter or collision within 2000 y; moreover, the O−C values after 2009 diverge
substantially from Lee et al.’s ﬁt, curving upwards rather than following the
proposed quadratic decline. They argue for an alternative model without the
long-term period decrease, and involving two circumbinary low-mass objects in
orbits which they found to be stable for more than 108 y. We note that our new
SuperWASP eclipse timings, covering July 2006 to March 2011, strongly support
Beuermann et al.’s model over that of Lee et al., in that a signiﬁcant period
increase is clear, and several previously undocumented parts of the general trend
during this time are now well covered. HW Vir is also the system in which the
contribution of SuperWASP archival data is most readily apparent: some 180
primary eclipse timings could be measured with uncertainties below 0.00006 d,
covering about six years.
12.4.6 2M 1938+4603
2M 1938+4603, a Kepler -ﬁeld object (Borucki et al., 2010) known to contain
an sdB star, was observed to possess shallow primary and secondary eclipses,
in addition to its substantial reﬂection eﬀect, by Østensen et al. (2010) (who
also discovered HS 2231+2441). On the basis of 13 supplementary ground-based
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Figure 12.29: O−C diagram for 2M 1938+4603 according to ephemeris of
Østensen et al. (2010). Points in red are from new SuperWASP timings, binned
on a monthly basis.
timings covering June 2008–May 2010, they provide the ephemeris
BJD 2454640.86416 + 0.12576530E. (12.7)
Our SuperWASP timings extend coverage back to May 2004, and although they
are individually not very precise, when binned together they suggest a long-
term negative linear trend (Fig. 12.29). As with HS 2231+2441, we suspect
Østensen et al.’s period is fractionally too long (ours is 0.12576522 d), creating a
downward slope in the O−C diagram (their timing uncertainties may also be un-
derestimated, given the scatter of their observations about the mean). Allowing
for this, our data set does not seem to suggest any period change in this system.
It is interesting to note that Østensen et al. also provide 77 extremely precise
consecutive eclipse timings from Kepler observations (around epoch 2500); when
the full continuous space-based light curve for this object is made available, it
should be possible to determine whether 2M 1938+4603 is undergoing period
variations with unprecedented conﬁdence and precision.
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Figure 12.30: O−C diagram for NSVS 07826147 according to ephemeris of Back-
haus et al. (2012). Points in red are from new SuperWASP timings, binned on a
monthly basis.
12.4.7 NSVS 07826147
NSVS 07826147 was discovered by Kelley and Shaw (2007), and primary eclipse
timings have been published for it by For et al. (2010); Liying and Shengbang
(2010); Backhaus et al. (2012). We use Backhaus et al.’s ephemeris to construct
our O−C diagram:
BJD 2455611.926580 + 0.1617704531E. (12.8)
No period change has been claimed yet for this system, though the previously-
published timings only covered February 2008–October 2011; the addition of
our SuperWASP timings (Fig. 12.30) extends the coverage back to May 2004,
and provides stronger support for a constant orbital period. Indeed, our results
suggest an upper limit on any period variation of about 0.0003 s yr-1.
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Figure 12.31: O−C diagram for NSVS 14256825 according to ephemeris of Hinse
et al. (2014). Points in red are from new SuperWASP timings, binned on a
monthly basis.
12.4.8 NSVS 14256825
NSVS 14256825 was identiﬁed as an eclipsing sdB binary by Wils et al. (2007),
who published some eclipse timings; others have been provided by Kilkenny
and Koen (2012); Beuermann et al. (2012a); Almeida et al. (2013). Qian et al.
(2010b) report observations of the system since 2006, and claim evidence for
a cyclic variation, but have not yet published supporting timing measurements.
Here, we use the ephemeris of the most recent analysis of the system, Hinse et al.
(2014):
BJD 2455408.74454 + 0.11037411E. (12.9)
On the basis of very similar O−C variations (Fig. 12.31), Beuermann et al.
(2012a) argue for a single circumbinary low-mass companion in an elliptical or-
bit, while Almeida et al. (2013) prefer a two-planet model. Hinse et al. (2014),
however, ﬁnd that the data are insuﬃcient to constrain any particular one-planet
model, and provide no convincing evidence for a second circumbinary companion.
Unfortunately, while our new timings are quite consistent with previous measure-
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Figure 12.32: O−C diagram for NY Vir according to ephemeris of Qian et al.
(2012). Points in red are from new SuperWASP timings, binned on a two-
monthly basis.
ments, and independently support period increase over June 2006–August 2011,
they do not add much to the coverage or clarify the longer-term trends of period
variation for this particular system.
12.4.9 NY Vir
Kilkenny et al. (1998) published the discovery paper for NY Vir, and provided
eclipse timings and an ephemeris for it between 1996 and 2010 (Kilkenny et al.,
2000; Kilkenny, 2011). Additional times are given in C¸amurdan et al. (2012) and
Qian et al. (2012); the latter also provides the revised ephemeris:
BJD 2450223.362213 + 0.1010159673E. (12.10)
A steady period decrease was observed in the O−C diagram (Fig. 12.32) by
Kilkenny (2011); C¸amurdan et al. (2012); Qian et al. (2012), and is independently
supported by our new SuperWASP timings. Qian et al. argue that this is unlikely
to be caused by the Applegate mechanism, gravitational radiation or magnetic
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Figure 12.33: O−C diagram for DE CVn according to ephemeris of Parsons et al.
(2010). Points in red are from new SuperWASP timings, binned on a monthly
basis.
braking, due to its magnitude and the fully convective nature of the stars, and
suggest instead that it is part of a long-term (>15 y) cyclic variation associated
with a circumbinary planet; furthermore, they claim that the O−C diagram
provides evidence for a shorter-period fourth body in the system.
12.4.10 DE CVn
DE CVn was identiﬁed as an X-ray source in the ROSAT catalogue (Voges et al.,
1999), and as an eclipsing binary containing a WD by Robb and Greimel (1997),
who also published several times of minima. Other timings are provided by
van den Besselaar et al. (2007); Tas et al. (2004); Parsons et al. (2010), and
Parsons et al. also give the ephemeris we use for Fig. 12.33:
BJD 2452784.554043 + 0.3641393156E. (12.11)
Although the previously-published eclipse timings of DE CVn cover 1997–2006,
Parsons et al. feel that most are too uncertain to allow any claims regarding
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Figure 12.34: O−C diagram for QS Vir according to ephemeris of Parsons et al.
(2010). Points in red are from new SuperWASP timings, binned on a four-
monthly basis.
period change to be made. Our new timings extend coverage to March 2011,
and although they also have large uncertainties, we may note at least that the
whole O−C diagram is fully consistent with a constant period for this system,
over about 14 years.
12.4.11 QS Vir
QS Vir was discovered and later identiﬁed as an eclipsing WD binary by Kilkenny
et al. (1997); O’Donoghue et al. (2003). They and Kawka et al. (2002); Qian et al.
(2010a); Parsons et al. (2010) provide eclipse timings for it, and here we use the
ephemeris of Parsons et al.:
BJD 2448689.64062 + 0.150757525E. (12.12)
(Almeida and Jablonski (2011) also refer to new timings for the system, but have
not yet published them.) The substantial period changes evident in Fig. 12.34
are demonstrated by Parsons et al. to be an order of magnitude too large to be
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caused by the Applegate mechanism; however, they are also doubtful about the
plausibility of a third body in the system, while noting that it “remains the only
mechanism able to produce such a large period variation”. The data set available
to them covered April 1992–February 2010; Almeida and Jablonski (2011) add
a few more points extending it to August 2010, and argue on this basis for a
system containing two circumstellar low-mass bodies. Our partly-overlapping
new timings extend the time base to March 2011, and provide independent, if
weak, support for a recent increase in QS Vir’s orbital period.
12.5 Conclusions
Twelve PCEBs with observations covering between three and seven years in the
SuperWASP archive were analysed here for evidence of period and/or light curve
amplitude change, potentially indicating the presence of circumbinary planets.
Their periods were found to high precision, agreeing very closely with those found
in previous studies. Hundreds of primary eclipse timings were also determined
for the objects, in many cases for previously unobserved epochs, and are made
available online3, for future study of these systems’ period variations.
Period changes found in much previous work were strongly conﬁrmed here
for HW Vir, as was the stability of the periods of AA Dor and NSVS 07826147.
New eclipse timings of NSVS 14256825, NY Vir and QS Vir, previously sug-
gested as hosts for third bodies, provided some support for period change, while
claims of period variations for HS 2231+2441 were not supported by our data.
V471 Tau could not be analysed for period variations due to its dramatic and
apparently irregular amplitude changes. For 2M 1938+4603 and DE CVn, pre-
viously published eclipse timings had not been suﬃcient to make strong claims;
we found no plausible evidence for period changes in these systems. However,
3vizier.cfa.harvard.edu/viz-bin/VizieR?-source=J/A+A/566/A128
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for ASAS 10232, our data provided fairly strong evidence for period increase be-
tween May 2006 and June 2011, and perhaps for systematic amplitude changes
as well, which might suggest this system as a further candidate for containing a
circumbinary third body.
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Table 12.1: PCEBs observable in SuperWASP archive
System SuperWASP ID Type Time base P P˙ P˙ limit Ref. min.
short name (Jhhmmss.ss±ddmmss.s) MM/(20)YY (s) (s yr-1) (s yr-1) (HJD-2450000)
AA Dor J053140.34−695302.1 sdOB+dM/BD 09/08–03/11 22597.030(3) 0.01 4738.35858(3)
ASAS 102321 J102321.90−373659.9 sdB+dM 05/06–06/11 12032.8839(9) 0.0073(12) 0.003 3860.198595(14)
EC 10246−2707 J102656.50−272256.7 sdB+dM 05/06–06/12 10239.0898(3) 0.0012(8) 0.003 3860.160327(12)
HS 2231+2441 J223421.48+245657.5 sdB+BD(?) 05/04–09/10 9554.789(2) 0.03 3150.651562(11)
HW Vir J124420.23−084016.8 sdB+dM 07/06–03/11 10084.5643(6) 0.00287(9) 0.0003 3924.150031(12)
2M 1938+46032 J193832.60+460359.1 sdB+dM 05/04–07/10 10866.1147(17) 0.01 3128.537206(13)
NSVS 078261473 J153349.46+375928.2 sdB+dM 05/04–06/11 13976.9668(4) 0.0003 3128.425870(16)
NSVS 14256825 J202000.46+043756.4 sdOB+dM 06/06–08/11 9536.3263(5) 0.0019(8) 0.003 3904.675222(11)
NY Vir J133848.16−020149.3 sdB+dM 07/07–03/11 8727.7761(7) −0.0016(6) 0.003 4307.134430(10)
DE CVn J132653.28+453246.9 WD+dM 05/04–03/11 31461.639(8) 0.03 3128.30088(4)
QS Vir J134952.07−131337.34 WD+dM 07/07–03/11 13025.4555(8) 0.007(3) 0.01 4307.164866(15)
V471 Tau J035024.96+171447.4 WD+dK2 09/06–11/11 45030.05(4)
1ASAS J102322−3737.0
22MASS J19383260+4603591
3Listed as NSVS 07826247 in Zorotovic and Schreiber (2013).
4Archive also contains slightly poorer quality observations of this object under the identifier 1SWASP J134952.00−131336.9.
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Chapter 13
The multiplicity fraction of
SuperWASP stars
13.1 Introduction
The importance of multiplicity for an understanding of stellar evolution is hard
to overestimate. Single stars now appear to be in a minority, especially at higher
masses (the recent review of Ducheˆne and Kraus (2013) indicated a multiplicity
fraction for intermediate-mass stars ≥50%, rising to ≥80% for the most massive
stars), and binary interactions are probably responsible for creating several dif-
ferent types of supernovae, novae and unusual star types such as blue stragglers.
Amongst binaries, a signiﬁcant proportion appear to be part of higher-order
multiple systems (Tokovinin (2014a,b) estimated 29% for F and G dwarfs in a
distance-limited sample), and such triples, quadruples etc. also have much to tell
us about the formation and stability of stellar systems (see e.g. Michaely and
Perets (2014); Naoz and Fabrycky (2014)).
Higher-order multiple star systems can be detected by a range of methods
including direct resolution, radial velocity and proper motion analysis. For a
survey like SuperWASP, additional eclipses in a binary light curve may occasion-
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ally reveal further bodies in a system, as in Ch. 11, but a more widely applicable
technique will be the detection of eclipse timing variations producing an approxi-
mately sinusoidal curve in an O−C diagram, as in Ch. 10 and 12. (This approach
was used by Rappaport et al. (2013) to search for candidate triples in the Kepler
eclipsing binary catalogue.) Here, we use a preliminary catalogue of candidate
SuperWASP eclipsing binaries to search for orbital period changes potentially
indicative of third bodies. These statistics can then be used to suggest a lower
limit to the higher-order multiplicity fraction of SuperWASP stars.
13.2 Method
A provisional catalogue of SuperWASP eclipsing binary candidates was produced
by Payne (2013), using a neural net classiﬁcation method for all objects listed in
the database with periods found by the method described in Norton et al. (2007,
2011). The catalogue contained 2875 objects classiﬁed as EW-type binaries, 5226
EB-type, 5826 EA-type exhibiting two eclipses per cycle, and 7056 potential EA-
type systems in which only a single eclipse was visible. Owing to the large number
of false positives expected in the last group, only the ﬁrst three groups of sources
were considered here for further analysis.
13927 light curves were downloaded from the archive, and a form of the ah3
code (Ch. 4 and 5), modiﬁed for large numbers, was run on them. This checked
and reﬁned the orbital period associated with each object identiﬁer, searching
within a range centered on the catalogue period (itself derived from the archive
database); produced a phase-folded light curve and mean ﬁtting curve (with 100
bins); generated O−C, amplitude change and absolute ﬂux change diagrams;
and determined a rate of period change where this was supported by the O−C
diagram. The output for each identiﬁer was an image ﬁle allowing visual checking
of the light curve, O−C diagram etc., and a log ﬁle line summarizing key statistics
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Figure 13.1: Light curve for J171747
(automatically classiﬁed as EW-
type) folded at P = 38649.224 ±
0.006 s, with binned mean curve over-
plotted in red. A representative error
bar for a single observation is shown
in the lower corner.
Figure 13.2: O−C diagram for
J171747 spanning eight years. Red
points and their adjusted uncertain-
ties were automatically selected for
period change determination; black
points and uncertainties were ex-
cluded as outliers (a few additional
more extreme outliers fall outside the
bounds of the plot). Blue solid line
shows best linear ﬁt (reduced χ2 =
13.58, 548 d.f.); green dashed line
shows best quadratic ﬁt (χ2 = 1.03,
547 d.f.), strongly supporting a secu-
lar period increase, with rate 0.1466±
0.0018 s yr-1.
such as number of data points in the light curve, mean ﬂux, period, period change
etc.
The log ﬁle revealed a number of objects clustered near particular periods:
1/4, 1/3, 2/5 and 2/3 of a sidereal day in particular. Visual checks of these
objects (mainly on the EA list) conﬁrmed that they were spurious periodic vari-
ables, with the variability resulting from temperature-related instrumental eﬀects
occurring daily e.g. peaks or troughs in the light curve at the start of each night’s
observations. These identiﬁers were removed from the list. For some objects, no
signiﬁcant period could be found in the given range, or no O−C diagram could
be constructed (due to insuﬃcient successful ﬁts to nightly observations), and
these objects were also removed from further consideration. These preliminary
checks left 2844 EW-type, 5073 EB-type and 5323 EA-type objects.
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Figure 13.3: Light curve for J014933
(automatically classiﬁed as EW-
type) folded at P = 29445.863 ±
0.005 s.
Figure 13.4: O−C diagram for
J014933 covering about three years.
Blue solid line shows best linear ﬁt
(χ2 = 32.05, 203 d.f.); green dashed
line shows best quadratic ﬁt (χ2 =
1.00, 202 d.f.), strongly supporting
a secular period decrease, with rate
−0.392± 0.005 s yr-1.
For the remaining objects, where period change had been found by the code,
the ratio between best linear and quadratic ﬁt (reduced, modiﬁed) χ2 values for
the O−C diagram was used to select a sample for visual checking. (See Ch. 6
for more detail on how the signiﬁcance of such ratios could be tested in indi-
vidual cases; the number of degrees of freedom had a negligible impact on the
diﬀerence between the two ﬁts for each object.) All output ﬁles were checked
down to a ratio of 1.25, below which it was hard to judge the classiﬁcation by
eye; the tests applied to PCEBs in Ch. 12 had also indicated that ratios below
1.05 did not generally indicate statistically signiﬁcant period change. This meant
that 679 EW-type, 436 EB-type and 806 EA-type objects were checked visually,
and assigned a classiﬁcation: plausible quadratic variation in the O−C diagram
(supporting secular period change); plausible sinusoidal variation (supporting
alternating period increases and decreases); no apparent period change (usually
due to erratic time sampling misleading the program’s ﬁtting algorithm); erro-
neous period found (usually due to the original input period being signiﬁcantly
wrong); or unclear (usually when the time sampling was very sparse or the time
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Figure 13.5: Light curve for J030313
(automatically classiﬁed as EW-
type) folded at P = 28942.582 ±
0.003 s.
Figure 13.6: O−C diagram for
J030313 spanning six years. Blue
solid line shows best linear ﬁt (χ2 =
11.74, 265 d.f.); green dashed line
shows best quadratic ﬁt (χ2 = 3.01,
264 d.f.), neither of which matches
the data well. A sinusoidal variation
is supported.
basis very limited).
13.3 Results
Period change was indicated by ah3 for 2305/2844 EW-type, 3227/5073 EB-type
and 3076/5323 EA-type objects. However, these fractions cannot be taken at face
value: large numbers of these apparent changes involved very small diﬀerences
between the best linear ﬁt and the best quadratic ﬁt to the O−C diagram,
which would probably not have been statistically signiﬁcant; many of the EA-
type objects exhibiting apparent period change also turned out to have erroneous
periods - usually very long periods which were likely multiples of the true period
- and this could create the illusion of quadratic period change.
480/679 EW-type visually-checked objects were classiﬁed as exhibiting plau-
sible period change, of which 388 showed quadratic and 92 sinusoidal behaviour
(see Appendix B Tables B.1 and B.2 for complete list). Figs. 13.1 to 13.4 illus-
trate clear cases of period increase and decrease respectively, in this type, while
Fig. 13.6 shows a more sinusoidal variation. Extending this proportion to all
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Figure 13.7: Light curve for J064024
(automatically classiﬁed as EB-type)
folded at P = 44851.164± 0.007 s.
Figure 13.8: O−C diagram for
J064024 covering six years. Blue
solid line shows best linear ﬁt (χ2 =
2.96, 466 d.f.); green dashed line
shows best quadratic ﬁt (χ2 =
1.01, 465 d.f.), strongly supporting
a secular period decrease, with rate
−0.277± 0.009 s yr-1.
Figure 13.9: Light curve for J165649
(automatically classiﬁed as EB-type)
folded at P = 23775.304 ± 0.003 s.
The short period and light curve
shape would probably support EW-
type classiﬁcation instead.
Figure 13.10: O−C diagram for
J165649 spanning eight years. Blue
solid line shows best linear ﬁt (χ2 =
4.51, 582 d.f.); green dashed line
shows best quadratic ﬁt (χ2 = 2.14,
581 d.f.), which are similarly poor
matches to the data. A sinusoidal
variation is strongly supported.
the objects with linear-quadratic ﬁt ratios above 1.05, and adjusting the whole
sample size to account for expected numbers of erroneous periods and uncertain
cases, we can estimate that about 41% of the EW-type objects are undergoing
period change (see Table 13.5 for the full ﬁgures used in this calculation).
167/436 EB-type objects were classiﬁed as exhibiting plausible period change,
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Figure 13.11: Light curve for J172023
(automatically classiﬁed as EB-type,
but more plausibly EW-type) folded
at P = 27251.304± 0.002 s.
Figure 13.12: O−C diagram for
J172023 spanning eight years. Blue
solid line shows best linear ﬁt (χ2 =
4.34, 627 d.f.); green dashed line
shows best quadratic ﬁt (χ2 = 2.08,
626 d.f.), both poor matches to the
data. A sinusoidal variation is sup-
ported.
Figure 13.13: Light curve for J133349
(automatically classiﬁed as EA-type)
folded at P = 151475.59± 0.07 s.
Figure 13.14: O−C diagram for
J133349 spanning seven years. Blue
solid line shows best linear ﬁt (χ2 =
5.94, 75 d.f.); green dashed line shows
best quadratic ﬁt (χ2 = 1.04, 74 d.f.),
strongly supporting a secular period
increase, with rate 1.78± 0.09 s yr-1.
137 quadratic and 30 sinusoidal (see Appendix B Tables B.3 and B.4 for complete
list). Fig. 13.8 illustrates secular period change in this type, while Figs. 13.9 to
13.12 show clear sinusoidal variation (though these might be better described
as EW-type systems). Scaling up the numbers as before (Table 13.5), we can
estimate that about 19% of the EB-type objects are undergoing period change.
189/806 EA-type objects were classiﬁed as exhibiting plausible period change,
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Figure 13.15: Light curve for J161253
(automatically classiﬁed as EA-type)
folded at P = 35162.816± 0.007 s.
Figure 13.16: O−C diagram for
J161253 covering just over three
years. Blue solid line shows best lin-
ear ﬁt (χ2 = 4.15, 235 d.f.); green
dashed line shows best quadratic ﬁt
(χ2 = 1.10, 234 d.f.). Although a
reasonable quadratic ﬁt to the ﬁrst
three years of data has been achieved,
the O−C trends within each year and
the location of the partial data from
year 4 on the diagram lend more sup-
port to a sinusoidal variation of no-
tably short duration (modulating pe-
riod ∼ 2 y).
171 quadratic and 18 sinusoidal (see Appendix B Tables B.5 and B.6 for complete
list). Fig. 13.14 illustrates secular period change in this type, while Fig. 13.16
shows probable sinusoidal variation. Scaling up the numbers as before (Ta-
ble 13.5), we can estimate that about 14% of the EA-type objects are undergoing
period change.
Plotting (quadratic) period change measurements against periods (Fig. 13.17)
for the three types of eclipsing systems, we may note that the most rapid changes
are found in the long-period EA-type binaries, while the short-period EWs all
have period changes below 1 s yr-1 in magnitude. The shortest P/P˙ timescale
(i.e. a time to merger, if the period decrease continued at this rate) is seen in
EB/EW-type object J051927 (Figs. 13.21 and 13.22), at ∼24000 years.
The period change distributions for the three types (Figs. 13.18 to 13.20)
are very similar in shape: peaked strongly at small values on each side of zero,
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Figure 13.17: Period change mea-
surements for 638 distinct sources
exhibiting apparent quadratic varia-
tion in their O−C diagrams, plotted
against their orbital periods. EW-
type binaries are shown in red, EB-
types in blue, and EA-types in black.
Figure 13.18: Period change distribu-
tion for EA-type eclipsing binaries.
Figure 13.19: Period change distribu-
tion for EB-type eclipsing binaries.
Figure 13.20: Period change distribu-
tion for EW-type eclipsing binaries.
with approximately Gaussian tails at larger values, and a gap around zero itself,
where genuine period changes are very hard to detect. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test of the positive values of each distribution against the negative values does
not support any signiﬁcant diﬀerence between them i.e. they are symmetric in
a statistical sense. However, when all three distributions are considered simul-
taneously, the K-S test provides near-signiﬁcant support for the two sides being
drawn from diﬀerent underlying distributions (P=0.07), and we may note that
the peak on the positive side is slightly higher than the peak on the negative side
in all three histograms.
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Figure 13.21: Light curve for J051927
(automatically classiﬁed as EB-type,
but more likely EW-type) folded at
P = 27112.04± 0.02 s.
Figure 13.22: O−C diagram for
J051927 covering just over three
years. Blue solid line shows best lin-
ear ﬁt (χ2 = 2.06, 174 d.f.); green
dashed line shows best quadratic ﬁt
(χ2 = 1.06, 173 d.f.), strongly sup-
porting a secular period decrease,
with rate −1.13± 0.09 s yr-1.
13.4 Discussion
As in Ch. 8, it is notable that the (quadratic) period change distributions found
here are all broadly symmetric, with binary systems of all three light curve classes
apparently as likely to increase in orbital period as to decrease. This would not
necessarily be expected given the usual model of main sequence binaries tending
to evolve from wider to smaller separations, primarily due to magnetic braking.
An explanation might be found by considering the sinusoidal period changes
clearly seen in some of the O−C diagrams with long baselines e.g. J165649. In
Fig. 13.10, if we only had the ﬁrst ﬁve or six year of observations, the data would
be well-ﬁtted by a quadratic opening upwards, and we should conclude that the
system was undergoing rapid period increase; conversely, if we only had the last
ﬁve years of data, the diagram would support a quadratic opening downwards,
and the system would appear to be undergoing steady period decrease. Given
this, it seems plausible that many of the apparent quadratic changes detected
here would prove to be part of longer-term sinusoidal variations if we continued
to observe the systems. If the majority of period changes in our data set are
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actually short sections of sinusoidal variations, this would neatly explain the
symmetric distributions seen in Figs. 13.18 to 13.20, since the sections would be
equally likely to be drawn from any part of the underlying sinusoid, implying
equal numbers of apparent positive and negative period changes, on average, for
a large sample.
There are two plausible causes for such widespread sinusoidal period vari-
ations. The Applegate mechanism could produce semi-sinusoidal modulations,
of amplitude ∆P/P ∼ 10−5 on a time scale of decades, in close binaries con-
taining at least one active, convective star; luminosity variations would also be
expected to be observed with the same period as the O−C modulation. However,
it is unlikely that this mechanism is responsible for most of the cases seen here,
which include widely-separated long-period binaries as well as W UMa-type sys-
tems, systems not exhibiting obvious luminosity changes of the correct period
(e.g. J165649), systems exhibiting modulation on quite short time scales (e.g.
J161253) and O−C amplitudes substantially too large (e.g. J051927).
A more straightforward explanation, which would be applicable to nearly
all types of eclipsing systems seen here, would be the inﬂuence of a third body
inducing sinusoidal period modulation through the Roemer (light travel time)
delay and/or the physical delay for a third star in an eccentric or inclined-plane
orbit (Rappaport et al. (2013) gives further details of the expected contributions
of each eﬀect in systems of diﬀerent conﬁgurations). Further support for this
cause is provided by the greater frequency of period changes seen in short-period
EW-type systems compared with long-period EBs and EAs (Fig. 13.17): the
modulation amplitude may be expected to be greater, and the modulation period
shorter, in closer systems containing low-mass binaries. Moreover, a third star
may have actually driven a binary to shorter orbital periods and towards contact
conﬁguration through Kozai cycles (Kozai, 1962). Additionally, higher-order
multiplicity in some eclipsing SuperWASP binaries has been strongly supported
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by other techniques (see Ch. 10 and 11), so these systems are not inherently
unlikely.
If the majority of period changes measured here are associated with third
bodies, their frequency within the sample of SuperWASP eclipsing binary can-
didates allows us to estimate the frequency of triples amongst binaries more
generally, as around 24%. This lies between Tokovinin’s slightly higher ﬁgure of
29% for F and G dwarfs (taking into account detection biases), and Rappaport
et al.’s estimate of “at least 20% of all close binaries”.
13.5 Conclusion
A neural-net-based catalogue of ∼14000 candidate SuperWASP eclipsing binaries
was searched to check their orbital periods and classiﬁcation, and to search for
evidence of period change. Numerous clear cases of quadratic and sinusoidal
variation in O−C diagrams were observed; interpreting the quadratic variation
as sections of longer-period sinusoidal variation would explain the symmetrical
period change distributions observed in all three classes of binaries. If this period
modulation is caused by third bodies, this allows us to estimate a lower limit for
the higher-order multiplicity fraction among local galactic binaries of around
24%, which tallies well with other estimates.
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Table 13.1: Object statistics used in multiplicity calculations
EW-type EB-type EA-type
Total objects considered 2844 5073 5323
Period change found by ah3 2305 3227 3076
Objects with χ2 ratio ≥1.051 1414 1395 1797
Objects without apparent period change2 1430 3678 3526
Objects checked visually 679 436 806
Period change conﬁrmed visually 480 167 189
Period change rejected visually 88 50 48
Wrong period detected visually 24 33 340
Unclear cases on visual check 87 186 229
Expected genuine period change3 1000 534 421
Expected wrong periods4 50 106 758
Expected unclear cases5 364 2164 1512
Expected valid objects6 2430 2803 3053
Expected period change percentage7 41.2% 19.1% 13.8%
1See Section 13.2 for explanation of this ratio.
2I.e. row 1 - row 3.
3Obtained by extending the confirmed period change ratio (row 6 / row 5) to all objects
with plausibly-significant χ2 ratios (row 3).
4Obtained by extending the detected wrong period ratio (row 8 / row 5) to all objects with
plausibly-significant χ2 ratios (row 3).
5Obtained by extending the unclear cases ratio (row 9 / row 5) to all objects considered
(row 1).
6I.e. total objects considered minus expected objects with wrong periods or unclear cases
(row 1 - (row 11 + row 12)).
7I.e. (row 10 / row 13) × 100%.
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Conclusion
This research project had as its primary aim the investigation of variable stars
exhibiting varying periods using SuperWASP data, and it quickly came to focus
primarily upon eclipsing binaries in the archive. Techniques suited to analyzing
large quantities of high-cadence but often low signal-to-noise photometric obser-
vations were developed incrementally (IDL codes handle, autohandle, ah2 and
ah3 ), and proved successful in measuring orbital periods precisely, and detecting
and quantifying period changes, both in real and synthetic test data.
Original results were achieved in seven main areas. First, in a “proof of
concept” that eclipsing binary period changes could be detected in SuperWASP
archival data, 53 very short-period candidate W UMa-type binaries previously
identiﬁed by Norton et al. (2011) were searched for evidence of period change;
several of their period measurements were corrected, and highly signiﬁcant pe-
riod change was observed in three objects, one of which (J234401) appeared to
be a candidate for stellar merger on a relatively short timescale. This collection
of SuperWASP binary candidates near the short-period limit (P <20000 s) was
then expanded to 143 following a semi-automated search of the archive, 97 of
which were new discoveries; their smooth period distribution seemed to support
an explanation for the short-period limit involving binaries reaching critical con-
ﬁgurations and evolving rapidly towards merger, rather than it being a mere
observational consequence of the current age of the Universe. Signiﬁcant pe-
riod changes were observed in many of these binaries, though surprisingly with
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a nearly symmetrical distribution about zero.
Several individual candidate binaries from these collections were subsequently
followed up spectroscopically, and with further photometric observations. For
J150822 and J160156, this enabled conﬁrmation of their status as spectroscopic
and eclipsing binaries; their light and radial velocity curves were then modelled
to determine their system and component parameters, contributing to funda-
mental knowledge in the relatively under-studied ﬁelds of low-mass stars and
short-period contact systems. However, J234401 proved more mysterious: high-
resolution spectra did not exhibit the expected evidence for line splitting and
shifting; moreover, its O−C curve over a longer time base supported an approx-
imately sinusoidal variation in period length. After exploring rotational mod-
ulation and brown dwarf companion explanations, we favoured a triple system
model in which a low-mass contact eclipsing binary orbited a more massive star
dominating the combined spectrum; multicolour photometric follow-up by C.
Koen subsequently supported this theory.
Another multiple system emerged from the short-period binary samples: J093010,
whose erratic O−C diagram alerted our attention to additional eclipses in its
(contact binary) light curve, associated with a second, longer-period detached
eclipsing binary at the same location. Spectroscopic and multicolour photo-
metric follow-up observations by ourselves and Koo et al. (2014) strongly sup-
ported these two binaries being gravitationally bound together, and revealed the
existence of a ﬁfth star associated with the detached binary. Only ﬁve other
doubly-eclipsing quadruple systems had been discovered at that time; that this
is apparently a doubly-eclipsing quintuple system makes it even more unusual
and intriguing. Our modelling of the components of the system indicated that
they are all fairly low-mass late G to early M stars in a single orbital plane,
and probably fragmented from a single protostellar disk. This nearby, bright
system thus has the potential to tell us much about the formation and stability
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of hierarchical multiples.
Another group of unusual eclipsing binaries was also studied for evidence of
orbital period variation, potentially (but controversially) associated with planetary-
mass companions: post-common-envelope eclipsing systems like the prototype
HW Vir. Eleven such objects have long-term light curves in the SuperWASP
archive, and were studied using the most sensitive version of my code; we were
able to conﬁrm at high signiﬁcance the period changes previously observed by
other researchers in HWVir, and at lower signiﬁcance changes in NSVS 14256825,
NY Vir and QS Vir; in ASAS 10232 we found signiﬁcant evidence for period
increase not previously claimed by others. Our hundreds of new SuperWASP
eclipse timings for these much-studied systems should provide useful evidence in
the current debate over the existence of circumbinary planets in such extreme
environments.
Finally, a collection of∼14000 candidate SuperWASP eclipsing binaries found
by Payne (2013) was explored for evidence of period changes, with similar results
to the earlier and smaller study of very short-period binaries: period change
distributions for EA, EB and EW-type eclipsing systems at a wide range of
periods were broadly symmetric about zero. We propose as explanation for this
surprising ﬁnding that the majority of the period changes observed are caused by
third bodies: if a long enough time-base were considered, the quadratic variations
in their O−C diagrams might prove to be short sections of sinusoidal variations.
This idea is supported by the clear observation of sinusoidal variations in some
of the O−C diagrams. If correct, this would allow us to estimate a lower limit for
the fraction of SuperWASP binaries in triple systems as around 24%, which tallies
well with other estimates for the higher-order multiplicity fraction of lower-mass
binaries.
These results have only scratched the surface of the valuable evidence on vari-
able stars hidden in the SuperWASP archive. Many of the systems investigated
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here have already proved to be of interest for the wider astronomical community
and would repay further study: as examples of low-mass stars whose physical
parameters are accessible through joint photometric and spectroscopic observa-
tions; as short-period contact binaries potentially close to a poorly-understood
merger stage of (main-sequence) stellar evolution; as unusual higher-order multi-
ple systems which challenge current models for star formation. Speciﬁcally, our
tentative argument that around a quarter of binaries may have additional stellar
companions could provide input and constraints for stellar population synthesis
models and numerical simulations of cluster formation. In light of this, it would
be highly desirable to follow up promising candidates for triple systems such as
J165649 (Fig. 13.10), to conﬁrm their status, perhaps by direct resolution of a
third body, and so derive information on component masses, brightnesses, sep-
arations and relative orbital inclinations. It would also be interesting to run a
form of my period and period change-searching code on the entire SuperWASP
database of∼30 million objects to look for eclipsing binary candidates potentially
missed in Payne’s work - perhaps exploiting the ﬂux distribution idea outlined in
Sect. 4.5. And ﬁnally, somewhere in the archive, a binary approaching imminent
merger may still be waiting to be discovered.
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Appendix A
Light curves and O−C diagrams
for 143 objects
The following ﬁgures show folded light curves (left) and O−C diagrams (right)
for 143 objects. On the O−C diagrams, the dotted lines represent the best linear
ﬁt to the data, and the solid lines the best quadratic ﬁt. Note that many O−C
diagrams represent non-signiﬁcant period change, or were disregarded due to
paucity of data: see Table 8.1 for signiﬁcant results.
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Figure A.1: Light curves and O−C diagrams for 143 objects
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Appendix B
Lists of SuperWASP EBs
exhibiting period changes
Table B.1: Periods and quadratic period change determinations for 388 EW-type
eclipsing binary candidates.
WASP ID (1SWASP P δP P˙ δP˙ Lin. Quad.
Jhhmmss.ss±ddmmss.s) /s /s /s yr-1 /s yr-1 ﬁt χ2 ﬁt χ2
J000139.04-362125.6 23055.9526 0.0035 0.10153 0.01084 1.41 1.02
J000309.18-345618.4 22931.8584 0.0024 0.03004 0.00312 1.41 1.00
J001259.92+141858.3 28468.7719 0.0047 0.16307 0.01053 2.37 1.08
J001536.38+312111.81 26700.2768 0.0050 0.11666 0.01319 1.40 1.01
J001537.75+312045.41 26700.2626 0.0050 0.11709 0.01377 1.43 1.05
J002328.00-204150.0 35829.8821 0.0073 0.21826 0.00243 0.75 7.23
J002446.47+192503.1 34684.7733 0.0036 0.06151 0.00638 1.70 1.02
J002449.36-274418.9 27100.4861 0.0029 0.10369 0.00627 3.01 1.39
J002540.75-344942.8 23210.3472 0.0043 0.03466 0.00334 1.44 1.01
J002828.13+262749.9 28027.8361 0.0062 0.10126 0.00360 5.22 1.03
J003033.53+392722.9 36040.0447 0.0041 0.03444 0.00309 1.49 1.01
J004240.46-295638.3 26065.7641 0.0030 0.16061 0.00320 2.34 2.54
J004633.78-333058.0 25845.7152 0.0027 0.02974 0.00334 1.36 1.03
J004637.72+315117.4 29674.0043 0.0031 0.04501 0.00273 2.14 1.01
J004920.20+232516.8 31037.5712 0.0020 0.07318 0.00385 3.35 1.06
J005101.52+283749.3 25141.5830 0.0021 0.05593 0.00503 1.74 1.00
J005408.45+385402.4 25582.1462 0.0018 0.02136 0.00186 1.61 1.00
J010642.20-330857.9 19187.5812 0.0024 0.05851 0.00693 1.36 1.00
1This “object” and its neighbour(s) at similar coordinates are duplicates of a single astro-
physical object.
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Table B.1: (continued)
WASP ID (1SWASP P δP P˙ δP˙ Lin. Quad.
Jhhmmss.ss±ddmmss.s) /s /s /s yr-1 /s yr-1 ﬁt χ2 ﬁt χ2
J010705.03+321208.9 36353.2310 0.0060 0.10231 0.00382 5.11 1.09
J010857.78+214640.2 26618.9627 0.0035 0.06599 0.00306 4.30 1.01
J012655.03+305219.6 32237.0103 0.0023 0.04150 0.00158 4.37 1.05
J013015.91+333918.5 35108.4868 0.0065 0.09971 0.00504 3.61 1.87
J013200.97-220217.01 28278.9545 0.0045 0.04683 0.00273 1.90 1.06
J013201.00-220225.11 28278.9529 0.0024 0.04661 0.00278 1.84 1.05
J013629.46+015020.8 23080.2017 0.0079 0.15775 0.01072 2.01 1.01
J014431.77-134956.4 22963.5012 0.0086 0.22716 0.02414 1.46 1.00
J014933.69-193729.2 29445.8626 0.0048 0.39174 0.00493 2.05 1.00
J015437.68-040908.11 33492.9996 0.0140 0.12377 0.01235 1.52 1.02
J015438.89-040920.21 33493.0274 0.0157 0.13047 0.01284 1.55 1.02
J020759.54-285841.4 36464.1647 0.0070 0.15275 0.00927 2.43 1.04
J020921.37+142358.4 24007.1559 0.0028 0.16642 0.00814 3.37 1.06
J021544.21-202410.2 25134.4635 0.0028 0.04088 0.00269 1.81 1.02
J021547.14-045208.2 24878.2912 0.0085 0.18038 0.01942 1.42 1.00
J022531.17-185947.3 32301.0483 0.0036 0.05981 0.00408 1.72 1.00
J022758.57-125932.0 24163.6986 0.0104 0.52411 0.05853 1.74 1.06
J023129.78-125221.9 22339.8286 0.0111 0.44133 0.06492 1.38 1.02
J025203.36+093116.5 25701.5310 0.0092 0.34546 0.04807 1.33 1.00
J025305.48-203139.3 39645.4547 0.0042 0.08046 0.00483 2.04 1.00
J030155.78-391442.8 26997.6296 0.0040 0.16712 0.01365 1.67 1.00
J030314.81-231112.0 39451.3788 0.0052 0.11707 0.00886 1.97 1.02
J031751.34-361530.3 34135.4342 0.0026 0.04354 0.00400 1.59 1.01
J032810.22-250400.41 27259.6772 0.0026 0.08928 0.00705 1.68 1.00
J032811.87-250330.01 27259.6801 0.0023 0.08415 0.00396 2.80 1.02
J033531.91+055850.3 27540.4049 0.0081 0.14727 0.02206 1.26 1.00
J033609.51-183826.6 24410.0097 0.0046 0.12775 0.00653 2.41 1.07
J034927.54+125432.3 26384.1149 0.0047 0.02585 0.00376 1.27 1.01
J035212.51-343325.8 27357.8370 0.0043 0.04581 0.00641 1.25 1.00
J035422.58-360538.4 25094.6166 0.0024 0.05866 0.00639 1.47 1.08
J035546.30+070816.2 32457.1878 0.0067 0.14795 0.01776 1.37 1.01
J041036.33+340258.6 23369.3663 0.0047 0.07502 0.00662 2.03 1.00
J041120.40-230232.3 18690.4686 0.0021 0.04659 0.00447 1.58 1.03
J041418.36-462657.1 26925.5386 0.0012 0.01631 0.00154 1.37 1.01
J041651.90-045351.9 24782.5942 0.0062 0.11603 0.01535 1.32 1.00
J041711.37+015851.0 23720.9411 0.0023 0.08107 0.00869 1.41 1.03
J041813.35-061534.0 28317.9685 0.0132 0.28679 0.02431 1.71 1.00
J043424.83+082201.8 36619.5424 0.0344 0.62464 0.02290 5.39 1.07
J043935.24-301034.3 22885.1316 0.0019 0.05043 0.00391 1.64 1.04
J044622.57+044054.3 22356.0914 0.0054 0.66685 0.04150 2.40 1.03
J045657.16-092952.9 22517.4106 0.0064 0.15060 0.02224 1.28 1.02
J050203.72-024807.5 27819.6332 0.0054 0.07488 0.00865 1.39 1.03
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J050225.71-152514.0 27088.7500 0.0044 0.61057 0.02231 4.82 1.05
J050317.30-344940.0 24952.5803 0.0026 0.08743 0.00441 2.40 1.05
J050333.59-252155.7 35776.1467 0.0061 0.27766 0.00561 0.64 1.04
J050416.72-192247.7 24789.6923 0.0027 0.11957 0.00365 4.73 1.56
J050734.80-212930.1 25031.4042 0.0042 0.11110 0.00920 1.55 1.00
J050922.02-193233.5 23400.7929 0.0021 0.04971 0.00260 2.18 1.04
J051146.32+043612.9 32992.3657 0.0246 0.75979 0.06914 1.69 1.05
J051359.39-454655.2 25328.4951 0.0026 0.17592 0.00825 2.30 1.06
J051842.33+142505.3 29759.2820 0.0057 0.10690 0.00530 3.32 1.05
J052354.95+164744.41 29674.3935 0.0081 0.06412 0.00757 1.44 1.00
J052357.13+164810.41 29674.4103 0.0069 0.04959 0.00690 1.32 1.00
J052449.39-280900.5 23827.0325 0.0017 0.05664 0.00242 3.60 1.76
J052623.59-335404.7 36878.9163 0.0046 0.28730 0.00830 4.72 1.01
J053002.84-013005.7 23728.0040 0.0056 0.04851 0.00527 1.31 1.01
J054137.57-382224.9 30198.5348 0.0046 0.10952 0.00485 3.84 2.28
J054905.38-255424.1 27048.7962 0.0022 0.05847 0.00335 2.34 1.42
J054911.37-190234.4 27150.1740 0.0020 0.04844 0.00319 1.90 1.04
J055302.53-401849.3 35022.3590 0.0110 0.17521 0.01181 1.64 1.06
J055707.88-273831.0 25645.9971 0.0030 0.03816 0.00242 1.80 1.02
J060556.82-534251.9 40058.9404 0.0076 0.32627 0.01445 2.53 1.06
J060759.31-340929.0 26225.3831 0.0015 0.03292 0.00181 2.05 1.01
J061150.72-451944.8 30805.7819 0.0028 0.06998 0.00214 3.75 1.59
J061512.11-401319.4 24726.3784 0.0027 0.06375 0.00206 3.04 1.03
J061537.07-452833.9 28346.6878 0.0042 0.06906 0.00499 1.47 1.05
J061624.13-461943.4 25621.6913 0.0014 0.08450 0.00313 2.64 1.02
J061855.12-253840.0 30188.6740 0.0068 0.07139 0.00632 1.50 1.01
J061916.96-464237.2 30294.6061 0.0071 0.15356 0.01264 1.54 1.04
J062155.28-430715.5 32498.1687 0.0051 0.07901 0.00486 1.59 1.03
J062909.20-435426.9 30862.9827 0.0042 0.09705 0.00296 3.25 1.03
J063019.95-443827.6 34837.4364 0.0050 0.09199 0.00318 2.90 1.04
J063641.97-370337.2 30038.2093 0.0033 0.11197 0.00674 2.02 1.07
J064341.20+375333.2 24991.2764 0.0172 0.13982 0.00834 2.65 1.01
J064427.46+294110.1 24995.6947 0.0122 0.07268 0.00315 4.90 1.00
J075521.21+334946.5 26201.9016 0.0046 0.03904 0.00494 1.48 1.01
J081516.14+405331.91 24760.0067 0.0025 0.09146 0.00528 3.69 1.24
J081518.82+405254.21 24760.0095 0.0049 0.06435 0.00819 1.54 1.00
J082211.83+390147.7 27384.7442 0.0054 0.23506 0.00647 1.86 3.15
J083321.24-082812.4 27524.5441 0.0048 0.08734 0.00843 1.50 1.04
J083355.99-120408.2 60518.3686 0.0181 0.90000 0.08250 1.56 1.01
J084303.35-034239.81 30115.5669 0.0045 0.19877 0.00819 3.17 1.04
J084303.58-034333.61 30115.6064 0.0062 0.19969 0.01429 1.71 1.00
J084303.97-034252.51 30115.5752 0.0032 0.19866 0.00661 4.37 1.02
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J084348.79+031638.7 25507.7987 0.0032 0.05582 0.00610 1.38 1.04
J090823.62-142253.2 27058.3137 0.0093 0.12744 0.01273 1.45 1.02
J091243.24-080852.8 29659.9419 0.0114 0.09967 0.01100 1.41 1.08
J091705.40-024737.1 27261.9611 0.0089 0.20891 0.01046 2.57 1.01
J091831.82-032026.0 29776.8529 0.0092 0.13341 0.01414 1.42 1.09
J092100.49-173234.9 25998.0625 0.0027 0.05768 0.00410 1.55 1.01
J095332.59-183407.1 37536.6198 0.0047 0.07672 0.00358 2.27 1.02
J095550.69-140934.9 20860.7266 0.0044 0.08577 0.00832 1.43 1.02
J100247.96+010540.3 36272.5545 0.0159 0.10612 0.00818 1.84 1.01
J101257.33+101655.2 30204.8562 0.0080 0.16796 0.01552 1.87 1.01
J102108.91-374909.8 26413.7076 0.0054 0.24352 0.00978 2.74 1.01
J102528.13-191054.9 22831.5515 0.0025 0.06100 0.00443 1.79 1.05
J103611.60-373726.1 46327.2451 0.0127 0.32522 0.01485 2.58 1.02
J104921.71-414044.41 29134.8355 0.0045 0.06307 0.00472 1.64 1.01
J104923.65-414108.31 29134.8386 0.0039 0.05606 0.00490 1.47 1.00
J105140.12-212440.5 24593.6251 0.0028 0.21326 0.00462 5.97 1.03
J105225.72-025919.3 25387.8518 0.0036 0.53388 0.02678 2.87 1.00
J105743.98-463334.2 37236.2227 0.0056 0.13070 0.00645 2.22 1.01
J110002.08+044206.5 25134.6343 0.0081 0.09380 0.00817 1.64 1.05
J111145.22-425459.7 29774.6720 0.0014 0.03222 0.00179 1.87 1.00
J111222.16-364056.5 45035.0673 0.0068 0.05032 0.00451 1.41 1.02
J112047.99-401142.8 32280.4463 0.0068 0.38600 0.00780 8.08 1.02
J112342.75-322002.01 22931.3401 0.0023 0.03283 0.00184 1.89 1.01
J112343.20-321942.91 22931.3374 0.0014 0.02991 0.00158 2.02 1.03
J113139.00-433217.4 32300.9349 0.0052 0.12681 0.00575 2.34 1.00
J113139.68-325540.5 25787.3042 0.0042 0.10023 0.00546 2.05 1.06
J113211.99-395459.51 29135.8924 0.0024 0.05023 0.00315 1.74 1.00
J113212.54-395531.01 29135.8871 0.0019 0.04517 0.00268 1.87 1.00
J114248.08-354857.5 31988.0439 0.0029 0.04379 0.00156 4.30 1.79
J114412.80-404650.1 29888.3967 0.0025 0.05223 0.00298 2.23 1.06
J114538.75-362254.0 35126.1024 0.0046 0.10517 0.00604 4.01 3.12
J115048.46-242321.81 30617.2588 0.0020 0.04223 0.00269 1.76 1.02
J115049.18-242303.11 30617.2567 0.0019 0.05177 0.00275 2.07 1.01
J115620.05-352844.8 25378.9201 0.0027 0.05774 0.00240 2.91 1.01
J115936.86-433130.5 23968.5980 0.0031 0.02613 0.00316 1.36 1.08
J120458.54+065536.9 27244.3477 0.0066 0.10206 0.00814 1.73 1.01
J120519.86-075606.3 29181.2555 0.0049 0.10092 0.01144 1.44 1.06
J120746.20-060202.3 22823.3528 0.0041 0.20136 0.01040 2.91 1.00
J120929.91-355556.8 30610.9392 0.0059 0.09082 0.00827 1.45 1.08
J121507.29-234352.3 30031.9203 0.0028 0.05000 0.00413 1.54 1.06
J121947.28-353242.9 29241.9904 0.0033 0.05391 0.00492 1.48 1.04
J122741.36-215102.8 26225.9542 0.0046 0.06890 0.00879 1.36 1.04
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J123242.36-384854.3 20648.4422 0.0023 0.09102 0.00485 2.20 1.03
J123300.28+264258.3 20506.7991 0.0009 0.01611 0.00085 3.57 1.79
J123305.52+270803.6 29197.4618 0.0027 0.03711 0.00469 1.35 1.02
J124015.04-184800.9 27355.9652 0.0080 0.17013 0.00637 8.67 4.48
J124337.23+384415.6 28243.7890 0.0025 0.02285 0.00151 3.80 2.35
J124446.27+411049.7 38327.1618 0.0037 0.02397 0.00321 1.42 1.01
J124858.67-305155.3 22978.8109 0.0015 0.05057 0.00580 1.28 1.00
J125121.44+271346.8 23041.6019 0.0027 0.04258 0.00205 9.24 6.79
J130450.15+072432.1 22990.8531 0.0070 0.10838 0.01462 1.28 1.01
J130625.40+342916.9 29608.1205 0.0035 0.05196 0.00297 2.63 1.01
J131032.21-040932.6 26891.6308 0.0083 0.21213 0.00394 5.44 1.13
J131150.67-423655.8 40089.0373 0.0061 0.11437 0.00674 2.08 1.06
J131531.04-142655.3 28223.5332 0.0079 0.30266 0.03044 1.59 1.02
J132253.52-405327.3 33876.9795 0.0075 0.22450 0.02131 1.47 1.04
J132801.70-272947.5 26141.2665 0.0026 0.15153 0.00404 7.40 2.08
J132844.14-214206.5 31464.0102 0.0070 0.30221 0.01377 2.88 1.03
J133105.91+121538.0 18836.3665 0.0080 0.03096 0.00346 1.61 1.02
J133229.87-300756.1 26792.3433 0.0019 0.03663 0.00427 1.32 1.03
J133246.14-174532.3 35376.1994 0.0078 0.18508 0.01075 3.97 2.10
J134005.59-021956.0 29880.9582 0.0071 0.24478 0.01457 2.27 1.01
J134247.31-185307.3 35336.9437 0.0074 0.22525 0.00564 8.39 1.47
J134615.95-221531.9 44053.8540 0.0098 0.62994 0.02444 3.91 1.02
J134713.10-351625.2 30344.3341 0.0031 0.05726 0.00591 1.41 1.05
J134738.72-213540.3 22578.3050 0.0035 0.14185 0.00667 3.29 1.01
J135105.28-110129.5 24360.9092 0.0064 0.22603 0.01532 2.18 1.00
J135150.82-021230.3 27719.3367 0.0040 0.06834 0.00798 1.38 1.04
J135250.67-181330.6 31143.2747 0.0036 0.09286 0.00563 2.28 1.02
J135835.27-334041.1 30831.5636 0.0022 0.04824 0.00402 1.52 1.02
J141203.55-365515.4 28565.5201 0.0044 0.17066 0.01170 2.09 1.12
J141844.85+020021.5 25242.8862 0.0113 0.48450 0.04844 1.50 1.02
J142144.07+464159.2 27532.7134 0.0028 0.05220 0.00185 7.53 2.38
J142344.98+374744.0 34323.3173 0.0029 0.07723 0.00529 1.95 1.00
J142443.22-261758.9 30667.9195 0.0033 0.06143 0.00416 1.85 1.00
J143009.36-185138.5 27951.9921 0.0020 0.02606 0.00223 1.37 1.02
J143415.01-193319.8 27678.8274 0.0034 0.02300 0.00166 1.54 1.05
J143515.00-042347.4 25375.0955 0.0102 0.29648 0.04032 1.28 1.01
J143642.70-203755.6 26015.5481 0.0022 0.14829 0.00291 8.42 1.09
J144338.24-332721.1 26174.6198 0.0049 0.24757 0.00817 4.95 1.06
J144618.02-300423.0 30387.0044 0.0067 0.13185 0.01327 1.42 1.01
J144618.27-194004.6 32225.5421 0.0083 0.06060 0.00607 1.28 1.01
J144621.23-300501.0 30387.0058 0.0047 0.12309 0.01162 1.45 1.02
J144813.07-211242.7 22579.3946 0.0017 0.06211 0.00191 3.99 1.02
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J145117.49+251215.9 26897.5111 0.0042 0.13617 0.00537 3.96 1.02
J145230.63-093907.0 28846.8080 0.0034 0.33714 0.00687 8.41 1.03
J145414.77-252457.7 34984.5557 0.0043 0.21348 0.02267 1.50 1.08
J145614.28-261748.0 29719.5204 0.0033 0.03019 0.00394 1.27 1.00
J145828.44+110554.9 30821.5898 0.0092 0.19315 0.02574 1.38 1.00
J150022.39-072654.4 24601.2138 0.0115 0.13449 0.00750 2.07 1.07
J150452.17-375739.0 32325.1884 0.0028 0.01589 0.00165 1.59 1.22
J150518.70+310308.8 26079.7292 0.0039 0.03757 0.00409 1.36 1.00
J150737.19+145509.3 27413.7898 0.0034 0.10585 0.00595 2.23 1.01
J151335.43-372546.2 21203.8749 0.0043 0.02200 0.00256 1.34 1.03
J151507.74-361806.4 22396.2570 0.0019 0.02924 0.00188 1.92 1.03
J151701.45+141023.2 28095.3438 0.0041 0.16591 0.00716 3.49 1.62
J151712.32-190322.5 26411.1233 0.0067 0.05052 0.00360 1.62 1.03
J152109.95-192941.1 29493.6960 0.0057 0.27987 0.01236 3.31 1.03
J152235.78+310803.4 39785.2796 0.0047 0.10126 0.00552 2.45 1.02
J152519.47+254259.1 34319.1321 0.0028 0.13630 0.00767 2.42 1.02
J154254.80-211525.2 24684.6690 0.0033 0.04584 0.00392 1.35 1.00
J154554.26-324113.8 42735.5930 0.0084 0.13557 0.00978 2.02 1.03
J154957.83-182437.9 28366.5990 0.0061 0.17653 0.00768 3.08 1.02
J155510.85+074146.8 26247.4750 0.0160 0.91080 0.09022 1.50 1.08
J155516.59-125730.4 20373.7404 0.0062 0.23818 0.01444 2.21 1.00
J161512.99-153227.4 35322.2624 0.0092 0.37012 0.04371 1.48 1.02
J162003.20+070728.7 23784.0653 0.0063 0.38570 0.00888 8.82 1.49
J162240.75+430108.1 35777.0890 0.0023 0.08138 0.00326 2.31 1.04
J162406.56+344241.9 36513.7552 0.0052 0.05781 0.00392 1.41 1.02
J163547.40+452458.6 29272.3826 0.0025 0.05384 0.00329 1.59 1.01
J164148.76+562234.7 30585.7751 0.0111 0.25232 0.03616 1.28 1.01
J164313.22+384539.2 33299.3766 0.0587 0.06319 0.00505 1.33 1.04
J164425.58+415809.2 36613.8563 0.0026 0.07810 0.00207 3.62 1.03
J164452.80+302816.7 20460.2343 0.0015 0.09470 0.00253 3.58 1.04
J164534.64+300748.3 25621.6811 0.0022 0.01426 0.00083 1.56 1.01
J165029.58+341856.3 28044.7983 0.0020 0.11182 0.00201 6.17 1.06
J165039.92+274423.8 25751.6575 0.0020 0.01991 0.00112 1.72 1.01
J165112.79+411758.3 29776.0995 0.0020 0.04688 0.00180 2.16 1.02
J170121.84+420949.9 31981.0904 0.0038 0.06619 0.00069 8.76 2.76
J170437.99+330348.7 36472.6505 0.0042 0.03006 0.00152 1.70 1.02
J170837.95+401421.0 25180.0648 0.0019 0.07409 0.00373 1.84 1.03
J171747.03+313601.9 38649.2241 0.0063 0.14663 0.00177 3.58 1.03
J171836.71+355408.61 24865.5887 0.0025 0.02641 0.00169 1.53 1.03
J171839.93+355426.21 24865.5857 0.0027 0.02940 0.00135 1.99 1.00
J172132.38+295145.0 32250.7103 0.0023 0.02643 0.00132 1.74 1.00
J172430.45+290650.2 34198.9545 0.0062 0.03546 0.00306 1.30 1.03
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J172621.82+534959.7 27380.7082 0.0034 0.02626 0.00203 1.29 1.00
J172630.75+350042.41 33879.1512 0.0026 0.12057 0.00282 3.89 1.02
J172631.34+350115.41 33879.1569 0.0034 0.12387 0.00259 4.88 1.07
J172800.35+380716.5 28143.6527 0.0024 0.02876 0.00163 1.50 1.02
J173046.12+440433.11 23388.4046 0.0023 0.01653 0.00106 1.40 1.03
J173048.26+440452.01 23388.3998 0.0026 0.01959 0.00106 1.56 1.04
J173329.70+355638.3 24962.3650 0.0045 0.09185 0.00339 2.28 1.00
J173413.54+440117.9 20765.0324 0.0042 0.04775 0.00155 2.63 1.07
J173920.60+354210.5 29648.2199 0.0041 0.16895 0.00270 1.42 2.12
J174241.53+385654.3 31040.6232 0.0023 0.14377 0.00661 2.11 1.04
J174353.45+313146.9 35217.0851 0.0034 0.10038 0.00438 2.36 1.03
J174509.72+332714.81 29018.9561 0.0032 0.02474 0.00199 1.40 1.00
J174511.09+332706.71 29018.9561 0.0033 0.02554 0.00187 1.50 1.02
J174641.37+340856.8 22629.1969 0.0033 0.07468 0.00441 1.74 1.02
J175238.97+434942.11 27327.3058 0.0021 0.03559 0.00232 1.57 1.00
J175239.07+434931.51 27327.3065 0.0027 0.03124 0.00240 1.40 1.00
J175239.54+434901.71 27327.3039 0.0029 0.03808 0.00354 1.28 1.00
J180025.61+401104.2 30962.4873 0.0051 0.13660 0.00401 3.79 1.04
J180328.64+475728.6 27639.8236 0.0024 0.05104 0.00273 1.84 1.00
J180733.25+465435.1 33061.6706 0.0033 0.08902 0.00239 4.40 1.04
J180818.61+343436.2 25172.8769 0.0019 0.06680 0.00184 4.10 1.09
J180947.64+490255.0 19688.4827 0.0015 0.01074 0.00092 1.34 1.02
J181033.53+421623.2 29245.4896 0.0034 0.04082 0.00193 2.09 1.01
J181125.92+431316.51 27066.9938 0.0015 0.02462 0.00166 1.62 1.05
J181126.34+431255.51 27066.9982 0.0022 0.02418 0.00154 1.71 1.06
J181127.16+431233.81 27066.9969 0.0015 0.02629 0.00160 1.67 1.02
J181152.45+373845.8 28181.2260 0.0027 0.03153 0.00277 1.38 1.08
J181630.80+371102.91 34709.7502 0.0027 0.09459 0.00189 7.53 1.00
J181632.07+371114.21 34709.7470 0.0040 0.09099 0.00211 5.79 1.01
J182013.98+465527.2 31616.7158 0.0035 0.03234 0.00276 1.40 1.07
J182345.47+410548.0 31860.0860 0.0024 0.06085 0.00198 3.02 1.01
J182358.52+351518.2 26403.7718 0.0042 0.17988 0.00588 3.22 1.08
J183053.08+485848.6 30036.2211 0.0037 0.14167 0.00370 4.11 1.02
J183454.44+372710.0 32371.7762 0.0043 0.06478 0.00623 1.28 1.01
J183823.68+423624.1 29452.0923 0.0044 0.03083 0.00191 1.59 1.00
J190122.57-454523.4 32536.8377 0.0057 0.27583 0.00795 6.18 1.06
J190755.84+495222.2 23662.2190 0.0057 0.21634 0.02520 1.25 1.00
J191525.86+424844.81 24292.5410 0.0023 0.05955 0.00287 2.57 1.03
J191525.89+424830.91 24292.5442 0.0028 0.06839 0.00288 3.16 1.04
J191844.50-332459.3 23707.0236 0.0020 0.05246 0.00474 1.65 1.00
J192104.48+561941.9 28883.5447 0.0034 0.05377 0.00498 1.38 1.00
J193731.58+494819.9 32374.7372 0.0050 0.27770 0.02871 1.46 1.05
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Table B.1: (continued)
WASP ID (1SWASP P δP P˙ δP˙ Lin. Quad.
Jhhmmss.ss±ddmmss.s) /s /s /s yr-1 /s yr-1 ﬁt χ2 ﬁt χ2
J194009.64-430251.7 31733.9991 0.0052 0.29871 0.00760 6.46 1.00
J194722.46+535234.7 27317.1355 0.0019 0.10396 0.00789 1.92 1.00
J195855.76-452122.0 30639.1600 0.0039 0.07903 0.00948 1.32 1.01
J200058.88-255843.8 26917.7636 0.0031 0.02472 0.00271 1.44 1.05
J200951.27-335118.4 29350.5957 0.0026 0.03379 0.00211 2.09 1.00
J201118.05-315504.5 29567.2873 0.0057 0.04943 0.00583 1.32 1.00
J201633.24-384103.71 23684.1681 0.0020 0.03107 0.00192 2.09 1.02
J201634.12-384100.41 23684.1644 0.0016 0.03349 0.00198 2.14 1.00
J201833.56-363456.3 33082.1626 0.0026 0.04668 0.00508 1.35 1.00
J201933.56-272648.2 35202.8987 0.0050 0.09114 0.01009 1.51 1.09
J202111.03+014556.9 23561.4001 0.0026 0.04372 0.00451 1.58 1.08
J202558.23-380008.5 24309.2998 0.0044 0.08430 0.01025 1.32 1.00
J202920.15-071324.5 22522.1888 0.0073 0.21189 0.01134 2.49 1.18
J202932.37-544850.2 24435.7615 0.0042 0.08314 0.00804 1.33 1.00
J203253.21-145950.0 71442.0706 0.0570 0.55097 0.04249 1.86 1.00
J203612.16+061218.9 22111.7831 0.0038 0.04777 0.00156 3.91 1.01
J203746.96+161900.9 26815.6470 0.0031 0.17755 0.01324 1.92 1.01
J203845.24-213719.8 27780.2731 0.0031 0.02427 0.00193 1.51 1.00
J203940.48-201532.1 25350.8442 0.0065 0.08626 0.00500 2.01 1.01
J204120.52-270526.0 28546.2034 0.0031 0.10044 0.00500 3.23 1.03
J204455.32+092628.4 26000.5343 0.0032 0.04318 0.00295 1.83 1.03
J205028.98+090149.81 31983.6985 0.0045 0.04565 0.00489 1.37 1.03
J205029.01+090135.01 31983.7062 0.0050 0.04553 0.00493 1.34 1.02
J205249.37+002213.0 25006.5742 0.0054 0.12481 0.00809 2.02 1.01
J205427.96+101157.81 23009.1643 0.0039 0.04005 0.00312 1.60 1.00
J205428.29+101233.81 23009.1679 0.0021 0.04396 0.00311 1.74 1.02
J205558.14-362654.6 28297.7137 0.0027 0.09471 0.00430 3.11 1.04
J205744.03+074723.61 24553.1468 0.0039 0.06340 0.00537 1.44 1.00
J205745.41+074732.11 24553.1417 0.0042 0.05329 0.00476 1.40 1.00
J205845.63-423730.61 23624.6060 0.0028 0.04863 0.00371 1.36 1.02
J205847.01-423704.41 23624.6121 0.0025 0.05286 0.00397 1.35 1.01
J205914.34-290042.8 29569.5306 0.0032 0.02368 0.00265 1.35 1.00
J210227.76-211256.2 31687.0901 0.0065 0.12000 0.00861 1.66 1.03
J210332.19-211719.6 27579.5826 0.0242 0.13085 0.01141 1.39 1.01
J210405.59-052221.2 24577.3034 0.0043 0.09087 0.01237 1.33 1.02
J210421.11-214246.5 34141.6330 0.0077 0.04604 0.00363 1.56 1.04
J210500.92-403325.4 28022.4922 0.0040 0.06734 0.00304 2.04 1.01
J210548.49-253537.6 30660.6220 0.0181 0.11398 0.01478 1.25 1.00
J210553.39-164744.8 30913.9892 0.0062 0.10276 0.00558 2.16 1.06
J210816.24+013918.5 28007.1809 0.0043 0.13180 0.00709 2.58 1.12
J211233.74-265811.4 29517.9764 0.0027 0.03731 0.00456 1.38 1.06
J211618.59+071146.8 32084.9590 0.0037 0.02609 0.00251 1.42 1.07
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Table B.1: (continued)
WASP ID (1SWASP P δP P˙ δP˙ Lin. Quad.
Jhhmmss.ss±ddmmss.s) /s /s /s yr-1 /s yr-1 ﬁt χ2 ﬁt χ2
J211712.82-002102.7 32117.3451 0.0061 0.04067 0.00383 1.52 1.02
J211845.75-625303.0 23664.4271 0.0029 0.08664 0.00608 1.56 1.00
J211848.65-174924.9 30924.2848 0.0033 0.02422 0.00222 1.38 1.02
J211848.97-625248.7 23664.4257 0.0037 0.08790 0.00584 1.69 1.02
J211850.78-190935.7 26568.7097 0.0034 0.10108 0.00321 4.24 1.03
J211940.57+040632.8 32817.2277 0.0116 0.10097 0.01159 1.39 1.03
J212012.55+155700.1 46458.8277 0.0072 0.19524 0.01566 1.54 1.02
J212023.09-214611.4 30596.9798 0.0043 0.04514 0.00383 1.51 1.01
J212318.85-462224.1 25581.1741 0.0023 0.05343 0.00212 2.43 1.06
J212445.29-212826.5 21517.6759 0.0023 0.04980 0.00146 4.73 1.01
J212725.69+194432.51 33323.7619 0.0092 0.06184 0.00375 1.97 1.05
J212725.75+194446.81 33323.8131 0.0066 0.05992 0.00375 1.93 1.07
J212737.32+113357.1 30000.8831 0.0041 0.08618 0.00304 3.97 1.02
J212742.11+350515.5 28939.8792 0.0014 0.03267 0.00134 2.82 1.02
J212821.54+333602.3 24459.7183 0.0015 0.01418 0.00161 1.34 1.07
J212849.75-312932.3 32587.7839 0.0044 0.16727 0.01023 2.05 1.03
J212915.04+160454.5 24447.9308 0.0037 0.05899 0.00101 2.41 2.34
J213000.95+293252.1 27120.7502 0.0032 0.13195 0.00370 5.05 1.02
J213005.09+204438.9 27514.9484 0.0045 0.05427 0.00262 2.70 1.06
J213031.21+354147.2 32422.6022 0.0053 0.19324 0.00921 2.56 1.00
J213104.20-520823.21 25005.3683 0.0043 0.19060 0.00964 2.14 1.01
J213106.00-520756.31 25005.3430 0.0062 0.19399 0.01241 1.72 1.03
J213209.35-344251.4 32538.5281 0.0031 0.05068 0.00203 3.85 1.01
J213353.51-034247.0 24243.2199 0.0098 0.16331 0.01540 1.56 1.00
J213437.52-522921.0 23403.4025 0.0021 0.17007 0.00408 5.49 1.01
J213519.13-272249.3 31873.4974 0.0048 0.09125 0.00614 2.05 1.01
J213530.64+181350.3 23110.6445 0.0037 0.03568 0.00448 1.29 1.03
J213643.78+300741.3 23691.7410 0.0049 0.05583 0.00595 1.38 1.05
J213654.55+333445.3 37999.5018 0.0038 0.07580 0.00172 9.17 2.68
J213852.12+280545.1 29543.4639 0.0017 0.02509 0.00132 2.37 1.10
J214411.77+332533.0 25344.0233 0.0016 0.04649 0.00137 4.62 1.07
J214609.97-010647.2 24636.2830 0.0040 0.10277 0.01023 1.50 1.02
J214956.37+205822.6 25545.3851 0.0041 0.04325 0.00511 1.46 1.06
J215027.43-402158.4 25902.1680 0.0037 0.05456 0.00418 1.51 1.00
J215214.08+344232.5 31960.2696 0.0033 0.05206 0.00316 2.02 1.04
J215231.21+095541.9 26086.2038 0.0032 0.03174 0.00324 1.34 1.01
J215248.61+272720.0 31873.9693 0.0029 0.07466 0.00222 5.40 1.09
J215511.89+294406.11 25531.3281 0.0023 0.02007 0.00151 1.54 1.00
J215512.35+294334.71 25531.3248 0.0019 0.02009 0.00106 2.14 1.03
J215513.58+294321.51 25531.3322 0.0023 0.01908 0.00086 2.54 1.01
J215711.19+224010.6 36462.9916 0.0053 0.06295 0.00144 0.37 4.06
J220125.40+295459.8 28100.8204 0.0029 0.05857 0.00236 2.83 1.02
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Table B.1: (continued)
WASP ID (1SWASP P δP P˙ δP˙ Lin. Quad.
Jhhmmss.ss±ddmmss.s) /s /s /s yr-1 /s yr-1 ﬁt χ2 ﬁt χ2
J220158.63+333702.2 24685.8062 0.0012 0.02686 0.00122 2.53 1.01
J220344.41+245432.3 24209.2065 0.0056 0.17781 0.00932 2.67 1.00
J220344.46+294835.9 25440.9706 0.0037 0.03266 0.00330 1.43 1.00
J220541.82+195510.8 26232.8137 0.0037 0.01031 0.00099 1.53 1.11
J220621.44+125607.0 36318.2026 0.0071 0.11464 0.00704 1.81 1.09
J220742.30+305002.0 31178.6894 0.0030 0.02429 0.00182 1.83 1.08
J221107.43-193133.2 32291.0518 0.0056 0.05820 0.00821 1.33 1.06
J221604.06+255835.9 26347.0722 0.0031 0.06527 0.00294 2.85 1.03
J221925.74-180646.9 29422.3145 0.0040 0.02717 0.00296 1.29 1.01
J222306.39+371936.7 34550.6943 0.0086 0.10253 0.00798 1.80 1.00
J222338.65+085923.2 29262.6142 0.0093 0.07724 0.00859 1.42 1.02
J222654.39-410644.8 32408.3674 0.0039 0.06530 0.00311 2.43 1.03
J222700.96+312439.8 30130.5329 0.0028 0.02027 0.00254 1.25 1.00
J222810.73-294742.4 24156.1713 0.0026 0.02314 0.00278 1.34 1.03
J223615.49+060051.3 26730.8104 0.0079 0.21978 0.01134 2.79 1.02
J223616.76+331856.7 27907.8032 0.0023 0.02819 0.00085 5.19 1.52
J225355.35-343210.0 26337.0903 0.0047 0.04063 0.00354 1.60 1.02
J225625.94-360050.0 38862.1490 0.0035 0.07672 0.00278 4.61 1.01
J225825.84-260337.4 28308.4259 0.0069 0.13027 0.00655 3.23 1.01
J225840.47+343746.2 52499.7922 0.0111 0.38989 0.04059 1.50 1.04
J225849.64+134917.9 26737.2971 0.0215 0.10070 0.00736 2.12 1.09
J225911.06+362117.91 29211.4959 0.0044 0.70833 0.02698 4.11 1.07
J225911.81+362043.41 29211.5004 0.0050 0.70132 0.03238 2.93 1.00
J230823.75-194214.0 27925.3389 0.0045 0.07377 0.00305 2.92 1.05
J231147.41+014427.2 26358.8090 0.0100 0.17266 0.02305 1.30 1.02
J231405.38-452026.1 25068.0283 0.0041 0.10807 0.00970 1.38 1.00
J231709.20-003547.0 28701.6456 0.0073 0.09560 0.00637 2.03 1.00
J232016.64-440354.7 31543.6683 0.0032 0.07084 0.00450 1.73 1.02
J232314.32-373056.0 29032.9907 0.0030 0.04346 0.00135 8.92 4.05
J232629.30+312040.9 24494.1403 0.0027 0.04781 0.00498 1.84 1.47
J233420.61-432952.4 27697.8216 0.0016 0.05373 0.00306 2.03 1.06
J234557.74-211338.0 26239.3483 0.0031 0.08253 0.00195 8.16 2.74
J235324.37-435052.1 30543.6186 0.0064 0.23307 0.01084 2.63 1.05
J235956.13-371901.3 20922.6329 0.0026 0.05383 0.00386 1.89 1.00
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Table B.2: Periods for 92 EW-type eclipsing binary candidates exhibiting sinu-
soidal period change.
SuperWASP ID (1SWASP P δP Linear Quadratic
Jhhmmss.ss±ddmmss.s) /s /s ﬁt χ2 ﬁt χ2
J000326.28-163119.6 26964.3004 0.0035 1.77 1.22
J000653.04+164621.7 23994.2856 0.0027 1.93 1.27
J001527.97-022821.8 21791.2432 0.0111 1.30 1.01
J004403.66-023850.7 24174.6406 0.0029 1.85 1.09
J010321.75+023040.2 24611.0539 0.0107 2.22 1.07
J011611.78-065936.8 28058.0934 0.0095 1.70 1.07
J012124.43+031002.9 23051.7087 0.0040 1.69 1.03
J012450.31-324123.7 26694.9375 0.0022 4.23 2.52
J013436.73-392811.0 25088.1674 0.0050 1.56 1.00
J030313.42-203651.7 28942.5823 0.0027 1.74 3.01
J034214.72-200845.9 24368.4482 0.0041 3.32 1.73
J035947.51+151810.7 20321.6227 0.0024 1.69 1.00
J041002.85-082739.4 33784.2602 0.0114 5.06 1.07
J043856.65-334552.0 26625.0185 0.0048 1.95 1.46
J045358.91+040113.4 27163.2578 0.0076 2.15 1.07
J045923.15-175907.3 27245.4999 0.0048 1.48 1.01
J050040.60-142252.6 38303.1958 0.0129 1.30 1.04
J051244.85+101510.6 23928.1268 0.0059 1.69 1.02
J060334.68-212558.6 30723.8251 0.0030 2.37 1.01
J090714.86-382809.1 25414.0838 0.0100 4.58 8.15
J091440.54-140937.6 30347.4737 0.0082 3.74 1.03
J092816.62+052143.6 23482.8060 0.0105 1.40 1.02
J093214.30+023852.3 22849.9584 0.0047 1.27 1.01
J095045.09-081948.6 26476.0702 0.0048 1.74 1.11
J110019.07-404720.2 32259.3663 0.0031 1.86 1.27
J115941.63-201844.6 45654.7244 0.0284 1.42 1.01
J130310.90-350601.8 23800.5220 0.0016 1.33 1.06
J132229.10+154301.6 21264.1561 0.0041 3.32 2.52
J132946.36-322001.9 24188.4542 0.0033 3.02 2.36
J133356.89-315320.2 27952.6363 0.0020 1.27 1.00
J135354.48-204849.8 25526.7106 0.0042 1.69 1.10
J135511.41-454842.9 24439.0112 0.0014 7.03 2.46
J140726.61-383538.82 22694.6536 0.0014 1.59 1.02
J140727.90-383500.62 22694.6577 0.0033 2.15 1.01
J142357.42-172147.6 31909.7272 0.0047 1.32 1.02
J142508.85-221536.1 21568.1410 0.0020 1.28 1.01
J142807.46-193934.2 27422.4458 0.0052 7.78 1.76
J143103.05-241743.6 24871.1663 0.0018 2.20 1.04
J143750.20-385113.52 25262.7712 0.0026 2.57 4.16
2This “object” and its neighbour(s) at similar coordinates are duplicates of a single astro-
physical object.
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Table B.2: (continued)
SuperWASP ID (1SWASP P δP Linear Quadratic
Jhhmmss.ss±ddmmss.s) /s /s ﬁt χ2 ﬁt χ2
J143750.76-385044.22 25262.7643 0.0039 1.15 5.79
J144226.37-455807.1 21735.0430 0.0011 3.29 1.26
J150413.11+044809.7 25262.7909 0.0076 1.27 1.00
J150822.80-054236.9 22469.1685 0.0022 4.76 1.04
J160153.56+245217.5 23218.1860 0.0026 8.15 6.15
J160711.35+143740.5 24416.6688 0.0115 1.31 1.04
J162337.21+155720.4 20404.8976 0.0024 2.59 1.02
J165631.99+302222.5 35519.9678 0.0039 2.54 1.00
J165749.20+442513.3 22621.5690 0.0032 1.77 1.03
J165819.77+334021.5 23170.7380 0.0011 1.66 1.04
J165852.46+391423.32 26835.2475 0.0019 1.35 1.04
J165854.11+391408.22 26835.2451 0.0021 1.37 1.03
J171159.64+513347.1 32960.2022 0.0053 1.51 1.02
J171239.43+330800.8 27711.7054 0.0024 1.49 1.01
J171408.32+353051.0 35321.9106 0.0051 2.18 1.08
J172004.77+365156.0 23404.2186 0.0052 2.13 1.03
J172551.78+472104.9 21279.4935 0.0067 2.02 1.05
J172554.97+383452.7 24194.2975 0.0023 1.62 1.05
J172844.98+434813.6 20858.4460 0.0017 1.68 1.01
J172931.63+401030.52 31314.0792 0.0058 3.65 1.06
J172934.79+401004.02 31314.0858 0.0039 2.32 1.01
J173601.67+470218.0 25153.6225 0.0017 2.71 1.06
J173834.25+452719.0 24049.3984 0.0010 1.55 1.00
J174310.98+432709.6 22300.5177 0.0023 4.35 1.06
J174736.99+450215.1 30173.9437 0.0062 3.50 2.07
J175306.53+423432.42 31999.5788 0.0028 1.76 1.03
J175308.08+423438.52 31999.5759 0.0039 1.87 1.04
J180849.93+423112.3 26437.5313 0.0043 1.57 1.09
J182416.12+351428.1 23786.9640 0.0029 2.31 1.00
J190525.37-450202.12 25122.7956 0.0022 2.92 1.02
J190526.42-450140.22 25122.7961 0.0018 2.66 1.12
J194705.51-375117.1 27284.0071 0.0034 1.39 1.04
J200029.89-450927.6 27169.9991 0.0117 2.35 1.78
J200445.46-180450.12 37712.7114 0.0047 1.56 1.05
J200445.65-180426.02 37712.7319 0.0062 1.50 1.03
J201045.52-624834.3 29677.8092 0.0072 1.59 1.02
J201900.18+563607.3 26891.9950 0.0054 6.40 2.78
J203227.89-084306.8 29805.5231 0.0084 1.56 1.00
J205300.55+054050.5 29041.6393 0.0036 4.36 1.99
J211418.53-135322.6 36233.0865 0.0277 3.09 1.59
J212052.50+060508.0 24592.9634 0.0062 1.95 1.01
J212417.25-445503.3 28368.8967 0.0024 1.91 1.06
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Table B.2: (continued)
SuperWASP ID (1SWASP P δP Linear Quadratic
Jhhmmss.ss±ddmmss.s) /s /s ﬁt χ2 ﬁt χ2
J212606.24+002242.7 35681.9935 0.0087 8.89 2.57
J212707.11+170132.7 22268.9160 0.0012 1.35 1.04
J213325.34-181259.9 28004.1224 0.0019 2.40 1.04
J214718.43-184649.1 26583.7251 0.0035 1.64 1.03
J215144.82-173012.8 26038.4737 0.0049 1.28 1.00
J223041.03+220321.9 25403.7615 0.0032 1.52 1.00
J223105.82-194104.6 20166.3986 0.0019 1.70 1.09
J223539.58+025255.7 30595.2229 0.0096 4.28 2.71
J224046.86-281802.2 30917.9669 0.0043 1.49 1.00
J231107.24-353514.4 23248.2880 0.0022 3.91 1.03
J232246.97-424839.3 22540.3507 0.0011 1.73 1.02
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Table B.3: Periods and quadratic period change determinations for 137 EB-type
eclipsing binary candidates.
WASP ID (1SWASP P δP P˙ δP˙ Lin. Quad.
Jhhmmss.ss±ddmmss.s) /s /s /s yr-1 /s yr-1 ﬁt χ2 ﬁt χ2
J001311.15+053540.1 26657.5999 0.0060 0.22048 0.01356 2.56 1.23
J002035.20+400415.8 25666.2288 0.0053 0.09488 0.00645 2.06 1.00
J002439.13+245522.7 36526.1109 0.0046 0.02151 0.00200 1.68 1.00
J003512.87-325603.5 43663.8649 0.0072 0.09966 0.00677 3.32 2.48
J010313.78+352903.7 38643.6699 0.0049 0.05079 0.00367 2.01 1.00
J010655.30-194334.5 29782.3384 0.0042 0.04943 0.00394 1.49 1.00
J011529.82+045222.6 65381.7361 0.0332 1.31450 0.09737 1.98 1.01
J011915.76+301338.9 25077.4957 0.0037 0.02525 0.00292 1.43 1.08
J012605.25+052409.8 26203.3693 0.0100 0.94489 0.11020 1.46 1.12
J012652.34-215327.1 27563.1003 0.0098 0.35775 0.01266 3.39 1.02
J012755.25-230141.1 50649.3928 0.0046 0.04925 0.00693 1.29 1.02
J014725.33-170359.5 24444.1154 0.0037 0.05732 0.00337 2.28 1.48
J015106.39+151004.5 40488.7803 0.0068 0.27184 0.02202 1.82 1.01
J015657.69-273831.7 59333.6127 0.0199 0.47996 0.04769 1.51 1.00
J020009.68-243302.7 56043.2456 0.0153 0.37118 0.03258 1.68 1.03
J020118.74-370452.1 26622.2034 0.0030 0.06910 0.00239 6.65 3.02
J023316.35+030807.5 47463.8890 0.0230 0.27131 0.03681 1.27 1.00
J025936.73-170309.93 40192.9453 0.0132 0.15858 0.01367 1.46 1.00
J025937.42-170328.13 40193.0076 0.0163 0.16060 0.01609 1.35 1.03
J030027.05+021100.3 46303.1283 0.0480 0.25224 0.03095 1.41 1.05
J030135.18-155219.7 24982.3294 0.0089 0.37191 0.03472 1.61 1.01
J031612.03-220530.8 66697.0052 0.0147 0.17923 0.01866 1.42 1.01
J033809.13-191323.6 29509.7908 0.0049 0.02582 0.00230 1.51 1.05
J034448.99-030443.0 67283.8448 0.0449 1.67823 0.16579 1.60 1.01
J035447.18+293417.7 59143.8256 0.0246 0.10954 0.01339 1.47 1.03
J041148.18-114726.9 36022.2120 0.0099 0.36462 0.02086 2.66 1.04
J041352.58-375233.2 45205.9001 0.0122 0.32103 0.02769 1.75 1.00
J043324.85-235619.7 53877.7316 0.0209 0.21638 0.01008 7.91 6.00
J050123.14-213338.7 25123.6969 0.0092 0.20878 0.02106 1.39 1.00
J050233.35-235904.4 27696.3439 0.0112 0.25559 0.03306 1.55 1.12
J050851.75+024915.8 25548.9197 0.0145 0.07786 0.00986 1.30 1.01
J051501.69-180353.33 47130.7574 0.0078 0.07924 0.00762 1.41 1.00
J051501.70-180356.13 47130.7438 0.0086 0.07699 0.00791 1.36 1.00
J051927.38-092222.2 27112.0427 0.0228 1.12859 0.08535 2.06 1.06
J053502.16-315436.4 60182.0982 0.0245 0.49111 0.03661 1.61 1.02
J064024.57-454037.4 44851.1635 0.0070 0.27714 0.00919 2.96 1.01
J065825.96+222055.03 23957.8207 0.0096 0.09673 0.00472 3.58 1.00
J065826.46+222121.63 23957.8336 0.0052 0.09731 0.00426 4.42 1.02
J080741.57+414801.7 55647.3479 0.0230 0.49700 0.02376 4.30 7.30
3This “object” and its neighbour(s) at similar coordinates are duplicates of a single astro-
physical object.
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Table B.3: (continued)
WASP ID (1SWASP P δP P˙ δP˙ Lin. Quad.
Jhhmmss.ss±ddmmss.s) /s /s /s yr-1 /s yr-1 ﬁt χ2 ﬁt χ2
J082822.13+481402.7 48168.3001 0.0183 0.17093 0.03334 1.35 1.05
J083522.32-135021.4 52715.2700 0.0090 0.26598 0.02852 1.42 1.00
J085246.55-203052.7 40706.6776 0.0139 0.32423 0.03644 1.43 1.00
J090642.73-080134.5 65424.9639 0.1193 0.98631 0.08844 1.57 1.00
J091241.57-351514.1 39891.9215 0.0073 0.08184 0.00762 1.57 1.00
J092820.11-125052.1 43361.2290 0.0079 0.15234 0.01652 1.33 1.01
J093001.60-102202.5 46897.7916 0.0127 0.60976 0.02574 3.32 1.03
J095943.27-190756.1 40569.7349 0.0072 0.03335 0.00270 1.46 1.00
J100035.48-180131.9 72707.9721 0.0226 0.23605 0.02164 1.52 1.08
J101131.65-001757.7 75956.7554 0.0966 0.41323 0.06368 1.31 1.02
J101617.40-075540.1 30955.2013 0.0093 0.05220 0.00603 1.29 1.03
J102710.92-084448.6 23591.3540 0.0109 0.69705 0.05525 1.98 1.02
J110544.26-382057.0 67753.5849 0.0144 0.13616 0.01643 1.26 1.00
J121925.17+212059.1 47909.8403 0.0084 0.08958 0.01262 1.43 1.01
J122108.33-435213.7 30384.4412 0.0038 0.19013 0.01205 1.81 1.01
J124942.21-452013.0 25777.6922 0.0020 0.07896 0.00606 1.54 1.02
J125035.02+005700.73 30487.2006 0.0054 0.44670 0.02198 2.91 1.03
J125035.29+005656.33 30487.2089 0.0057 0.45515 0.02296 2.94 1.01
J131150.47-423728.23 40089.0390 0.0024 0.10664 0.00807 1.66 1.02
J131151.73-423705.13 40089.0381 0.0061 0.10928 0.00675 1.95 1.01
J131649.36-454901.13 35398.8728 0.0022 0.03791 0.00217 2.23 1.02
J131650.51-454853.03 35398.8736 0.0022 0.03812 0.00246 2.02 1.06
J133755.61-324531.4 37329.5334 0.0056 0.09899 0.01249 1.25 1.00
J134004.45-370606.2 44210.6820 0.0094 0.22169 0.01942 1.51 1.00
J141152.31-303010.7 28172.0402 0.0043 0.05902 0.00644 1.34 1.02
J144006.44+070942.7 75609.0857 0.0323 0.80130 0.10651 1.34 1.00
J144154.38-032446.1 39634.4495 0.0114 0.34247 0.02699 1.74 1.02
J144515.30-350320.6 68874.6989 0.0200 0.34331 0.01883 2.31 1.01
J145123.85-374047.0 112473.1233 0.0290 0.35062 0.04131 1.53 1.00
J145127.35+290553.3 26862.4152 0.0028 0.09715 0.00800 2.57 1.93
J150309.05-200922.1 46529.2575 0.0073 0.04661 0.00445 1.39 1.05
J152331.11-161926.4 108449.6833 0.0496 0.57831 0.07363 1.52 1.02
J152813.19+100756.5 34031.0526 0.0194 0.40020 0.02673 2.38 1.01
J152916.75-142606.3 110667.7975 0.0741 0.66525 0.08378 1.44 1.01
J160158.84-193541.8 28483.8850 0.0064 0.09779 0.00728 1.71 1.05
J161608.14+144503.0 34841.8165 0.0073 0.13090 0.00998 1.67 1.01
J164815.55+444429.4 26094.2845 0.0024 0.10653 0.00237 5.24 1.26
J165659.02+494647.63 32858.8940 0.0033 0.10834 0.00851 1.38 1.00
J165704.05+494655.83 32858.8986 0.0043 0.16698 0.01295 1.47 1.01
J170308.96+343457.1 45132.8900 0.0049 0.07161 0.00242 2.70 1.04
J173606.09+411841.3 38810.4300 0.0091 0.04758 0.00300 1.44 1.02
J174323.10+475141.4 34067.9160 0.0031 0.02359 0.00186 1.25 1.00
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Table B.3: (continued)
WASP ID (1SWASP P δP P˙ δP˙ Lin. Quad.
Jhhmmss.ss±ddmmss.s) /s /s /s yr-1 /s yr-1 ﬁt χ2 ﬁt χ2
J174401.90+421825.6 26916.4165 0.0053 0.09091 0.00531 1.51 1.02
J175821.87+354152.23 45064.6033 0.0076 0.07960 0.00515 1.65 1.02
J175823.86+354207.13 45064.6054 0.0068 0.07755 0.00471 1.74 1.04
J180612.83+485829.5 42334.6267 0.0088 0.06392 0.00586 1.31 1.02
J181549.67+410637.8 45690.6329 0.0060 0.02557 0.00257 1.27 1.00
J181631.52+430000.6 31562.4249 0.0061 0.09536 0.00383 2.54 1.02
J191432.02-423246.6 67119.6466 0.0191 0.25102 0.03139 1.37 1.00
J191601.56+560055.3 27822.5455 0.0057 0.07357 0.00783 1.29 1.01
J193623.93-405317.5 40782.0055 0.0096 0.05189 0.00569 1.37 1.00
J193827.36+534444.9 51034.2863 0.0162 0.59809 0.05961 1.53 1.01
J200646.19-403057.1 78050.0989 0.0199 0.17604 0.02359 1.37 1.06
J201316.80+032427.93 40366.5133 0.0079 0.06126 0.00836 1.37 1.05
J201317.68+032401.83 40366.5091 0.0068 0.05721 0.00506 1.85 1.01
J201355.55-414719.0 32788.5051 0.0073 0.14594 0.01570 1.38 1.01
J201751.07-164339.1 63068.6025 0.0167 0.25375 0.01776 1.78 1.00
J201828.56-191729.4 46023.1836 0.0076 0.08150 0.00544 3.64 2.62
J202019.01-183504.2 77120.2930 0.0209 0.37396 0.03583 1.49 1.00
J202653.65-235017.9 31209.4771 0.0049 0.19385 0.02247 1.36 1.00
J202935.94-164629.7 26809.5583 0.0119 0.18642 0.01748 1.35 1.00
J204512.38+182522.2 82250.7489 0.2514 4.56608 0.27269 7.17 5.06
J204926.24-430855.9 27373.2504 0.0036 0.07059 0.00228 3.22 1.02
J205217.98-025936.7 27639.5653 0.0406 0.33365 0.02178 2.23 1.00
J205802.10-460400.3 61526.7256 0.0097 0.06865 0.00626 1.35 1.04
J210245.41+115952.6 41170.4880 0.0089 0.07756 0.00763 1.37 1.02
J210445.26-352546.53 32027.4109 0.0038 0.04760 0.00514 1.40 1.00
J210445.74-352543.43 32027.4170 0.0034 0.04836 0.00543 1.38 1.00
J210743.76-023812.8 31357.9637 0.0161 0.15194 0.01236 1.77 1.03
J211249.61-043241.2 40270.4050 0.0163 1.32974 0.05232 4.44 1.00
J212100.60-370342.2 29293.2884 0.0034 0.07504 0.00484 1.99 1.00
J212459.04-213924.0 61824.8018 0.0466 0.75583 0.02314 0.96 7.32
J213339.02+295713.4 65961.9745 0.0139 0.09463 0.01041 1.44 1.14
J213939.20+282331.3 52323.6985 0.0075 0.04558 0.00513 1.35 1.01
J214448.94-552447.7 23608.7593 0.0031 0.12088 0.00747 1.79 1.04
J214757.80+314218.8 67718.1312 0.0855 0.97366 0.07373 3.25 2.39
J215112.10+350502.9 45910.4853 0.0088 0.14477 0.01253 1.52 1.02
J215920.91+264115.1 23757.2055 0.0070 0.13801 0.00168 2.21 1.00
J220052.88+203349.03 47607.9111 0.0324 0.32165 0.03074 1.55 1.10
J220054.61+203310.93 47607.7961 0.0113 0.29160 0.01987 1.88 1.01
J220124.23+352040.7 28119.3775 0.0035 0.02656 0.00289 1.32 1.00
J220209.63-014758.2 24002.1543 0.0125 0.15519 0.02015 1.31 1.02
J220310.93+223207.1 61760.2153 0.0133 0.04821 0.00570 1.30 1.01
J220359.55+193307.4 41781.6348 0.0031 0.03822 0.00326 1.61 1.02
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Table B.3: (continued)
WASP ID (1SWASP P δP P˙ δP˙ Lin. Quad.
Jhhmmss.ss±ddmmss.s) /s /s /s yr-1 /s yr-1 ﬁt χ2 ﬁt χ2
J220616.40-453943.1 37037.2172 0.0096 0.16386 0.01528 1.39 1.00
J220837.88+183744.2 37472.9665 0.0082 0.11051 0.00483 3.18 1.00
J221352.24-065817.4 22909.1169 0.0150 0.61323 0.04412 1.93 1.01
J221621.13+293307.4 30262.6096 0.0036 0.07965 0.00516 2.16 1.20
J221900.50+303848.2 28010.8993 0.0024 0.05350 0.00177 4.65 1.02
J225854.49+145145.4 57660.6230 0.0364 0.61513 0.05571 2.16 1.46
J230255.03+311954.5 39152.6962 0.0155 0.66717 0.06169 1.61 1.00
J230501.90-435608.2 42653.9166 0.0071 0.02281 0.00192 1.48 1.00
J230637.08+103359.4 26069.9742 0.0120 0.29654 0.04450 1.31 1.01
J231135.24-010909.2 26802.6773 0.0306 0.26306 0.02738 1.51 1.01
J231158.42-052605.3 74601.3546 0.0514 0.50424 0.06717 1.31 1.00
J232226.60-093527.0 76860.3575 0.0473 1.04409 0.09238 1.92 1.09
J234020.56-253007.2 33516.9902 0.0031 0.07469 0.00594 1.76 1.04
J235102.70-005546.6 45064.8306 0.0140 0.27633 0.03684 1.37 1.03
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Table B.4: Periods for 30 EB-type eclipsing binary candidates exhibiting sinu-
soidal period change.
SuperWASP ID (1SWASP P δP Linear Quadratic
Jhhmmss.ss±ddmmss.s) /s /s ﬁt χ2 ﬁt χ2
J004716.03-194143.7 42233.1360 0.0094 1.43 2.95
J010006.57-074430.5 60863.1903 0.0594 3.07 1.08
J023948.86-261804.7 42754.9359 0.0067 1.76 1.19
J043127.71-004352.0 40229.2524 0.0234 1.62 1.02
J043536.13-005226.5 32505.8435 0.0468 2.27 1.06
J090358.97-213218.54 40644.4700 0.0095 1.34 1.03
J090401.71-213238.54 40644.4622 0.0103 1.52 1.02
J091816.12-184818.8 24490.6721 0.0105 2.42 1.67
J093609.79-181008.2 60075.1198 0.0119 1.60 1.01
J094212.53-362912.6 59666.0398 0.0091 1.25 1.00
J104933.20-165751.1 43630.0075 0.0183 2.16 1.00
J133233.71-253439.5 51989.7255 0.0119 1.39 1.04
J143209.99-174257.1 22421.0854 0.0018 2.56 1.05
J145920.96+012448.0 29817.3958 0.0351 1.46 1.07
J151210.90+175124.1 23678.2093 0.0078 6.51 5.11
J153336.78-215811.1 60888.3593 0.0228 1.35 1.01
J162410.43+455526.7 22950.3614 0.0021 9.28 4.55
J165649.13+402738.4 23775.3036 0.0031 4.51 2.14
J172023.92+411512.7 27251.3042 0.0023 4.34 2.08
J201144.64+570512.7 46345.5543 0.0197 3.50 1.02
J203341.88-205838.4 24928.4306 0.0031 1.40 1.01
J211359.46+122712.4 19190.1240 0.0026 1.43 1.01
J212456.58-213909.0 61824.7961 0.0364 3.39 2.47
J215746.18-661432.0 28148.3045 0.0085 1.35 1.00
J220210.22-014819.9 24002.1257 0.0101 1.43 1.00
J220215.40+094552.4 69338.0593 0.0391 1.38 1.04
J221449.81-213020.5 24810.6553 0.0065 1.55 1.05
J221652.14+222934.4 29933.5192 0.0016 1.96 1.10
J223537.37+025328.3 30595.2128 0.0070 1.86 1.07
J225913.78-082932.6 25034.2317 0.0423 2.82 1.08
4This “object” and its neighbour(s) at similar coordinates are duplicates of a single astro-
physical object.
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Table B.5: Periods and quadratic period change determinations for 171 EA-type
eclipsing binary candidates.
WASP ID (1SWASP P δP P˙ δP˙ Lin. Quad.
Jhhmmss.ss±ddmmss.s) /s /s /s yr-1 /s yr-1 ﬁt χ2 ﬁt χ2
J002717.28-233642.0 132393.9737 0.0703 0.90936 0.04890 8.76 1.10
J003518.16+404547.6 149296.3079 0.0778 1.42926 0.09536 5.23 1.01
J004345.09+305619.65 128416.8238 0.0322 0.87129 0.03805 9.82 1.10
J004346.91+305603.85 128416.7300 0.0336 0.82979 0.04481 6.35 1.01
J005015.63+310004.9 148976.7937 0.0756 0.25266 0.04421 1.61 1.00
J005147.36+264032.1 116414.1095 0.0649 0.28170 0.03874 2.10 1.00
J005156.72-044304.5 146859.7518 0.1080 1.11732 0.27649 1.40 1.02
J005543.22+153749.0 105194.4528 0.0804 0.27323 0.04344 1.34 1.01
J010319.14-374513.9 96993.8405 0.0253 0.38453 0.02358 3.73 1.08
J010512.40+274603.1 61915.3376 0.0166 0.16260 0.01220 2.92 1.21
J011416.27+224537.6 119041.9879 0.0467 0.22763 0.04636 1.58 1.25
J012546.35-395610.6 108937.6523 0.0308 0.67112 0.03212 9.43 1.06
J014219.31+162950.8 113337.4219 0.1107 2.59979 0.74277 1.61 1.08
J014225.32+375524.7 80038.6659 0.0208 0.37472 0.04089 2.21 1.03
J015326.78-315822.2 69515.3391 0.0186 0.20071 0.03181 1.29 1.01
J021521.43-121226.7 84257.1033 0.0983 0.32581 0.05543 1.36 1.02
J021559.07+144920.0 161333.3957 0.1101 0.32097 0.09190 1.47 1.12
J022941.61-054714.9 58871.3953 0.0255 0.42254 0.06030 1.38 1.00
J023018.20-333539.6 65716.7771 0.0142 0.30045 0.01496 3.23 1.01
J025911.05-185839.3 197087.8901 0.1341 1.05788 0.14398 1.96 1.03
J034413.03-411646.8 62414.5652 0.0179 0.10158 0.00769 2.69 1.63
J035525.61+313047.9 41956.5689 0.0102 0.12224 0.01830 1.45 1.03
J040014.48-074559.8 55336.8643 0.0196 0.36832 0.02600 2.21 1.02
J040259.25+271855.3 180715.6138 0.1247 0.74769 0.14422 1.82 1.10
J041456.76+312714.6 192548.4053 0.0912 0.32032 0.05040 2.34 1.11
J041944.93-321008.65 55571.0449 0.0272 0.16702 0.01219 2.08 1.00
J041946.84-321006.35 55571.0563 0.0174 0.11985 0.01255 1.56 1.01
J044601.99-293247.1 72647.9214 0.0169 0.23204 0.01266 3.28 1.02
J045232.36+061935.9 70263.5126 0.0280 0.23457 0.03979 1.45 1.06
J050011.67-380150.0 165760.9268 0.0955 0.51973 0.10663 1.42 1.01
J050205.46-284245.5 142667.1017 0.0649 0.92004 0.06978 4.65 1.78
J053450.76-302514.6 44308.2169 0.0068 0.10257 0.00819 2.26 1.69
J054017.61-431819.1 78673.1074 0.0256 0.52843 0.05909 1.27 1.00
J060630.95-262651.1 117105.5380 0.0411 0.10592 0.02546 1.28 1.00
J060730.26-330736.5 254977.5816 0.1618 3.55581 0.55600 1.80 1.04
J061727.55-213628.9 158788.8422 0.0577 0.43825 0.06411 2.45 1.19
J063051.52-320833.4 74752.0454 0.0152 0.25844 0.02790 1.52 1.00
J063807.68-294323.4 63430.7580 0.0171 0.20248 0.02329 1.34 1.00
J065343.99-430921.1 231568.9715 0.1566 1.55783 0.21984 1.83 1.00
5This “object” and its neighbour(s) at similar coordinates are duplicates of a single astro-
physical object.
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Table B.5: (continued)
WASP ID (1SWASP P δP P˙ δP˙ Lin. Quad.
Jhhmmss.ss±ddmmss.s) /s /s /s yr-1 /s yr-1 ﬁt χ2 ﬁt χ2
J065530.28-403623.5 94027.2428 0.0330 0.52254 0.03115 2.71 1.06
J084421.88-022002.05 73503.7197 0.0343 0.34451 0.03487 1.70 1.00
J084422.29-022027.45 73503.7189 0.0377 0.37819 0.04251 1.55 1.00
J090932.65-013539.3 152667.3426 0.1243 1.46543 0.34362 1.36 1.03
J091428.94-134138.6 163674.5458 0.1319 2.10124 0.26915 2.23 1.13
J091649.26+051759.3 116116.8393 0.0571 1.60859 0.10288 5.12 1.13
J093046.79-185614.1 91894.7169 0.0183 0.15880 0.01240 2.67 1.16
J093921.15-204517.05 141928.2906 0.0759 0.41022 0.04201 2.23 1.05
J093921.40-204536.25 141928.1343 0.0387 0.36312 0.04190 1.99 1.02
J095144.05-102331.8 387900.1816 0.2394 6.44426 0.99669 2.69 1.12
J100532.02-144420.7 205246.7068 0.2287 2.65681 0.63056 1.61 1.04
J100721.56-221857.3 104793.7580 0.0368 0.21890 0.01948 2.51 1.10
J102157.55-034329.7 132868.9516 0.1633 0.32143 0.10077 1.42 1.07
J103128.30-411425.2 240367.2799 0.1565 1.74203 0.23442 2.59 1.04
J104619.94-455759.5 280109.4715 0.1441 1.56214 0.36075 1.34 1.00
J110818.29-231335.7 118260.1848 0.0335 0.24998 0.03332 2.03 1.15
J111701.40-401011.4 64620.3240 0.0085 0.09740 0.01181 1.26 1.00
J111909.11-425706.2 124039.5216 0.0482 0.19047 0.03565 1.46 1.10
J112105.65-260738.3 62738.0366 0.0116 0.27584 0.01772 2.17 1.00
J112618.04-233309.5 98059.5421 0.0218 0.13991 0.02112 1.35 1.01
J120951.49-322757.4 153966.5708 0.0311 0.38251 0.08557 1.53 1.16
J121935.63-273836.7 242636.0323 0.0462 3.36834 0.32560 3.20 1.03
J123601.48-435859.2 67677.4497 0.0167 0.23432 0.01579 2.30 1.04
J124109.78-050500.6 59088.0409 0.0315 0.34885 0.03964 1.46 1.00
J124128.16+354643.6 60616.9893 0.0094 0.12687 0.02032 1.33 1.00
J124420.23-084016.8 10084.5643 0.0006 0.00281 0.00009 6.20 1.00
J124551.60-200656.0 133348.9706 0.0524 0.43455 0.06801 1.86 1.09
J131124.02+375954.4 197162.9657 0.0328 0.96122 0.15379 2.52 1.00
J132228.82-392554.3 502167.8392 0.4272 1.26231 0.54505 1.36 1.00
J132640.58-160616.5 220195.8207 0.0820 3.24448 0.76300 1.63 1.00
J132710.24-041020.6 65162.2966 0.0539 0.45735 0.04443 1.74 1.03
J132856.21-224333.4 48634.9625 0.0065 0.09510 0.01304 1.38 1.01
J133024.89+134932.0 44638.0692 0.0125 0.13592 0.01106 2.21 1.03
J133349.56-455000.15 151475.5918 0.0739 1.77946 0.09271 5.94 1.04
J133351.32-455029.65 151475.6005 0.0763 1.87456 0.12982 3.95 1.03
J133353.43-455016.05 151475.6362 0.0657 2.25330 0.19633 2.84 1.00
J134225.06-450554.0 65449.2149 0.0076 0.05992 0.00522 1.72 1.00
J134754.90-304934.65 54420.0744 0.0136 0.11367 0.01463 1.28 1.00
J134755.89-304905.25 54420.0784 0.0137 0.14553 0.01612 1.37 1.00
J135441.76-220452.4 70564.6769 0.0105 0.11983 0.01825 1.26 1.00
J140632.28+411535.6 41544.5209 0.0098 0.24825 0.03640 1.45 1.02
J140658.98+112609.7 60760.5856 0.0620 0.22027 0.03663 1.32 1.00
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Table B.5: (continued)
WASP ID (1SWASP P δP P˙ δP˙ Lin. Quad.
Jhhmmss.ss±ddmmss.s) /s /s /s yr-1 /s yr-1 ﬁt χ2 ﬁt χ2
J141254.20-054750.2 99440.7241 0.0870 2.42815 0.21107 2.20 1.00
J141412.22-210227.5 75994.7674 0.0221 0.20134 0.01276 2.30 1.00
J141825.56-310926.8 113673.8533 0.0409 0.28568 0.03705 1.78 1.00
J141850.78+435001.9 68503.5707 0.0138 0.16502 0.02476 1.58 1.14
J142920.96+320803.7 134891.7353 0.0493 0.81717 0.02265 8.17 1.06
J144228.84-100808.1 74891.2442 0.0711 1.23239 0.12818 2.01 1.08
J150029.60+334022.1 108588.3868 0.0326 0.21960 0.01277 6.13 1.30
J150753.03+153330.1 52682.2289 0.0130 0.12846 0.01997 1.56 1.09
J154643.40-230747.4 110761.7951 0.0287 0.21720 0.02820 2.28 1.29
J154853.06-241701.2 140520.3358 0.0771 0.57122 0.12711 1.43 1.02
J155440.39-191526.5 82532.8914 0.0328 0.39813 0.04016 1.84 1.00
J155559.84-171138.6 107026.8617 0.0353 0.20066 0.03798 1.29 1.00
J161605.83+142549.4 174854.3595 0.1386 0.34688 0.10005 1.43 1.11
J161738.89+085602.6 149822.9842 0.1047 1.69590 0.33786 1.90 1.00
J161813.25-191814.8 112156.1920 0.0663 1.63486 0.11876 3.01 1.00
J162209.63-164832.7 54883.5951 0.0214 0.36409 0.04303 1.32 1.00
J162649.35+511036.2 79597.5788 0.0284 0.48560 0.05071 1.27 1.00
J163020.99+381910.3 64490.1709 0.0460 0.18950 0.01400 1.83 1.00
J163307.64+333125.4 423871.3410 0.1143 1.48019 0.23145 1.58 1.00
J164357.76+261744.4 45319.3228 0.0084 0.17350 0.00797 2.18 1.00
J164403.77+392332.9 105694.0969 0.0192 0.18685 0.01217 3.19 1.15
J165628.71+373918.9 151698.8438 0.0454 0.36679 0.03476 2.50 1.42
J165656.95+291906.3 68046.9498 0.0167 0.06061 0.00479 1.50 1.00
J170823.63+395749.6 53242.5877 0.0079 0.17769 0.01034 1.85 1.00
J172531.62+311917.3 177297.0709 0.0506 0.15585 0.01910 2.09 1.18
J173059.32+432449.6 81384.5771 0.0134 0.16790 0.00671 4.49 1.17
J173935.42+325628.25 70683.6744 0.0157 0.08580 0.00561 3.18 1.88
J173936.81+325646.75 70683.6557 0.0115 0.09853 0.00438 4.99 2.20
J175050.71+500249.8 202828.7813 0.0922 0.86811 0.08918 3.75 1.97
J180311.93+321113.8 320385.0727 0.1734 0.62549 0.08907 2.79 1.00
J181513.49+381805.3 74475.7465 0.0175 0.08583 0.01046 1.30 1.00
J182211.67+473407.9 74825.1032 0.0436 0.23318 0.01986 1.96 1.37
J183315.61+374512.8 168370.1742 0.0504 0.15792 0.02378 1.62 1.00
J184833.70+511255.9 71540.0279 0.0213 0.58252 0.06384 1.44 1.00
J190756.71+592351.9 103061.1361 0.0484 0.36528 0.08877 1.31 1.02
J191842.53+485705.5 99849.4124 0.0645 0.53140 0.08940 1.32 1.01
J193447.30-405505.6 146153.8169 0.0575 0.43185 0.05452 2.08 1.03
J193839.34-445955.25 116803.6461 0.0295 0.45348 0.06904 1.48 1.02
J193839.47-450036.85 116803.6143 0.0292 0.44729 0.03586 3.49 1.00
J194237.47-383921.95 178749.0344 0.0964 0.90230 0.13321 2.18 1.03
J194237.49-383955.05 178749.0884 0.0565 0.68910 0.08085 3.02 1.03
J195132.38-432249.4 261961.8568 0.1584 1.40644 0.18315 3.21 1.07
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Table B.5: (continued)
WASP ID (1SWASP P δP P˙ δP˙ Lin. Quad.
Jhhmmss.ss±ddmmss.s) /s /s /s yr-1 /s yr-1 ﬁt χ2 ﬁt χ2
J195606.05-425712.8 121625.0639 0.0556 0.31482 0.04856 1.99 1.30
J200616.91-285128.25 79610.1180 0.0304 0.39522 0.03445 1.93 1.00
J200618.36-285203.35 79610.0745 0.0331 0.37437 0.03072 2.09 1.02
J200945.62+485149.15 103769.2640 0.0584 1.91330 0.17632 2.26 1.00
J200945.67+485207.35 103769.2237 0.0559 2.07126 0.14721 4.36 1.02
J201956.50+020134.3 73531.4942 0.0292 0.68143 0.06794 1.74 1.00
J203521.94-610346.1 63547.1729 0.0188 0.12521 0.00882 1.86 1.03
J203615.68-313025.35 74573.0655 0.0204 0.35499 0.02222 2.99 1.00
J203616.56-313047.95 74573.0187 0.0136 0.37162 0.01964 3.36 1.00
J203718.08-383047.25 89784.8842 0.0395 0.29254 0.05789 1.27 1.00
J203722.39-383015.55 89784.8399 0.0306 0.10367 0.01742 1.52 1.14
J204327.63-550257.8 69971.1809 0.0324 0.96476 0.04045 3.32 1.04
J204829.85+203805.0 162031.0374 0.0945 1.26976 0.12705 4.59 1.19
J205001.34-623355.5 89782.5379 0.0385 0.19735 0.01553 1.86 1.01
J205332.50+043849.5 67669.5632 0.0273 0.05502 0.00627 1.87 1.02
J210444.88-352550.8 32027.4178 0.0049 0.04870 0.00487 1.48 1.00
J210459.79-205219.2 132043.4830 0.0921 0.34032 0.03661 1.93 1.08
J210604.30+021702.2 51268.1071 0.0338 0.42434 0.01915 3.31 1.00
J210734.75+042417.9 99010.3898 0.0343 0.12955 0.02238 1.73 1.07
J212818.11-440917.3 69266.3380 0.0138 0.10092 0.00378 3.30 1.01
J212859.72+195220.1 150757.9302 0.1170 0.16795 0.01698 3.29 1.04
J213942.42+262116.7 108688.5992 0.0217 0.20186 0.01247 4.84 1.11
J213956.15-051352.1 133370.3987 0.1266 1.29370 0.21918 2.14 1.18
J214156.25+084248.8 58443.7965 0.0212 0.07957 0.00751 1.80 1.03
J214421.05+352314.3 106107.5241 0.0280 0.45840 0.05188 1.63 1.02
J214711.73-325347.2 137301.2754 0.0295 0.21129 0.05424 1.40 1.08
J214749.02-201353.55 141014.8289 0.1091 1.24746 0.06880 7.01 1.05
J214749.89-201406.35 141014.6333 0.0832 1.19421 0.07196 5.73 1.00
J215125.19+072024.3 83515.1465 0.0497 0.12438 0.01792 1.37 1.01
J220140.75+103718.4 235778.3793 0.1329 0.56398 0.09081 1.87 1.00
J220600.10+193549.6 50097.3847 0.0095 0.02831 0.00142 2.76 1.02
J220844.67-310920.0 115863.6500 0.0431 0.36937 0.08434 1.32 1.01
J221055.15+071513.5 77573.1200 0.0515 0.19080 0.02633 1.73 1.05
J222128.29+333002.65 81707.7420 0.0316 0.39172 0.04258 1.55 1.01
J222128.41+333020.95 81707.7491 0.0318 0.53403 0.02232 4.28 1.01
J222453.27+275559.6 209650.4559 0.0873 0.36216 0.05921 1.91 1.00
J222523.60-443539.3 106616.4214 0.0236 0.30444 0.02056 4.26 1.18
J222533.85+280448.8 34258.7906 0.0043 0.02874 0.00317 1.31 1.00
J222615.03+211301.7 117206.3933 0.0253 0.14777 0.01195 3.01 1.01
J222700.55-371118.1 163572.1181 0.0739 0.09689 0.02514 1.54 1.11
J224204.77-301655.0 107653.0892 0.0428 0.42700 0.04722 2.21 1.25
J224734.87-390831.7 72931.2954 0.0307 0.13729 0.02174 1.26 1.00
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Table B.5: (continued)
WASP ID (1SWASP P δP P˙ δP˙ Lin. Quad.
Jhhmmss.ss±ddmmss.s) /s /s /s yr-1 /s yr-1 ﬁt χ2 ﬁt χ2
J225001.27-204506.9 58551.1334 0.0096 0.09802 0.01090 1.33 1.01
J225203.88-125643.6 90262.2813 0.0705 0.24784 0.04934 1.40 1.00
J225831.95-421716.8 60549.1311 0.0098 0.08688 0.00516 3.11 1.09
J230311.15-391418.2 118210.4112 0.0511 0.13911 0.03683 1.28 1.00
J231519.78+164719.1 166173.7498 0.1305 1.24791 0.19784 1.95 1.03
J233319.32+222233.4 108959.8514 0.0806 0.22714 0.05071 1.56 1.00
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Table B.6: Periods for 18 EA-type eclipsing binary candidates exhibiting sinu-
soidal period change.
SuperWASP ID (1SWASP P δP Linear Quadratic
Jhhmmss.ss±ddmmss.s) /s /s ﬁt χ2 ﬁt χ2
J012449.35-074004.9 48166.4372 0.0106 1.73 1.00
J065342.87-430911.9 231569.1013 0.1861 1.72 1.11
J103820.77+141603.6 51847.5434 0.0130 3.63 2.10
J154429.44-150320.4 153000.8339 0.1163 1.69 1.09
J154946.55-204150.7 31539.3276 0.0092 2.28 1.54
J161253.63-022042.2 35162.8162 0.0071 4.15 1.10
J165954.85+542803.3 17704.2415 0.0041 1.41 1.11
J171335.36+304236.0 195863.4824 0.0602 3.36 2.04
J173329.02+403315.2 85462.0986 0.0215 1.29 1.00
J174615.04+452331.8 68011.5823 0.0091 4.37 3.21
J182625.19+412014.5 223985.1555 0.0854 1.94 1.00
J210421.98+131253.4 102913.9002 0.0303 2.10 1.03
J210935.08-225030.2 53947.1017 0.0128 6.08 4.78
J213148.77-450242.3 162475.5469 0.0851 3.92 2.41
J214614.83+122939.9 53129.3740 0.0076 1.46 1.00
J220643.31-434358.4 158330.0850 0.1138 1.67 1.01
J224452.75-420045.6 81623.9483 0.0213 2.22 1.16
J235755.28-415543.1 121213.2071 0.0462 1.52 1.14
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